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ASTRACT 

Cell phones introduce a range of new possibilities for the use and production of media, for social 
networking and communication, political activism, and social development. For this study, 441 grade 
11 students at nine schools in low-income areas in Cape Town, South Africa were surveyed about 
their use of cell phones. These young South Africans have adopted a number of ways to use the Web 
and mobile Instant Messaging. They also commonly access, produce, and share digital media via their 

phones and the Internet. Internet access has, until recently, only been accessible to the wealthiest 
fraction of South African society (about 10% of the population) and so this is a highly significant 
development. Until now, little quantitative data has been available to describe exactly to what extent 
and how this cohort is beginning to access and use the Internet and digital media on cell phones. 

The students reported intensive use of cell phones to access mobile Internet applications, at a far 
greater level than they report using desktop computers to access the Web. Mobile Internet is 
considerably more accessible to these students than computer-based Internet access and they are 
choosing to use the Internet primarily for mobile instant messaging and other characteristic forms of 
mobile media use. This suggests that these students encounter a distinct, mobile version of the 
Internet. Their experience of Internet access and digital media may consequently be quite different to 
that of their computer-using peers. 

An exploratory media and technology usage approach was chosen to determine first, the availability of 
cell phones and specific features to the students, and, second, the extent to which online and digital 
media are being accessed, produced, or shared. A detailed questionnaire was distributed to all 
students from thirteen grade 11 classes at nine schools (n=441). The schools were chosen as random 
cluster samples from all public secondary schools located in the city's 50% most deprived areas in 
order to provide a detailed assessment of cell phone usage in an environment similar to that which 
prevails in many urban South African schools .. 

Activity-based questions indicate that a majority of respondents (68%) have used a cell phone on the 
previous day to access the Internet, while half of all respondents (49%) used the mobile Internet to 
access the Web on the previous day. Interpersonal communication was still the most common use of 
phones, with 87% of respondents making calls or sending SMS messages on a typical day. 

A significant minority (23%) of students did not own their own personal handset, despite the near
universal use of cell phones among all respondents (96% use one on a typical day). While phone 
ownership correlated strongly with a sense of economic deprivation as well as lower academic 
performance, there was no significant difference between both groups in terms of their mobile Internet 
usage. Thus the fact that some students do not own a phone does not seem to create a 'mobile divide' 
or automatically lead to exclusion from the possibilities of mobile Internet access. 

Online media were found to be less frequently used than broadcast and print sources. Nonetheless, 
the fact that 28% of low-income urban youth access online news about once every day, or more often, 
may have significant implications for South Africa's news media, particularly in the future. Despite the 
geographical limitations of this study, the results provide an illuminating snapshot of mobile media use 
by low-income school-going youth in urban Cape Town. 
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1. Introduction 

Cell phones have long surpassed traditionallandlines as the most common voice communication 

technology - particularly due to the marked growth in new cell phone users in most so-called 

developing countries (Feldmann, 2003). In South Africa, a country still trying to escape its legacy 

dramatic racial inequalities, cell phones have enjoyed spectacular growth over the past decade, with 

more than 60% of all South Africans above the age of 16 already owning a phone themselves (RIA, 

2009; AMPS, 2008). This rapid growth - up from just 18% in 2000 (ITU, 2001) - is at least partly due 

to the immense popularity of prepaid subscriptions and low-cost phones (Hodge, 2005; Esselaar and 

Stork, 2005), which have made it possible even for many of the country's poor majority to own or use 

a phone themselves. 

In most developing countries, access to traditional computers and the Internet remains limited to a 

small elite (Bracey & Culver, 2005). This observation is also true of post-apartheid South Africa. 

Despite many initiatives to create more equitable access to Information and Communication 

Technologies (ICTs) since the country's first democratic elections in 1994 (Lewis, 2007) marked 

inequalities persist in the access to and usage of ICT. 

South Africa's 'digital divides' follow shifting and complex lines. Some distinctions demarcate the 

computer-based information practices of wealthier upper and middle classes from the analog sources 

available to the impoverished majority. Other divides, such as the inequalities of access to computers 

and Internet in the education system, indicate how South Africa has failed to achieve redress for the 

formerly racial basis of resource allocation that characterized so-called Bantu education under 

apartheid. Perhaps most significantly, many infrastructural, educational and economic disparities 

create vast differences in ICT access between urban and rural populations (Tlabela, Roodt, & 

Paterson, 2007). Under apartheid, fixed-line telephony infrastructure was put in place primarily to 

serve the affluent white population, and so the rise of mobile telephony in South Africa already marks 

a sharp departure from the past. But for many people, cell phones are not merely substitutes for 

traditional landline connections. This study shifts attention to the ways in which, for many young South 

Africans, the relatively inexpensive cell phone handsets are fast becoming the Internet platform and 

multimedia device of their choice. 

Based on their users' interests and the technical features available on them, phones are being 

appropriated in a myriad of ways other than standard phone calls, but increasingly also to make up for 

a lack of domestic and school-based access to the Internet and computers. Mobile Internet access 1 

has so far been largely neglected in media and technology research, leading some in the popular 

1 'Mobile Internet access' does not refer to a different kind of Internet, but to is used to differentiate the cell phone as platform from 
traditional sources of computer-based access, including dial-up, ADSL, or wireless broadband. Although there can be a technical 
convergence between forms of access that blurs this line, in South Africa the two forms are still very distinct. Mobile Internet thus signifies 
accessing the Internet through the network provider's gateway server via GPRS, EDGE (2G), HSDPA (3G), or similar cellular network 
protocols. 
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media (e.g. Selanikio, 2008; Economist, 2008) to suggest that a 'silent revolution' will come about 

owing to the growing number of people, especially in emerging economies like South Africa, who have 

begun using cell phones to access the Internet. 

This study follows a strict distinction between the World Wide Web and the Internet, by which the 

former is seen as a distinct part of the latter, comprising only hyperlinked websites which are 

considered synonymous with 'online media,2 In particular, access to and usage of the World Wide 

Web (or Web) by the formerly 'disconnected masses' should be of major interest to media researchers. 

The Web has certainly made an enormous difference to the way mass media is distributed, consumed, 

and, more recently, incorporated into the participatory practices of online communities (e.g. Gilmore, 

2004). But despite many benefits derived from this technology, some have argued that the Web 

merely serves and connects wealthy nations, and (at least so far) the affluent elites in developing 

countries (Castells, 2000). Others, however, have argued that the idea of a single binary digital divide 

does not grasp the complex set of social factors that can support or inhibit ICT usage or their potential 

benefits (e.g. Warschauer, 2003; Livingstone & Helsper, 2007). But as more affordable and more 

appealing cell phones transcend from mere voice and text communication tools into complex 

technologies capable of handling the Internet and various digital media3 formats, the question of 

'leapfrogging' online societies arises - which would possibly challenge many existing notions in the 

'digital divide' debate. Indications for such a large-scale jump in Web usage have not been assessed 

academically in South Africa, making anecdotal evidence often the starting point for initial assumptions 

and interpretations. 

The mobile Internet and low-income youth in South Africa 

During my work with secondary students in Cape Town's Philippi and Khayelitsha townships4, I started 

to notice the strong organic ascent of the mobile Internet among impoverished youth. Especially 

students in grades 11 and 12 were navigating through social networking sites and instant messaging 

applications with impressive ease, often using battered handsets passed down from older family 

members. The newly acquired Web navigation habit (and skill), so these students explained to me, 

2 This study puts significant emphasis on the distinction between the Internet and the World Wide Web, stemming from a technical as well 
as from a mass media perspective. Thereby, the Internet is considered an application-neutral technology of interconnected computer 
networks, or rather, the underlying infrastructure that is used by various applications, including the interlinked pages of the (World Wide) 
Web. The Web, on the other hand, is used synonymous with online media within this study, referring to mass media accessible through the 
Internet. I use the term Web to include hypertext pages and publicly accessible audiovisual content of all kind, or in short, content that is 
viewable in a Web browser. 'Mobile Web' thereby simply means 'the Web accessed through a cell phone'. The term excludes, however, 
instant messaging applications, email, and other programs using non-http protocols. As we are witnessing an increasing integration of such 
applications into the Web browser format, it is important that this study's usage of the term Web is thus mostly adhering to a mass media 
point of view rather than a strictly technical one. Semi-public sites, such as Facebook, are also included, but must be viewed with special 
attention by mass media studies due to their half private, half public nature. 
3 Digital media here is used in reference to photos, videos, music (including ringtones), and games that can be consumed, produced, or 
shared on cell phones and computers. Given the specific cell phone focus, this largely applies to files that can be saved, downloaded, or 
transferred. It is not meant to include online media accessed or streamed through a browser, such as websites or video streaming portals. 
4 In South Africa, the popular meaning of the term 'township' refers to urban neighborhood areas that were built and reserved for all non
white population groups under apartheid rule, usually consisting of shack settlements. Despite some progress, most townships remain 
distinctively underserviced in terms of infrastructure and are often synonymous with starkly worse living conditions than what is found in 
the better areas of a city. The distinct racial divisions that practically still define townships by the old classifications also remain largely 
intact. 
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coincided with the enormous popularity of the mobile instant messenger MXit over the past two years 

(Francke & Weideman, 2007). MXit, a Java-based application that all but the most basic cell phones 

can install, allows users to chat with each other over the Internet, very similar to computer-based 

instant messengers like ICQ, Google Talk, AIM, and many others. Since the program required a data 

connection to transmit its messages, most of my informants had only enabled their phones for Internet 

access for this specific purpose. But usage of other resources on the Web followed suit, especially to 

download videos and music off the Web. 

This study was thus suggested by my own recent experiences in South Africa where I witnessed the 

rapid rise of the mobile Internet first-hand. The phenomenon was particularly noticeable among young 

people from low-income families, many of whom still do not have regular access to computers or the 

Internet in their schools, let alone at home. As I had experienced in different media and computer 

literacy classes in these neighborhoods over the past years, there was an enormous demand for the 

Internet and training in Web use, which could not be fulfilled by the scarce number of volunteer 

projects or the schools that provided access to the Web. At this point, I realized young people in the 

townships had begun to defy their status of 'unconnectedness', despite the almost complete absence 

of fixed-line Internet in their area. Although I was unsure about the scope of this revelation, it appeared 

that a new generation of mobile Internet users was being born - a generation that would grow up 

knowing the Web mostly from the tiny screen in their hand. 

The importance of this transition becomes evident if one looks at the level of ICT available to the 

majority of South African students. Research ICT Africa found only 15% of all households to have a 

working computer, while just 5% reported having 'a working Internet connection' (RIA, 2009). Even 

computers and Internet access at schools have only recently started to become available to the 

majority of South African sub-elite schools (Prinsloo & Walton, 2009). This picture differs vastly from 

the one found among the small group of middle and upper class South Africans, whose usage and 

exposure to computers and the Internet may be likened much more to the level found in most 

'developed' countries. Some have argued that the Internet and related ICT have indeed exacerbated 

inequality levels in recent years by providing useful tools and networks only to wealthier classes 

(bridges.org, 2001), something Castells has coined the "technological apartheid" (Castells, 2000, p. 

93). 

Whether such trends might be halted or even reversed as youth in developing countries begin to use 

the mobile Internet remains to be seen. Similar to the interest sparked by the rise of the Web (and the 

ensuing implications for societies) since its invention in 1993, I believe that the rise of the mobile Web 

among the majority of relatively impoverished people in the world will present crucial research 

questions for scholars from a variety of disciplines. Questions for media scientists could be: How will 

this affect the traditional media sphere? Will usage follow the model of Western societies or does the 

different technology dictate different priorities? To be certain, the rapid integration of cell phones into 

people's lives - in particular those with low income levels - has already lead to research being 
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conducted from a plethora of academic orientations. The result is a wealth of data and analyses of cell 

phone usage in South Africa and other developing nations, often with an underlying interest in 

achieving certain development goals with this new technology (Donner, 2008). 

In fact, social and economic development agencies often express keen hopes to see the mobile 

Internet flourish as they strive for improved ways to promote programs for health awareness and other 

issues to the poor. At the same time, businesses are vying to establish new mobile marketing 

channels and to exploit the surprising willingness of the poor to spend relatively high portions of their 

income on communication (Zainudeen et ai, 2006). 

Reliable figures for mobile Internet use in South Africa have so far been difficult to assess, as will be 

discussed in more detail in the following chapters. Details of the extent to which cell phones are 

already used by low-income youth to (partly) bridge this gap, and in what capacity they use them, are 

still not readily available. In South Africa, most of the data available focuses on broad figures of overall 

access to cell phones, provided either by the networks themselves (e.g. Goldstuck, 2007) or through 

nationally representative household or individual surveys (e.g. AMPS 2008A, 2008; RIA, 2009). Such 

data usually features the question of 'access', i.e. those who own or use a cell phone, and those who 

don't. Although recurring studies have integrated more detailed questions into their surveys over 

recent years, most published studies have not yet caught up with the nature or scale of this relatively 

recent phenomenon, and those which have addressed it to some extent do not paint a sufficiently 

detailed picture for us to comprehend the scale of mobile Internet usage. 

Theoretical framework and Research Questions 

This exploratory study is the first of its kind to obtain detailed quantitative data on online and digital 

media usage of cell phones among grade 11 students in low income areas in Cape Town. In particular, 

as this study follows a mass communication and media science perspective, it will not merely address 

the question of access to cell phones, computers, or the Web, but also aim to assess their detailed 

usage. In particular, it investigates the following questions and respective sub-issues in relation to this 

cohort of students: 

• What are the patterns of phone ownership, and to what extent do students access and 

use specific handsets and their features? 

o What are the characteristics of cell phone ownership? 
o How do overall numbers for cell phone ownership and cell phone usage compare? 
o What phone features and applications are commonly available to and used by 

students? 
o How recently have students started using cell phones? 
o What are the average levels of expenses, as well as sources of funding? 
o To what extent do students use voice calls and SMS messages, and to what extent 

are cost-cutting measures applied (missed calls, please-call-me-messages)? 
o To what extent are mobile instant messenger applications used (e.g. MXit)? 
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• How can students' use of online media, and their use and production of digital media be 

characterized? 

a To what extent do students utilize the Internet and the Web on cell phones? 
a How does mobile Internet usage compare to Internet usage on computers? 
a What websites are used most regularly, both for cell phone and computer access? 
a How do students conceptualize the Internet? 
a How does the use of mobile media (and particularly news media) compare to the use 

of other forms of widely-accessible media, such as television, radio, and print? 
a How are students consuming, producing and sharing different kinds of 'local' digital 

media (photographs, videos, music, games) using cell phones? 

• Can we detect significant differences for users in this population ... 

a between phone owners and those using someone else's phone? 
a between early and late adopters of cell phones? 
a between male and female phone users? 
a between language or ethnic groups? 
a according to self-perceived socio-economic status? 
a according to self-perceived academic performance? 

The overall aim of this study was to find out just how widespread mobile Internet use had become 

among young people in low-income areas in Cape Town. I wanted to know whether the mobile 

Internet users I had met were only a small minority of 'early adopters', or whether the mobile Internet 

had grown into an everyday resource for communication among this cohort. Given the absence of 

sufficiently detailed data, it was necessary to include analysis of all major and minor cell phone 

applications, ranging from basic voice calls to Bluetooth file sharing and free 'please call me' 

messages. 

My own particular focus on online news (e.g. Kreutzer, 2006) meant that the extent to which students 

were accessing news sources on the Web was a particularly important issue for me. Over recent years, 

the relationship between youth and news media have attracted continued attention from researchers, 

particularly in the United States, ranging from the supposed decline of youth's interest in the news 

(Buckingham, 1997; Mindich, 2004) to the apparent reprisal through mobile and online social media 

during the past American presidential election hype (Pew People/Press, 2008). African Americans and 

other minorities with lower income levels, who were found to be particularly cell phone sawy as it was 

often their prime technology used (Horrigan, 2008a), may have had a key part in this mobilization 

effort. In South Africa, youth and news media studies remains an under-researched area (Ndlovu, 

2008), with some researchers suggesting a decline in youth's news interest (Claasen, 1996; Pepler, 

2003) while others claim that access to the news among young people is actually quite high (Strelitz, 

2002). At the same time, the extent to which the cell phone allowed creativity and media sharing (e.g. 

videos, photos, music) seemed particularly worthy of investigation. Such practices might afford 

students with important skills development and opportunities for self-expression and participation in 

online communities, which many researchers consider the exclusive preserve of computer users 

(Jenkins, 2006b; Buckingham, 2005). The insufficiently researched relationship between youth and 

news media in South Africa (Ndvolu, 2008) will be addressed with regard to online and local digital 

media, as well as in relation to students' reported use of mass media such as radio and television. The 
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issue of sharing and producing local digital media (Jenkins, 2006a; Buckingham, 2007) will be 

followed as a secondary issue due to the proximity to classic mass media research. 

This study rejects the idea of technological determinism, which follows the notion of specific 

trajectories that are inherent in a technology and will lead to a certain usage thereof (Brey, 2004). I 

work under the assumption that cell phones, like any other ICT, are being appropriated by users in 

various ways, leading to a unique set of uses and preferences that presuppose different conditions 

and will also have varying effects. For this reason, this quantitative study does not speak of the 

'impact' of cell phones, which would suggest a flat unidirectional causal relationship that is not only 

impossible to measure, but often fails to account for human agency and does not reflect the hybrid 

ways in which technologies influence and are influenced by both societies and individuals. 

Although the mere availability of cell phones should not be considered a goal in its own right for social 

and economic development, smart and responsible usage of their technical opportunities may well 

bring about new opportunities for students to acquire novel skills and knowledge, which may ultimately 

help them realize their ambitions. The distinct challenges and possibilities that lie ahead for many 

urban youth in South Africa (particularly the high chance of HIV infection, as well as the enormous 

hurdles involved in completing secondary education or entering the formal job market), have also 

motivated this research, thus extending this study's purpose beyond strict academic goals. 

Summary o/methodology 

A clustered convenience sample of 441 grade 11 students from the most deprived areas in the Cape 

Town metropolitan area was chosen because of the students' position as potentially intense adopters 

of the mobile Internet in South Africa, as well as their importance as a target audience for 

development and education initiatives. A random cluster sampling design informed the selection of 

nine schools in these areas, while convenience samples dictated the particular choice of the particular 

classes. A detailed self-assessment questionnaire was distributed to complete classrooms of 13 grade 

11 classes from 9 different schools (n=441), resulting in 299 direct variables and more than 80 derived 

aggregates or calculated variables. 

This quantitative approach has allowed me to describe the online and mobile media use of a sample 

of low-income urban youth in considerable detail, as well as to control for statistically significant 

relationships between seemingly independent factors. The process of piloting the study helped to 

establish a methodology that may allow future studies to address these questions in relation to a 

larger and more nationally representative sample. 

Without attempting large generalizations about secondary school students or even about South 

African youth as a whole, this study design allows a snapshot of a specific target population. The 

primary aim was not to generate data which was fully representative of the targeted population, but to 
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develop a methodology and a research instrument (the survey questionnaire) along with a set of 

insights into the cell phone and Internet usage and ownership patterns currently emerging among low

income urban youth in Cape Town. These findings should provide a foundation for future research 

with other groups or for a larger-scale study. 

Thesis plan 

In chapter two I introduce the wealth of existing research which helped to inform the design of this 

study. Studies investigating the consumption of online and digital media were a particular focus, 

although much of this research documents trends in the United States. In the absence of such detailed 

information about young people in South Africa, available household survey and industry data were 

consulted for broader measures of the level of technological 'diffusion' in the region. Although this 

study is a quantitative survey, it also draws on inSights generated from ethnographic research and 

from the cultural studies tradition. These studies (together with the powerful insights gleaned through 

conversations with participants during the piloting process) underscore the challenges of coming to 

terms with specific meanings of technology use within particular cultural and social contexts (Ito & 

Okabe, 2005; Ling, 2007; Katz & Rice, 2002; Horst & Miller, 2006). Owing to this emphasis on 

technology's situated significance in people's lives, the study has gravitated towards research and 

theories which acknowledge the challenges of understanding and representing usage in a quantitative 

way. 

Chapter three presents an outline of the iterative process of testing, piloting, and revising the 

questionnaire. In particular, a complete pilot study (Kreutzer, 2008) was used to test the survey design 

and the overall methodological approach. These initial results pointed towards the surprisingly high 

level of mobile Internet and Web usage found in the sample of two classrooms (n=66) of a low-income 

township school in Cape Town, subsequently confirmed by the full-scale survey. 

Two major themes emerge from the survey data regarding the media usage of cell phones among 

low-income urban South African youth. First, the nature of cell phone ownership and the factors which 

are associated with access and overall usage patterns will be discussed in chapter four. Chapter five 

will present the second theme, which identifies practices associated with the use of online and digital 

media are used by respondents, and presents detailed analysis of specific categories of Web usage 

and the importance of online news media relative to other sources of news. 

Despite the near-universal use of cell phones among all respondents, a significant minority (23%) of 

the sample did not own their own personal handset. While phone ownership correlated strongly with a 

sense of economic and academic deprivation, there were few differences in phone usage patterns 

between this seemingly more impoverished group, who used and borrowed other peoples' phones, 

and the possibly more well-to-do group of phone owners. The study suggests the importance of further 

qualitative study of the fit between these sharing practices and the assumptions about individual use 
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and ownership which currently inform the design of cell phones. In addition, the findings suggest the 

possibility that cost factors and the difficulty of participating in time-intensive activities may be a future 

source of exclusion for this already apparently deprived group of 'co-users'. 

The detailed activity-based questions have shown that virtually all respondents (96%) had used a cell 

phone on the previous day for at least one communication, mobile Internet, gaming or digital media 

activity. Interpersonal communication was the most common use of phones, with 91 % of respondents 

making calls or sending text messages on a typical day. However, 68% were found to use the Internet 

on a cell phone on a typical day, including 49% who do so to access the Web, and the same number 

of respondents using an instant messaging application on a typical day. This section also explains that 

online and digital media are accessed primarily via cell phones, while computers only have a slight 

advantage in a small number of Web categories, most notably school research and retrieval of health 

information. 

Regardless of the platform, Google was found to be by far the most dominant Web gateway to all 

kinds of information, followed at a considerable distance by WAP cell phone media portals. This profile 

of popular online media sources is particularly interesting in that it diverges from mainstream South 

African media in terms of ownership, range and provenance of sources, and the nature of the 

available content, making this idiosyncratic profile very different from South African print, broadcast, 

and online publishers. For this reason it constitutes another area for future more in-depth study and 

analysis. 

This chapter also explains the importance of online news media vis-a-vis other established news 

sources, and analyzes other relevant features of media usage, while investigating subgroup 

differences in relation to deprivation, usage intensity, and gender. When measuring students' media 

use on a typical day, the Internet (68% use it on a typical day) is second only to television usage 

(81 %). Nonetheless broadcast and print sources are still the primary ways in which students access 

the news. Even so, 28% of students were found to access the news on a cell phone once a day or 

more frequently. This additional news channel adds to an overall complex picture of news 

consumption among students, who reported accessing an average of more than two news sources 

'several times daily'. 

Chapter six discusses some possible conclusions and suggests potential future areas for closer 

investigation. In particular, we need further qualitative research to better understand the share of high

intensity mobile Web users, especially in terms of their access to online news, the format of consumed 

and shared digital media, and the specific skills learned with respect to the phone(s) used. Through 

this study's exploratory approach, I hope that the findings and observations will spark sufficient 

interest and subsequent academic inquiry both from media studies and many other related fields. The 

areas to which this study will hopefully be of relevance will be discussed in more detail in the following 

chapter. 
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2. Understanding Cell Phone and Online Media Usage 

Patterns of contemporary media use have shifted rapidly in response to technological innovations 

associated with the rise of online and digital media. For the majority of the world's developing 

countries, including South Africa, Internet access has been the preserve of a small, wealthy elite, until 

the recent rapid diffusion of mobile phone technology. Since 1993, when the Web started becoming a 

popular medium in countries like the United States, the question of how this multichannel, hybrid, and 

interactive medium is altering usage of mass media has received considerable attention, both 

academically and within the media and technology industries. A number of researchers have focused 

their attention on the influence of these rapid technological changes on society, on developing 

countries, and on the youth. 

The focus on social inclusion and equality of opportunity which characterized an earlier generation of 

studies of the 'digital divide' (Norris, 2001; Mehra et aI., 2004) does not seem to have shifted the focus 

to investigate access to mobile technology. Even discussions concerning the 'participation gap', which 

differentiates between those who have many opportunities to participate in social media and those 

whose access is more limited, do not seem to consider lack of cell phones access as a social 

disadvantage. A different approach is often adopted by researchers who investigate declining levels of 

news readership and civic engagement among young people, and who want to understand these 

phenomena in relation to the rise of new forms of media (e.g. Buckingham, 1997; Putnam, 2001; 

Mindich, 2004). As a group of 'digital natives' whose practices are alien and incomprehensible to older 

generations, these youth are also of interest to researchers in comparative media studies (Jenkins, 

2006b). The desire to understand the significance of cell phone use and its meanings is also often 

motivated by an interest in marketing products and services to this group, by social development 

organizations and businesses alike. Some researchers in the field of sociology and social psychology 

are primarily interested in the possible dangers which cell phone and Internet use presents to young 

people, and ask what social, educational and psychological problems are caused by cell phone use 

(Ling, 2004; Ling and Pedersen (Eds.), 2005) or by the Internet in general (Katz & Rice, 2002). Other 

researchers (who often take an ethnographic approach informed by cultural studies) are motivated by 

an interest in understanding cell phone use as a part of youth culture (Ito & Okabe, 2005). Some early 

research became enthusiastic about mobile technology's potential as a platform for new forms of 

social and collective action (Rheingold, 2003). 

In developing countries, the research agenda is somewhat different. There is widespread discussion in 

the popular press questioning whether the use of mobile technologies may allow developing countries 

to 'leapfrog' earlier stages of development (Selanikio, 2008; Economist, 2008). Quantitative research 

5 This study's definition of cell phones includes all GSM and UMTS-enabled technologies supporting voice telephony. It also encompasses 
so-called "smart phones", which is an often-used label for highly capable cell phones. Although there is no fixed definition of the term, it 
usually refers to phones running a complete operating system that allows a wide range of advances software to be run, but also to 
handsets featuring conSiderably better functionality through faster processors, larger screens, full keyboards, faster connectivity (such as 
3G), etc. Regardless of the exact definition, the survey results will show that most respondents do not own such phones. In the absence of 
a good working definition, the term is thus not used to avoid confusion. 
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into mobile phone use is often motivated by the need to document diffusion of technology in a 

particular country as an index of its level of or readiness for development (e.g. Waverman et aI., 2005; 

RIA, 200) and as an indicator of potential market opportunities (Goldstuck, 2007). In the case of young 

people, interest has focused on beneficial applications of cell phone use, such as health and 

education projects or 'm-Learning' (Attewell & Savill-Smith, 2005) as well as other pointed 'mobile for 

development' projects (Donner et aI., 2008). These studies are at least partly motivated by an interest 

in designing technologies with more appeal to the large potential market of people at the 'Base of the 

Pyramid', the least affluent consumers. A small number of researchers (e.g. Donner, 2007; Chipchase, 

2006; Zainudeen et aI., 2007), who are interested in expanding the markets for mobile technologies 

and services in developing countries focus on investigating the ways in which poverty and a lack of 

other technological infrastructure mean that people use cell phones very differently in these contexts. 

We know more or less how many South Africans have access to cell phones, and what kind of things 

researchers and activists think they should be dOing with the phones for developmental purposes. In 

contrast, we know very little about how South Africans actually do choose to use cell phones to access 

information or entertainment media or to create and distribute their own media. 

Given the focus of this study, it is necessary to understand the context in which young South Africans 

use different forms of media, and to compare the cultural and social meanings of cell phone use here 

to the findings of researchers in other countries. A wide range of research from different theoretical 

paradigms, often motivated by a number of different social or economic development assumptions, is 

relevant to the problems addressed by this study. The following themes have been investigated in 

particular: online and mobile news media usage, creativity in mobile digital media production and 

distribution, the digital divide paradigm, and the impact of cell phones on society and youth culture. 

This study uses an exploratory approach that has most in common with comparative and news media 

research, as well as the slowly growing repertoire of research focusing on cell phone usage in media 

contexts in developing countries. 

The rise %nline (news) media 

The established forms of mass media, such as film, radio, newspapers, or television, are often 

differentiated in media studies from the so-called 'new media' - a term that has been used on various 

occasions in the past whenever a new technology appeared to 'threaten' conventional formats (ct. 

McQuail, 2005, p.38). With the rise of Internet access since the invention of the Web in 1993, new 

media may often refer in broad terms to these technologies, but it is increasingly hard to differentiate 

them from traditional media due to the hybridity or convergence that is commonplace in much of the 

Web today (Jenkins, 2006b). Many existing books, radio and television programs, or newspapers can 

all be accessed online (and increasingly via a mobile device), making the distinction between 'old' and 
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'new' more difficult to maintain. Due to the ambiguous nature of the term 'new media' (Ito et ai, 2008, p. 

8), 'online media' will be used in this study instead. 6 

The Web is far more than a digital gateway for existing media outlets: Aside from increased 

interactivity with traditionally published content (such as comments, ratings, or rankings of a 

newspaper's articles), an enormous number of new publications and online genres have come about, 

including personal and professional blogs, citizen journalism portals, professional online-only news 

sites, and several other formats (cf. Gilmore, 2004; Kreutzer, 2006; O'Reilly, 2005). Similar to news 

media, a host of music clips, home-made and professional comedy videos, entire movies and TV show 

episodes, as well as billions of photographs are all freely available on YouTube, Flickr, network 

Websites, and uncountable other sites. 

The effects of these changes on the wider media sphere have been widely discussed over recent 

years, in particular in respect to the news media (Rosen, 2001; Mindich, 2004; Gilmore, 2004; Kline et 

aI., 2005; Benkler, 2006; Lessig, 2004). The reasons for trends in citizens' media preferences, 

however, are not always clear. There is an ongoing shift of media consumption that some argue 

reflects the younger generation's lower levels of interest in civic discourse and information 

(Buckingham, 1997; Putnam, 2001). Due to a wealth of available data, such claims can be easily 

established in industrialized countries like the United States. While a dated study found American 

youths to be more indifferent towards news than older generations (Times Mirror Center, 1990), more 

recently such trends appear to be reversed as the Internet assumes a key role as the dominant source 

of information for young people today. In particular, this trend involves the phenomenal role social 

networking and social media sites played during the U.S. presidential primaries and general election, 

whereby young people chose to access news and to be involved in the process predominantly through 

online media, (Pew Internet, 2008; Pew People/Press, 2008), which were increasingly accessed 

through cell phones. 

Cell phones as a gateway to access and create online news media have not yet become a fully 

separate object for academic investigation. As this chapter will show, much attention has thus far been 

6 Questions of definition: Media research should strive to disentangle confusions between terms with better clarity. Technical definitions 
are often neglected by academic research and popular reference, confusing terms such as Web, Internet, or online, or new media. This 
study uses the term 'online media' as a synonym for the technically well-defined term 'Web'. The Web (or World Wide Web) is a part of the 
Internet which relies on the HTTP protocol and consists of hyperlinked web pages, and their associated rich media. It is accessed through 
Web browsers and can include text, video, audio, and other multimedia material. Although distinctions become increasingly harder to draw, 
owing to the use of webmail and web-based chat interfaces, the Web does not include other Internet-based applications such as email or 
instant messaging. 
The Internet can be defined as a global interconnected network of computer networks that transmit data using the Internet Protocol (IP). 
Every client in this network (be it a traditional computer, Web server, PDA or cell phone) uses a unique IP address that distinguishes the 
client from all others, allowing for this technology to be used in a decentralized fashion. It is within the Internet that various services are 
based, such as the subcategories of email, instant messaging, file transfer, and, most prominently, the interlinked pages of the Web. 

Content posted on the Web is in most cases available to largely anonymous mass audiences, and this format thus most closely resembles 
traditional media such as newspapers or television. For this reason, I refer to the Web as 'online media', contrasting it with traditional 
analog or 'offline' media. However, instant messaging on computers or cell phones, which also uses the Internet as a technical layer for 
communication but is not considered part of the Web, is an important form of personal communication that is of relevance to 
communication, youth, and cultural studies. 
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paid to the cultural and social implications of basic functions such as text messaging or phone calls: 

the traditional features associated with cell phones. Within wealthy societies, ever more capable 

phones offering faster Internet connections and larger screens have recently become more serious 

competitors to desktop computers as points of Internet access. The Pew Internet & American Life 

Project found that 19% of cell phone-using Americans have ever accessed the Internet via their cell 

phones "for news, weather, sports, or other information", while 7% do so on a typical day (Horrigan, 

2008a). Although no comparative study exists, similar or even higher numbers can be expected in 

Japan and other countries (cf. Ito & Okabe, 2005; Rheingold, 2003; Teo & Pok, 2003). 

Cell phones are only beginning to be recognized in media studies as an important platform in the 

overall mass media and news media environment (May & Hearn, 2005). In an in-depth review of 

existing studies on media literacy in young people, Buckingham (2005) could not find any research 

focusing on media access through cell phones. In other words, while we have detailed information 

about levels of cell phone ownership and usage patterns regarding non-Internet applications in many 

countries, little is known about the growth of mobile media usage, and how this relates to news 

consumption via the Internet on traditional computers, as well as other mass media. This is especially 

true for developing countries such as South Africa. 

The need for research into mobile media use in South Africa is arguably more preSSing than in 

developed countries, given the very low and stagnant level of fixed line Internet access, and given the 

opportunities presented by near universal cell phone access and the comparatively low price of mobile 

bandwidth in the region (Lewis, 2007). 

Mobile Digital Media and User Creativity 

One of the least observed phenomena has been the recent advent of accessing, producing, and 

sharing media content using cell phones by the younger South African generation. While in the U.S. 

the changing patterns of creative media usage are well documented (e.g. Pew, 2006; Jenkins, 2006a; 

Ito et ai, 2008), particularly around the rise of social media and social networking sites, similar analysis 

has not been conducted concerning South Africa. 

With certainty, intense usage of multimedia and other popular sites on the Web will engender an 

increasingly useful skill set. The possession of such skills, particularly in high-income countries, may 

soon be increasingly required by employers. But as Jenkins (2006a) found in the United States, these 

new multimedia and Web-savvy skills learned by American youth - in particular through so-called 

'social media' - depend heavily on their socio-economic status: Children from better-off families find 

themselves at the upper end of what he calls the 'participation gap' because of their higher exposure 

levels to computers and the Internet. Buckingham (2007) echoes similar findings in the UK, observing 

a new, growing digital divide between media-rich after-school activities found in wealthier schools, and 

the very limited use of information and communication technologies (lCT) in the average classroom. 
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Despite a very different starting point, strong parallels can be drawn to the use of ICT in most South 

African schools. The persisting socioeconomic inequality between the majority of South Africans and 

the small wealthy elite (Bhorat and Kanbur, 2006) also translates into a two-tier education system, 

especially with regard to the transfer of media literacy skills. Whereas upper-class youth have dual 

exposure to rich media environments, both at home and in the school (cf. Reinking, 2003), the majority 

of students are often confronted with substandard 'drill-and-practice' ICT lessons (Prinsloo & Walton, 

2008), if any at all, as well as extremely low levels of ICT access at home (AMPS, 2008). Despite 

some progress since the beginning of democratic rule in 1994, these class divisions still largely follow 

the formerly institutionalized race divisions, making low-standard education predominantly a problem 

of black South African youth. Although there has not been any comparative study on digital and online 

media literacy between different groups of youth in South Africa, new survey data and novel 

approaches (e.g. Schmid & Stork, 2009) might soon be able to further investigate these assumptions

provided that cell phone usage is being considered as well. By focusing specifically on Cape Town's 

low-income youth (as defined explained in the methodology chapter), the study will deliberately 

exclude the small upper and middle class populations, and will thus allow for a more detailed focus on 

the practices of a marginalized group. 

In the U.S., itself a highly diverse country, such important conclusions were made possible by 

representative survey data on actual Internet, computer, and cell phone usage, collected by the Pew 

Internet Project over the last three years. With regard to handheld devices, researchers were able to 

demonstrate the growing importance of non-voice applications and establish that Americans now view 

cell phones as the hardest device to give up (Horrigan, 2008b). In addition, while findings also 

resonate with Jenkins's predictions (Jenkins, 2006a, 2006b) of unequal usage of technology and thus 

varying skill levels, Horrigan (2008a) could also show that certain minorities were more likely to go 

online using their cell phone than white Americans - thus hinting to the development of an actual skill 

advantage over time in this arena. This finding might undermine the assumptions underlying the 

'participation gap' or similar theories discussing e-skills, new media literacy, etc: Instead of a 

dichotomous idea of skills that simply follows the degree to which computers and certain Internet 

applications are used, we need to acknowledge a different set of skills, afforded through intense cell 

phone usage, that cannot be neglected. 

Such a shift to include media skills acquired through cell phones would provide better understanding 

of the situation in the U.S., but in particular in countries such as South Africa, where it is not just 

deprived minorities, but rather the majority of the people who have begun developing an array of 

vastly different skills on cell phones. Hence, with a limited informational value of a fixed set of 

computer-based Internet skills, a more inclusive, non-linear approach is needed that acknowledges 

the important skills learned by a new generation of cell phone-only (or at least mostly cell phone) 

Internet users. This study hopes to contribute to such a new model by for the first time assessing 

particular online and digital media skills learned on cell phones by South African low-income youth. 
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Online and traditional media usage in South Africa 

Until recently only a small privileged minority of youth in South Africa was able to access online news, 

and so it is necessary to contextualize mobile access to news in relation to the traditional analog 

sources. In the absence of any longitudinal study, anecdotal obseNations have pOinted to a declining 

interest in the news by South Africa's youth (Claasen, 1996; Pepler, 2003) - obseNations which 

contradict a limited quantitative study indicating well-informed youths with high newspaper readership 

numbers (Strelitz, 2002). But as Ndlovu (2008) notes, there is a strong underrepresentation of poor 

and rural populations as many studies have focused on urban and university populations. So far, very 

little research is available on actual usage of online media in South Africa. One exception is the figures 

provided by the marketing research company Nielsen Online, some of which are regularly published 

by the South African Online Publishers Association (OPA). However, although OPA publishes some 

rough overall data from the country, the more specific statistics available only cover the websites of its 

member organizations and some selected other sites, and thus do not provide a full picture of the 

South African Web sphere, let alone data on who accessed which websites? Other data with a 

similarly limited validity comes from usage statistics published by browser software Opera, whose 

product Opera Mini is used on many phones. While the latest numbers8 provide a ranking of the 10 

most accessed websites (topped by Facebook and Google), we do not know anything about these 

users' demographics, or number of users accessing these sites. (Opera has not reacted to my request 

for more specific insight about their data and methodology) 

Some recent data for usage of traditional media sources (broadcast and print media) in South Africa is 

provided by the annual All Media and Products SUNey (AMPS), a household sUNey initiative which 

includes raw data on media usage (e.g. AMPS, 2007), as well as by Kaiser Family Foundation and 

South African Broadcasting Corporation (2006) (hereinafter referred to as KFF/SABC, 2006). Both 

studies found TV and radio consumption among young people nationwide to be fairly high, while 

newspaper and magazine readership were significantly lower. The different findings are illustrated in 

Figure 1. Access to online media through computers or cell phones is, however, not addressed by 

these studies' sUNeys. In order to draw the best approximate picture, we need to turn to studies 

assessing these technologies' availability and usage under a different pretext, often along lines of 

social exclusion - with patterns similar to the participation gap discussed earlier. 

7 In addition, the reliability of this data is unclear, as Nielsen Online uses a mixed methodology of 'channel' users (individuals who have 
agreed to have their usage data transferred for analysis - a sample that is unlikely to represent people using cell phones to access the 
Internet), as well as a number of other tools, such as unique browsers and page impressions (which may underrate communities where 
shared computer use is more common). While this data might be of value to advertisers to track worthy platforms, it should only be used 
by social scientists with great caution. The latest numbers for the OPA's member organizations are found on 
http://www.opa.co.za/reade rsh ip/ 
B See http://www.opera.com/smw/2008/12/- 'Part 2: Country snapshots for December 2008' 
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Figures of leT access are often quoted as indicators for a country's development, often citing the 

digital divide as an impediment for the country's economic progress (discussed in e.g. Wilson, 2004; 

Hudson, 2006). However, the manner in which access or ownership data is collected, and whether it is 

an appropriate measurement of socioeconomic development, is rarely debated within studies of 

information and communication technologies and development (lCTD). In fact, especially in 

developing countries, ownership or access to a certain technology is a poor predictor of actual usage. 

It is often acknowledged that co-users may have access to a mobile phone in their immediate environ 

(e.g. Vodafone, 2005), as more friends, family members, or neighbors become owners of a personal 

handset. But the validity of such data is not always clear as respondents have varying definitions of 

whether or not they believe they have 'access' to a phone - and especially because there is no 

correlation between access to and usage of any technology. 

This crucial difference is often entirely neglected in academic literature, which continues to support the 

binary tale of haves and have-nots. But as humans, we use media and technology in varied intensities, 

which suggests a continuous scale as an analogy, rather than an on-off switch. As the above section 

on mobile digital media and user creativity has shown, this is particularly true if the usage of a new 

technology (in this case the cell phone) is not even factored in when measuring 'Internet access'. This 

study will approach this question with a carefully adjusted methodology, and will compare detailed 

self-reported usage data with the respective ownership of mobile phones. Hopefully, the potential 

merits of a detailed usage index will succeed in replacing the notion that usage can be measured 

through binary access statistics. 

The research and concepts discussed so far were predominantly interested in describing the overall 

picture, such as online media usage or cell phone access, possibly including external factors that were 

conducive or prohibitive to the increased access. Other studies, however, are interested in the 

possible influence such technologies might have on society or on individuals. The following section 

approaches this issue from different angles: While some researchers are interested in measuring 

whether cell phones or the Internet have (had) an 'impact' on society (e.g. on civic participation), the 

other camp largely assumes a positive trajectory of certain technologies (especially in developing 

countries), and aims to find new ways of implementing their deployment. 

Impact of Cell Phones and Internet on Society 

In the view of most of some activists and researchers in both camps, improving political and social 

development would follow the idea of technological determinism, by which the correct deployment and 

availability of information and communication technologies will ultimately lead to a certain result 

(positive or negative). Like all technologies, cell phones can have many unintended trajectories on 

various scales that require a closer look to understand (ct. Brey, 2004), leading some to criticize the 

merit of trying to measure any such 'impact' (e.g. Warschauer, 2003). Hence, we should be cautioned 

about uncurbed enthusiasm over utopian goals. Critics of technological determinism have long 
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shunned using such concepts, deemed unrealistic ideas (Heidegger, 1977; Smith and Marx, 1994), 

warning that the sheer availability of advanced technology can never predict its usage or possible 

benefits thereof. Although a statistical relationship can sometimes be established between two factors, 

this does not equal a causal relationship. 

With the growing availability and usage of computers and the Internet, there have also been numerous 

studies trying to measure the societal impact of these technologies. The approaches often originate in 

sociology and social psychology, and most are focused on the United States. Katz and Rice (2002) 

conducted multiple surveys in the U.S. between 1994 and 2000, aiming to measure civic and 

community involvement as well as social interaction and expression. Early on, they set out to 

'demystify' some of the theorized effects increased technology usage would have on societal issues 

like civic engagement and social capital (e.g. Putnam, 2001; Castells, 2000) by using detailed 

(lCT) with varying scope and focus (e.g. AMPS, 2008; Gillwald & Stork, 2008; Esselaar, 2007; 

KFF/SABC, 2006) - and often conflicting accounts. Such research has shown, for example, that 67% 

of South Africans 'own a cell phone' (AMPS, 2008) or that 62% 'own a mobile phone or an active SIM 

card' (RIA, 2009). Similarly, 72% of 15 to 24-year-olds reported to 'have a cell phone' (KFF/SABC, 

2006), whereas Tlabela, Roodt, and Paterson (2003) found only 33% of South African households to 

be 'households with access to cell phones'. Research ICT Africa (2009) shows 15% of South African 

households have 'a computer at home', while 5% of households have 'a working Internet connection'. 

Goldstuck (2007) published one of the first quantitative studies on cell phone usage in South Africa, 

though it admits to have "excluded those who can be described as 'deep rural'" (Goldstuck, 2007, 

p131). Based on its findings, the study argues for six different user types, which are based on monthly 

expenditure and the share of those using a contract rather than a prepaid model. The results of this 

study, which are widely used by local media and technology industries, need to be used with caution 

though, as few details regarding its methodology have been disclosed1o
. However, the concept of a 

more differentiated segmentation based on different user patterns is still much needed, especially 

given the enormous inequality along different dimensions in South Africa. 

It is important to emphasize that the abovementioned studies refer to the access to a certain 

technology - not its usage. Access in this case is defined by ownership and proximity - for example 

whether a subject owns a cell phone, or at least whether one exists within their household. A similar 

approach is followed when quoting industry-reported data, such as the number of active SIM cards 

within the network - a practice that is highly unreliable (Sutherland, 2008) 11. Therefore, while accounts 

of access or ownership provide a definite categorization (e.g. household with or without cell phones, 

with or without a 'working Internet connection'), it leaves out the more differentiated question of usage. 

For media studies, the concept of technological diffusion (e.g. the share of the population owning a 

television set or a radio) is an important one, but ultimately an insufficient measure of how citizens use 

media. This is particularly true for multi-potent technologies like the computer or the cell phone, which 
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Pearce, 2007). Similarly, there has been plenty of attention around buzzwords like m-banking (e.g. 

Ivatury & Pickens, 2006; Donner & Tellez, 2008) or m-health (e.g. Seo et aI., 2008). 

From a media perspective, we should differentiate between projects aimed at reaching the general 

public (which should be subject to investigations in mass communication studies), and others aimed at 

providing advanced interactive tools to a small number of professionals, such as medical personnel 

(Donner et ai, 2008). Indeed, a large portion of projects in the abovementioned categories aim to 

reach a large share of the population for development purposes, often to promote health or social 

awareness campaigns, and hoping to achieve behavioral change. Such strategies are sometimes 

referred to as 'social marketing', as the main aim of such projects is one of 'gaining more direct 

access' to people (e.g. Kotler, Roberto, & Lee, 2002). Similarly, though without the noble goals, many 

South African companies are showing a heightened interest in the spread of cell phones to compete 

over the collectively large purchasing power of low-income citizens, using SMS and instant messaging 

programs to promote their products and services. 

Despite the increase in hopes and plans regarding the potential benefit for organizations and 

companies alike, there is very little established academic knowledge over the exact usage patterns of 

cell phones among the targeted audiences. Subsequently, we simply don't know yet how (social) 

marketing received via cell phones is being perceived - and whether this channel is a superior 

message carrier to other forms of mass media. 

Poverty and leT Usage 

An increasing host of studies investigate technology usage and user preferences under the 

increasingly recognized economic concept known as the Base (or Bottom) of the Pyramid (BOP) - the 

share of the global population living in moderate and extreme poverty (Prahalad, 2005; Hart, 2005). At 

the heart of this pursuit is the aim to provide products and services that will bring about significant 

profits to companies through these people's potentially massive purchasing power (Hammond et aI., 

2007) - a model that seems to function particularly well in the area of ICT, as the phenomenal growth 

of cell phones in developing countries continues to show. At the same time, BOP research is also 

focused on the underlying assumption that such business expansion also coincides with concrete 

benefits in economic development and poverty reduction, as the world's poorest are considered to 

benefit directly from cell phone usage (e.g. Waverman et aI., 2005). While the BOP argument has also 

drawn criticism, being accused of oversimplifying complex realities that cannot be explained through 

technological determinism (Landrum, 2007), it does explain a continued rush by large corporations 

and investors into poorer regions and countries, which will increase the speed of cell phone adoption 

in these regions. This development also helps explain certain strands of research that aim to help 

handset manufacturers, software producers, and network companies better understand how cell 

phones are used by some of the world's poorest people (e.g. Chipchase, 2006; Donner, 2007; Bhagat, 

2007). 
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Poverty has given way to certain practices and techniques that today are found mostly in developing 

countries, where users search for innovative ways to cut costs while getting their message across. In 

South Africa, there have been several recent studies around use of the very popular mobile instant 

messaging application MXit, which allows users to communicate at only a fraction of standard text 

message costs. As an alternative to costly text messaging (usually averaging at about RO.50 (USD 

0.05), which are limited to just 160 characters, MXit emerged as a much cheaper alternative (Francke 

and Weideman, 2007). As users only pay for the text transmitted via the Internet according to actual 

data volume (charged at R2.00 or USD 0.20 per 1 MB), the price is only a fraction of SMS costs. 

However, it appears that MXit and several similar mobile instant messengers are used intensely for 

social networking, as chat rooms, and other purposes, thereby not being a mere cheaper alternative 

technology to SMS text messages. Recent academic studies have focused on MXit's role in the lives 

of adolescent girls (Bosch, 2008), its relevance for university students (Dourando et aI., 2007), and the 

prospects of using MXit for mobile education (Butgereit, 2007; Ford & Botha, 2007). 

The practice of giving missed calls (also known as beeping, buzzing, flashing, among many other 

names), has long been a cost-reducing measure in many countries, including South Africa, and is well 

documented by Donner (2007) and Zainudeen et al. (2006). It follows socially pre-agreed rules by 

which the caller hangs up after a few rings, thereby not paying any charges. The meaning of such a 

'missed call' is often-context specific and can range from 'call me back' to 'I'm thinking of you' or 'come 

pick me up'. As such messages can be quite unambiguous in certain contexts, this practice signifies 

communication without the sender actually paying for anything. Sending a 'please call me' message is 

an option offered by many cell phone networks across developing countries that allows the sender to 

send a message similar to a normal SMS with a codified callback request to a receiver of their choice. 

In South Africa, subscribers can assign a short name that should be sent along with their number to 

the receiver, allowing for immediate recognition even if the sender's number is not in the receiver's 

address book. This function is fairly similar in its use compared to intentional missed calls, and is said 

to have been introduced by network providers to curb excessive beeping, which would put a higher 

burden on the infrastructure. The pilot study confirmed the popularity of both phenomena, finding that 

one-in-three respondents give 'missed calls' to other people, while more than half sent 'please call me' 

messages on a typical day (Kreutzer, 2008). 

Network providers have recognized early on that the millions of messages Circulating as a result could 

be used as a new advertising channel, while organizations promoting health awareness have also 

begun tapping this resource for social marketing 12 that particularly reaches low-income parts of the 

population. However, as the pilot study has shown, students have so far only received very few 

marketing SMS, while those received were almost exclusively promoting the respective network 

operator. 

12 The South African Praekelt Foundation started in 2007 with its socia/txt project, which allows non-governmental organizations with 
vested interest in promoting social change issues to communicate brief messages to millions of cell phone users (e.g. noting a hotline) 
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Detailed quantitative analysis of low-income cell phone usage patterns has also been published on 

five South and South-East Asian countries by LlRNE Asia (Zainudeen et aI., 2007), who concentrated 

largely on the accessibility of handsets and basic services for people in the Base of the Pyramid. This 

study includes some analysis on the prevalence of these practices among low-income urban youth, 

which hopefully will help us to formulate theories based on common usage patterns across the 

developing world. 

Understanding Cell Phones within Youth Culture 

Whereas research on cell phone usage is often centered on the ICTD and BOP approaches, studies 

focusing specifically (or predominantly) on young people's adoption of cell phones tend to be 

concentrated largely in high-income countries. The reason for this bias may seem obvious - young 

people in these countries have adopted the cell phone heavily into everyday use, often necessitating it 

as a crucial part of their life. This multi-level integration led to a number of studies investigating the 

interrelationship between users and technology - and the lasting impact this link might have created 

within their generation. Despite the very important role cell phones arguably play in the lives of young 

people in developing countries, similar research has not yet been conducted in this part of the world. 

One of the main features that can be identified within youth culture studies is the cell phone's role in 

emancipation and the symbolic distinctions from the 'older generation' (Ling, 2007; Rheingold, 2002). 

Cutting through the stringent reality of their society, young Japanese have created new freedoms or 

'personal spaces' with their cell phones (Ito & Okabe, 2005), a quasi-escapism from an otherwise 

perceived lack of privacy or personal intimacy. This phenomenon is expressed in extreme use of text 

messaging and social networking portals, among other particular phenomena (Ito et aI., 2005). Basing 

their observations on long-term ethnographic observations, Ito and Okabe (2005) caution that this 

development needs to be understood as the ongoing generational struggles in this country and should 

not be flat-out attributed to the technology itself. In South African townships where extreme proximity 

between siblings and different generations provide an arguably even more extreme lack of privacy 

than what Ito observed in Japanese cities, some signs already signal that cell phones might playa 

similar role in providing urban low-income youth with such 'personal spaces' (Bosch, 2008). 

The elevated societal status of early adopters of cell phones has led to the proud display by many of 

the handsets' owners (Katz & Sugiyama, 2006; Ling & Yttri, 2002). While users of such phones are 

often seen as more modern or more affluent people per se (Katz & Sugiyama, 2006, p.65), this 

distinction has been further exaggerated by choosing to display phones prominently, or selecting 

models with a more appealing appearance. The relevant question that this study will seek to answer is 

whether such early adaptor behavior (i.e. individuals using cell phones earlier than other peers) has 

any impact on usage patterns when compared to 'late adopters', or those students who only began 

using cell phones much more recently. 
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In the following chapter, I will explain how the different approaches of assessing detailed cell phone 

usage have been translated into the survey methodology in order to obtain the data that will allow us 

for some more specific conclusions on the topics discussed in this chapter. 
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3. Methodological Approach 

The main purpose of this study is to be able to describe cell phone usage among a specific group of 

South African youth (grade 11 students attending schools in low income areas of Cape Town), by 

obtaining valid and reliable quantitative data from a questionnaire survey. A clustered convenience 

sample of 441 grade 11 students from the 50 most deprived wards in the Cape Town metropolitan 

area was chosen to receive the survey. A piloting process was used to design and test the 

questionnaire. To contextualize and improve the understanding of the quantitative findings, cultural 

probes and unstructured interviews conducted for another study of the same target group were used 

to gain a richer sense of the contextualized meanings of cell phone use. These were also helpful in 

testing our research assumptions and the questionnaire design, and in gaining understanding of 

potential sources of bias in the survey results. 

A random cluster sampling design informed the selection of nine schools in pre-selected low-income 

areas, while convenience samples dictated the particular choice of the 13 grade 11 classes at those 

schools. Consequently, this cannot be considered a representative sample of secondary school 

students in low-income areas or in Cape Town and certainly not of South Africa. Instead, the study 

aimed to provide a reliable snapshot of a specific smaller target group, and represent their use of cell 

phones while also clearly documenting the ways in which they might differ from the broader population 

of young people - who are extremely difficult and expensive to reach with more rigorous randomized 

sampling methods. 

Early adopters - at the crossroads? 

The community work described in chapter one had led me to identify many senior secondary school 

students as influential and enthusiastic 'early adopters' (d. Katz & Sugiyama, 2006) of the mobile 

Internet, which then led to the specific focus of this study on this important stratum of the South 

African school-going population. 

The choice was also motivated by the fact that a number of NGOs, political, government and 

educational organizations are interested in finding ways to communicate their 'social marketing' 

messages to this group (d. Kotler, Roberto, & Lee, 2002; Donner et aI., 2008). This interest can be 

attributed to the fact that students in their final years at secondary school are important target 

audiences for development and education initiatives in South Africa. They are at the crossroads 

between school and adult life, a time where many key life choices are made, such as whether they will 

remain at school to complete their secondary education, how they will perform in the final two years at 

school, what sort of role they will assume in their family as a potential breadwinner, and how they will 

go about selecting further training or tertiary studies for their career. This age group is also making 

many complex decisions regarding sexual health, reproduction, and sexual orientation - decisions 
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fraught with particular difficulty given the prevalence of HIV/AIDS in the region 13
. Finally, as they move 

from the relative protection of the home and school environment into adult society, many in most 

deprived neighborhoods are also confronted more directly with poverty-related social problems, 

including violence, crime, and drug-abuse, which characterize South African society and urban 

environments in particular. It is important to understand that many peers in the same age group 

(roughly 17-19) have already dropped out of or deliberately left school STATSSA, 2008 (or are about 

to), sometimes to work in manual labor, or due to pregnancies. This holds especially true for low

income families (Lam et aI., 2008). 

As teens who often participate enthusiastically in a vibrant local and global youth culture, individuals in 

this group are also beginning to make their own choices about media usage, including sources of 

information and entertainment. This adds further interest to a study of this age and demographic group 

as an index of possible future trends in South Africa. For ethical reasons, grade 11 students were 

chosen rather than students in their final year of school, who spend the year preparing for their school

leaving examination. 

Pilot study 

A complete pilot study was conducted in April 2008 in order to develop and evaluate the survey 

instrument and methods in asecondary school 14 in Samora Machel township in Cape Town. The 

school was chosen as a purposive sample, without implying any specific expectations regarding its 

representativeness, but rather to test the survey design in an environment similar to a large number of 

low-performance urban South African schools. The characteristics of this school include high dropout 

rates, basic school infrastructure, large class sizes, and low levels of English literacy as the language 

of instruction. The immediate neighborhood of the school includes informal housing (known locally as 

"shacks"), but also increaSingly small brick houses. Like many other South African townships, the area, 

is marred by extreme poverty, high unemployment and crime, as well as very high rates of HIV and T8 

infection. Rather than choosing a school from a medium-income neighborhood, by selecting this 

school it was possible to identify the challenges of conducting such a survey in low-income schools. 

This school was chosen as a purposive convenience sample for the study because of my previous 

involvement there, as well as in other schools, where I worked as a volunteer until 2006, teaching 

several media skills classes. Although by 2008 all of the grade 11 students, key teachers, or the 

principal had changed, I knew from my experience with schools in other townships that this specific 

institution provided a particularly challenging environment, especially due to low levels of literacy in 

English. 

13 In 2008, the rate of adults aged 15 to 49 who were living with HIV in South Africa was estimated between 15-21%. (WHO/UNAIDS latest 

figures: http://www.unaids.org/en/CountryResponses/Countries/south africa.asp) 
14 In accordance with regulations by the Western Cape Education Department, no school's name is identified together with its individual 
results. 
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Initial versions of the questionnaire had been tested in April 2008 with three 18-year-old students at 

Nazeema Isaacs Public library in Khayelitsha, who volunteered to take preliminary versions of the 

questionnaire. Their detailed feedback and individual remarks helped design the original survey 

questionnaire used during the pilot study. 

The pilot study survey consisted of a 10-page questionnaire distributed to all students from two grade 

11 classes (n=66) at the abovementioned secondary school on April 29, 2008. The findings 

contradicted some popular assumptions about cell phone usage among low income black South 

African youth, showing very high usage patterns and expenditures despite very low income levels. 

Detailed activity-based questions indicated that virtually all respondents (97%) were found to have 

used a cell phone on the previous day for at least one communication, information-seeking, gaming or 

entertainment activity. While only three-quarters were found to own a personal handset, there was no 

significant difference in usage patterns between owners and co-users. 

The pilot study was first published on the Web in June and presented at the e/merge conference in 

2008, July 7 - 18, 2008 in Cape Town, and at MobileActive 2008, October 13 - 15, 2008 in 

Johannesburg, South Africa. The feedback from these presentations provided many helpful 

suggestions, but also showed a high level of interest for the data to be generated by this current study. 

In particular, development organizations seeking improved access for the promotion of health and 

social issues expressed keen interest in the high levels of Internet usage, thus confirming the decision 

to focus the survey on this specific demographic group. 

Based on the results of the pilot study, the questionnaire was redesigned to incorporate insights 

gained from from the pilot study and to answer additional questions which would allow for 

comparisons between the cell phone data and students' use of computers and other mass media. 

Specifically, while the overall design remained the same, several sets of questions were modified 

substantially to simplify the response process. Analysis of the pilot study had identified certain 

weaknesses of original questions that needed to be made clearer for respondents, or that simply had 

to be improved. For example, all questions probing Internet usage in the current version of the 

questionnaire are repeated for computer or cell phone access; the pilot study's questionnaire put less 

emphasis on computer-based Internet usage, thereby losing out potential levels of comparison. In 

addition, several questions have been converted into Likert scale responses to obtain greater 

differentiation, e.g. question 3 (see appendix). As another example, the share of "don't know" 

responses for the question on prepaid or contract subscriptions was minimized from 22% to just 2% by 

using more practical phrasing (e.g. the revised survey used "need to buy airtime" instead of "prepaid"). 

Another major challenge was to identify questions that needed to be omitted from the final version as 

new priority questions (mostly on mass media usage) had pushed the overall length beyond the 

maximum response time of 45 minutes. 
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Qualitative insights: cultural probe, and informal conversations 

To counter the general methodological limitations of strict survey research, the study also drew on 

qualitative insights. It is obvious that a white researcher from Germany who does not speak Xhosa 

could never fully understand the cultural Significance of cell phone use to these students from an 

'insider's perspective. Thus, the survey was redesigned with additional open-ended questions, which 

allowed students to express their own ideas and perceptions about mobile media and technology 

usage. While this allowed for individual non-prompted answers, this approach still suffers the obvious 

drawback that no answers will be received where no questions were asked. 

During the course of this project, many valuable insights were gained from qualitative methods. These 

inSights informed the deSign and revision of the questionnaire and helped in the evaluation and 

interpretation of partiCipants' responses to the interview questions. The qualitative methods were 

employed for another study (Kreutzer & Walton, forthcoming) which approached questions of mobile 

media and early adoption from a purely qualitative perspective. They included a 'cultural probe' and 

interviews and observations of cell phone use with 16 grade 11 students who partiCipated in a 

computer literacy project in Makhaza, Khayelitsha, and which were conducted in September 2008. 15 

These students also completed the questionnaire developed for the current study, while their 

contributions to the cultural probe included a digital photography project where they used small digital 

cameras to record cell phone use in their homes, neighborhoods and schools. The results of this study 

will be published separately and are not discussed as part of this dissertation. However, the contextual 

understanding acquired through this process can certainly help an outsider develop something closer 

to an 'insider understanding' of cell phone use as a situated practice for these students in Khayelitsha. 

I refer to the inSights gained from these interviews, and to our observations of students using their cell 

phones when they help to illuminate some contextual feature of cell phone use arising from the survey. 

These qualitative methods are referred to in this study as 'conversations', which includes the students' 

discussions of survey questions, group discussion of the photographs and videos produced during the 

cultural probe, or to discussions that took place during video recording of students using their cell 

phones. 

The first key insights that arose from these 'conversations' included the extent to which students 

shared phones with one another, and with family and friends. Another key insight was the amount of 

intense social pressure that students experienced around cell phone use. This social pressure was 

apparent first in relation to the model and capabilities of their handset, with more recent and capable 

models being preferred to the older, cheaper and more basic versions. Finally, social pressure 

generated enjoyment as well as anxiety - students relished the status that went along with the display 

of their knowledge of applications such as MXit and Google. 

15 Cultural probes were first conceived in 1999 as "a strategy of pursuing experimental design in a responsive way," to address "a common 
dilemma in developing projects for unfamiliar groups." (Gaver et ai, 1999, p. 22) This method has since been adapted and refined to serve 
specific research needs, including working with children (Wyeth & Diercke, 2006). 
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Survey 

A self-assessment questionnaire was distributed to complete classrooms of 13 grade 11 classes from 

9 different schools (n=441) in high-deprivation areas of Cape Town. The decision for obtaining 

detailed quantitative data came about due to the absence of any established numbers in this field in 

South Africa. While the Pew Internet Project in the United States has long been able to show detailed 

representative data on specific usage of different types of media and changing patterns for different 

demographic groups (e.g. Pew, 2006; Horrigan, 2008a), no such statement can be made for South 

Africa. 

Sample and field access 

This study concentrates on urban low-income South African youth for a variety of reasons, as outlined 

earlier. Choosing grade 11 students in the Cape Town metropolitan area was both a purposive and a 

convenience choice. Due to a limited funding and timeframe of this study, a multi-city approach or the 

inclusion of a larger age group was unfeasible. All possible schools were thus within a 90-minute 

driving radius from the University of Cape Town. 

By using schools as sampling gateways, we need to take note of the share of youth no longer 

attending schools. According to government data, 19% of 17 -year-old South Africans are not attending 

any form of educational institution; in Cape Town, this rate is even higher at 23% (STATSSA, 2008; 

STATSSA, 2001).16 Hence, this study's sample only includes school-going youth and excludes a 

sizable part of the population that has already left the education system. However, by using schools as 

a level of analysis, we are able to test for school-specific idiosyncrasies that allow for further studying 

of the schools' determining factors, such as school policies, infrastructure, or leadership. 

Most deprived neighborhoods 

Common knowledge about Cape Town - and South Africa in general - points to very stark socio

economic variation between various neighborhoods and schools, owing to the legacy of Apartheid 

policies (Bhorat and Kanbur, 2006). But even when focusing only on low income schools, we can find 

significant differences. A large share of Capetonian school children live in exclusively black, Xhosa

speaking neighborhoods that range from shacks and informal settlements to small brick and mortar 

houses. Another dominant population group can be found in more built-up areas formerly deSignated 

for so-called "coloureds" (the apartheid term of racial classification for people of mixed race), who also 

faced oppression and discrimination, but who received preferential treatment for certain kinds of 

employment in the Western Cape. On the other hand, those suburbs formerly restricted to white South 

Africans, continue to be inhabited by South Africans of European descent, largely a fairly affluent 

group, as well as a small more mixed middle class. As a result, there remain stark differences in 

16 Cape Town is below the national average for school attendance rates / above the national average for those not attending any education 
form within all ages surveyed by the census, beginning with age 16. These numbers are to be used with extreme caution as the census data 
is already fairly dated. 
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culture. language, artd social networks even WIthin the small geograph>eal bourtds 01 city of Cape 

Town that need to be considered for prop"r research design (cf Lam et ai , 20081 

FOgur. :I 
The C. oe Town rrunooip.ily ., me'>UrN by the Pro,nc", II'Kl tce, of ,,"u;iple De pr"'otion 
(N oI.>e ot., 2006;0 The _Be ,how, tho P '~""'nc. of .,-,u liDle de",,,,,., on 'om white ("'" def'r"'''''''';O to ct." red 
(h .. h """",Moon:, The bliict. 00' .UC.~, tho '.me vM'e In f-'9<". 3 

In order to coocentrate on 'law-illCome' youth for this study. a novel selecton approach has been 

chosen Rather than attempt ing to tackle the entire city which WO LA d bring about serious challenges of 

Ktentlfying ind"Ktuals of klw-inoome families, the delineatlOO was draMl on geographIC locabons 

Instead FoIlo'Mng the abovementioned reality of contonuBd spatial inequality among Cap" Tawn 's 

ne ighborhoods it seemed senSible to ident'ty those arBas with the highest rates of poverty, thereby 

excludlf1g those above an arbitrary II""t In Iyaader terms, the study focuses on klw-income areas of 

Cape Town wro le leaving out middle and upper~ncome areas 

By uSing thB selecton factor of relative deprivation, we are able to account for a rruch broader and 

more reliable mBaSUrB of poverty than by simply uSing average irx;ome levels The selection is thus a 

morB valKt reflecton of the vast soclBta I differences found today in South A frfca Townsend (1979) 

defined P"ople as deprived If "they lack the types of diet, ciothing, rousing, household facilities and 

fUBI and environ mental , educational, working and social cond ~ions, activities and facilities whfch are 

customary" (Townsend, 1 grg, p. 131-41). By extension, social advantages (or disadvantages) In 
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different geographical areas are the result of sooal processes, economic change poikoles arid cost of 

living - alld thus provide a similar level of c0rTlJarison that allows us to assess deprivation in various 

OO1ghborhcods or small regIOns 

F;gur. ~ 
The .oc;ot""' of '''' >,eo "hoc.!< . 00 the 50 ''''' '' oeprived ",. ro. in exboo C. p" -awn 
The inl_ , hews, oo nli_tr""'Ilaro nt overla~ 01 Ihe . rea, t.r;oted for Ihei' doprMlI"n . I,tu< I'" "r,,", ,hotojo, of 
re d!. \\Oi th the "'ndoo1~ cheSO" , <:hoo~ baoed '" Ihe don""~ pCpU, 'ed ore" 

By raridomly choosing schools from the 50% rrost deprived areas the sample provides a SIlapshot of 

students who are faced WIth several levels of deprivation. Although this study refers to this sample as 

'",w-income' it ,s important to ullderstand that average ~ouse~old income 'I S only one of several 

factors. Tne study thus deliberately excludes Cape Town' s more affluent areas W~IC~ stand in sharp 
,~ 

contrast with t~e rest of t~e country' Not surprisingly, the area included in tNs study rougnly mirrars 

the so-calle(! Cape Flats, wI1ere, dUring Apart"eld rule until 1994 all 'non-white populations were 

forced to live In government-built townships CO" intCO"mal settlements 

Setection of sample 

The baSIS for selectKtn in thiS researc" was dra."" 00 the ProvinCial I ridices 01 Multiple Deprrvation for 

South Altlca (Noble el al 2lXl6: Barnes et al 2007), w.,ic., weighted several measures of income and 

" n,,,,, '" """"'~ " "li, OJ I "" kc·, , I 01 ) t'l> ' ~ Opt","oon I", So Jt~ AfrK' to (On> P'" t~o '""""" ""''' ,,<r L~' rOIL vI Lr, ,'v oM' ,r" 
cO'",,,,,, ,.." •• """. " ~"" " . """ .... of ",,"""'" ... d >o<~ 1 .... ,,,to ,, '""""", ""-"';'"', "" C"", r ",,'n', " .. " '.i" ",'.'" 
cOpt"""'" '" I" '""'" u,. ".O(.~, """'\01 .... ,,,"" I r><, 
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material deprivation, employment deprivation, health deprivation, education deprivation, and living 

environment deprivation. The 100 electoral wards in the Cape Town municipal district were ranked 

according to their respective score in the Provincial Indices of Multiple Deprivation for the Western 

Cape province. Among this list, the bottom 50 (i.e. most deprived) electoral wards were included for 

the purpose of identifying low-income geographic areas. 

Only schools located in these areas marked by highest deprivation were considered. 18 Using the 

official list of the Western Cape Education Department as a frame for cluster sampling, all public 

secondary schools located in the abovementioned areas were put into alphabetical order. In stage 1, 

each school to be contacted was chosen randomly (through the random sampling mode in Excel) 

while every school once contacted and visited was taken off the list before the next one was going to 

be chosen. In each school, one or two full classrooms participated and were chosen as a convenience 

subset as the first one general class(es) that would become available after arriving at the school, while 

the target was to include at least 30 students per school (stage 2). Only so-called general classes 

were considered for participation, as smaller specialized classes (science, accounting, etc) would 

have led to an uncontrollable pre-selection bias. This process was continued until a minimum sample 

size of 400 students was achieved. 

By targeting 13 classrooms in nine schools we are able to control for class-, school- as well as 

neighborhood-specific idiosyncrasies. The comparable socio-economic background of students 

visiting the same school or living in the same area should eliminate variance attributable to their 

individual socio-economic status. On the other hand, variance between schools with different student 

populations was expected to indicate an aggregate-level effect of social and cultural norms and a 

better economic position in different neighborhoods. 

Data was collected as clustered convenience or availability samples without the intention of making 

large generalizations about secondary school students or even South African youth as a whole. This 

method was chosen for economical reasons and to achieve a larger sample size than would otherwise 

have been possible through random sampling. As described earlier, the focus lies on low-income 

students in Cape Town, a city that itself may even be too unique to allow for generalizations for other 

urban areas in the country. Very heterogeneous population strata (including race, language, individual 

socio-economic status) make representative sampling very difficult - all of the city's schools would 

need to be included for complete random sampling. However, by using full classrooms, we can 

18 Three electoral wards were excluded due to their very large size and very unequal population distributions. These include the Atlantic 
Seaboard area (Camps Bay to Hout Bay, which includes the Imizamu Yethu township), the Noordhoek-Fishhoek area (which includes the 
Masiphumelele township), and the widespread northern area (mostly rural, also includes the Witsrand and Vissershoek townships). For 
these areas it would not be possible to choose random schools as low-income areas are very small and are surrounded by far more affluent 
suburbs. 
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account for significant heterogeneity within a given school, and by extension, the neighborhood in 

which it is located. 19 

Of the total sample of 441 respondents, the average age was 17.8 (SO=1.49), which may reflect the 

relatively late enrollment age for many South Africans (Lam et ai, 2008). 79% mentioned Xhosa as 

one of their home languages, while 53% did so for English, and 17% for Afrikaans. Asked for their 

racial self-categorization, 78% considered themselves as black and 17% as coloured - which possibly 

correspond roughly to the Xhosa and Afrikaans language sub-groups. 60% of respondents were 

female. This gender imbalance, however, mirrors the census data, which showed that in 2001, 58% of 

16 to 19-year-olds within the targeted most deprived electoral wards were female STATSSA, 2001. 20 

In addition, as noted above, the sample does not include about a quarter of the overall population in 

the targeted area who fall in this age bracket, as they no longer attend school. 

Certain sources of bias may remain in the sample, notably the overrepresentation of Xhosa speakers 

(census data from 2001 indicates that 57% of the population in the targeted areas named this as their 

home language), although such self-reported data may be difficult to rely on. In addition, as survey 

respondents were able to name two of the most frequently spoken languages, it is difficult to compare 

to the census approach, which presumes a single language reality (cf. Dyers, 2008). 

Survey weighting, as a statistical method to correct a randomly occurring misrepresentation of a given 

stratum in the population, is not used to adjust existing biases in this study. Due to the small number 

of cluster samples and the high level of uncertainty regarding the exact strata found in the overall 

population, such weights would only imply an inappropriate level of representativeness that is neither 

desired, nor warranted by this study's data. Post hoc weighting is not indicated, as the sample was 

drawn in a two-step approach. Random sampling was applied on the cluster level (classrooms), 

followed by a complete assessment of the cluster. The weight would have to be applied to the cluster, 

not the individual. This procedure would not guarantee a higher representativeness, as new biases 

would be created and variance would be undesirably restricted. 

Procedure/Data Collection 

In total, 16 schools had to be selected in the process to reach the desired sample size. Of those, two 

declined due to time constraints, two could not be reached due to invalid phone numbers, and three 

had to be dismissed because continued delaying would have jeopardized the project's time frame, 

which was limited to the pre-exam period. The survey took place as a planned classroom activity for 

the students, with the prior informed consent of the Western Cape Department of Education, the 

19 Due to the relatively higher homogeneity of the most deprived areas, we can state that this sampling model is more adequate for this 
population than it would be for the least deprived areas. Since those contain a much larger spread of income, a larger subset of schools 
would be necessary to keep with the same model used in this study. 
20 The gender ratio of school attendance for the excluded 50 electoral wards in the same age group, according to census data, lies at 50 
percent. The stronger imbalance for poorer neighborhoods indicates a stronger pressure (or willingness) for male students to drop out of 
school earlier. 
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teacher, and the individual students themselves. The majority of principals were very quick to invite me 

to conduct research at their school after hearing about the purpose of the research. One principal cited 

an "acute lack of knowledge" with regard to cell phone usage as the main reason for his enthusiasm. 

To incentivize the principals' consent, a moderated debriefing about the risks and potentials of cell 

phone usage was offered to them to follow the completion of the survey. However, most principals had 

already agreed to their participation before this incentive had even been offered. In fact, the planned 

discussion round to follow the survey only took place at six schools, as students at the other schools 

were taking longer to respond, or were pressed for time to go to the next class. Where they did 

happen, these debriefing sessions were often received with great interest, characterized by a 

multitude of questions asked to the researcher about the research and the importance of cell phones 

in general. 

As many subjects were younger than 18, research outside the classroom would have required prior 

consent of their parents, guardians or caretakers - which can be difficult to obtain in the case of many 

low-income families. In addition, due to the immense costs connected with conducting a large number 

of intensive interviews, individual interviews were ruled out as unfeasible at this time. It was decided to 

distribute the questionnaires during regular lessons as a classroom activity, thereby receiving consent 

from the responsible teacher. Research permission for this method was granted by the Western Cape 

Education Department, with the limitations that data capturing was to take place during classes and 

before the beginning of the exam period. 

Personal face-to-face interviews have the obvious advantage of being able to use conditional 

questions (or skip logic) and ensure that each question is well understood by the respondent (cf. 

Deacon et ai, 2007). This method was considered impractical and too time-consuming the given 

limited access to the students, and in addition, given the qualitative insights mentioned above, a face 

to face conversation might have increased the perceived social pressure on students to appear au fait 

with 'advanced' or 'glamorous' uses of cell phones Consequently, self-assessment paper-and-pencil 

surveys were chosen both for economical and ethical reasons. 

The questionnaire booklet was handed out by the researcher in the presence of the teacher to all 

students of a particular class, thereby eliminating problems of sampling bias. The students were 

briefed that their answers are treated anonymOUSly. The questionnaires were collected by the 

researcher. This personal procedure was chosen as it enhances the response and retention rate and 

thereby minimizes self-selection sampling-bias. In fact, a 100% response rate and thus a complete 

picture of the surveyed classrooms could be achieved. As noted before, this is not true for youth no 

longer or irregularly attending school, which includes those who were absent on the day of the visit. 

On average across all classes, 9% of students were found to be absent. 21 

21 Though this number may appear high to some standards, most teachers could not make out the names or the number of those absent in 
a given lesson. In addition, some classrooms did not have enough tables or chairs even to fit those present. 
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The questionnaire was in simplified English and has been piloted several times for optimal 

comprehension. Translations or multilingual questionnaires were thoroughly considered but ultimately 

ruled out after interviews with respondents showed that such a move would be perceived as 

"patronizing" and might inflict a negative bias against the researcher, given that students in the 

eleventh grade are expected to be fluent in English. In addition, technical vocabulary describing 

technology or peripheral concepts are predominantly used in English only. Poor reading skills, 

regardless of the language, were considered the larger challenge for this population group, which 

already showed during the pilot study. This was reflected in the large difference in time required to fill 

out the questionnaire: Fast readers and high-performing students were found to finish the survey after 

about 30 minutes while those with poorer reading skills sometimes needed up to 50 minutes. 

Variables 

The questionnaire consists of 48 questions on 13 pages, and includes predominantly closed-ended 

rating scale questions (Likert scales) or multiple choice items. Several open-ended questions offer the 

respondents the chance to provide answers in more detail. The survey results in 299 direct variables, 

of which several are grouped into multiple response sets or represent variations of the same theme 

question. Several additional variables have been recoded from the results to provide a broader 

measure of a given problem, including relative deprivation, technology ownership and usage, the cell 

phone activity index, and others. 

Questions asking subjects about their use of certain technologies (or specific applications therein) 

were deliberately modeled after the Pew Internet surveys (Pew, 2006; Horrigan, 2008a) to allow for 

possible comparisons to the American findings. To avoid what is sometimes referred to as the "recall 

problem" (Deacon et ai, 2007, p. 72), the authors of the Pew studies decided to obtain frequency 

replies through a two-stranded approach: respondents are asked whether they have ever used a 

technology or application, and whether they have done so yesterday - an important technique also 

used in this study. The findings provide us with reliable figures for absolute usage by which we can 

single out people who have never used a certain feature before. The second number, however, will 

give us an idea for a typical day by asking about the most recent usage on the previous day. The 

recall problem is thus diminished greatly: since respondents do not estimate their average usage or 

approximate use frequency, we have numbers allowing us to state the share of youth using a certain 

technology or application on a normal day. When conducting the survey on a Monday, respondents 

were asked to refer to Friday instead. 

The absence of commonly accepted terminology is a major challenge for this study. Online, Web, 

Internet and similar terms have varying equivalents in respective cultures, or even on a personal level 

(Horst and Miller, 2006). This was confirmed by the pilot study. Questions using these terms have thus 

been largely excluded from the survey as their validity would be extremely limited. 
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As was demonstrated in the pilot study, outright questions, such as 'have you used a cell phone 

yesterday', have only a very limited validity: there were no differences between respondents 

answering 'yes' and 'no' to this question, as both groups had in fact done the same number of 

activities on a cell phone on the previous day. This was revealed by asking detailed activity questions, 

some of which may not be associated by subjects with the phrase 'using a cell phone'. The reason for 

the accuracy of this question type, as interviews have shown, is largely due to varying concepts of 

technology usage: 'using a cell phone' is sometimes considered as synonymous for using traditional 

phone applications, rather than referring to advanced uses such as browsing the Web or using instant 

messaging clients. 

Limitations of survey research 

The approach chosen for this study, to rely largely on questionnaires and survey data to explain very 

detailed usage patterns, has only rarely been used by other researchers in the past. Door-to-door 

household surveys are frequently employed to assess broader technology and media usage in South 

Africa (e.g. Esselaar et ai, 2007; AMPS, 2007; Tlabela et aI., 2007), but rarely so to tackle detailed 

usage patterns. Quantitative methods have the enormous drawback of using standardized question

answer schemes for all respondents, thus discriminating against varying interpretations of certain 

concepts and norms (see discussion above regarding outright questions of usage). Even 

straightforward questions "are affected by broader social dynamics" (Deacon et aI., 2007, p. 75) as a 

certain behavior may be deemed more acceptable by society. 

For this reason, a heavy bias towards qualitative methods can be observed throughout the social 

sciences with regard to understanding technology usage. Instead of establishing large statistical 

evidence, qualitative research attempts to describe how technology is woven into the social fabric as 

one of many means to achieve a certain goal. 

It is conceivably difficult to provide the same level of structural understanding Horst and Miller (2006) 

were able to provide in their in-depth ethnographic study on societal changes caused by cell phone 

usage in Jamaica. In fact, ethnography has been used in various contexts to assess cell phone usage. 

Ito, Okabe, and Matsuda (Eds., 2005) have managed to show the ways in which mobile technology 

has become deeply entrenched in Japan's SOCiety by using detailed structural analysis. Nokia design 

researcher Jan Chipchase continuously publishes rich material on emerging cell phone usage patterns 

on his ongoing blog Future Perfect (http://janchipchase.com), by using a "tour bus ethnography" 

approach (Chipchase, 2006). More recently, Ito et al. (2008) have reported on a large scale 

collaborative ethnographic study across the United States, describing the myriad of ways in which new 

media have become an important cornerstone of youth identity - as well as an essential skill set 

needed for the labor market. Skuse and Cousins (2005) have employed content analysis of 165 phone 

conversation and various other supporting methods to understand the potential impact information and 

communication technologies have on poverty in the Eastern Cape Province in South Africa. Bosch 
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(2008) was able to describe the implications of the popular instant messaging software MXit by 

conducting in-depth interviews with a small number of young female respondents. 

But as another study shows, deep structural insight is not irreconcilable with a large research 

audience. In a study with a focus on poverty reduction, Ivatury and Pickens (2006) conducted 515 

survey interviews of low-income South Africans around the cell phone banking service WIZZIT to 

assess the usage and potential for mobile phone banking in the country. By using sophisticated 

methodology and discussing its limitations, the study shows the potential of good survey design to find 

answers to complex questions, even for a very diverse and less accessible population. 

The limitations of quantitative research have been taken into account when designing this study's 

methodology. Questions tackling respondents' beliefs and attitudes have been excluded almost 

entirely, while those that were featured in the questionnaire should be read with caution due to the 

problem of perceived social expectations (Sudman & Bradburn, 1983) and the social pressures so 

apparent in conversations with participants. As could be seen in the pilot study and throughout all 

other piloting stages, language and varying terminology further exacerbate this problem. 

In addition to field testing the survey over several instances, additional one-on-one conversations with 

secondary students at two schools in Philippi township were employed to ensure that even seemingly 

straightforward questions could not be misunderstood by the target group. But although significant 

effort was put into including only the clearest question design, there will always remain a level of 

misunderstanding, a void between what the question intended and what some respondents made of it. 

Wherever possible, these cases were identified as outliers or abnormal cases through statistical 

analysis - but for some questions an immeasurable level of incertitude needs to be taken into account. 

For example, the questions pertaining to the respondent's use of a profile on Facebook or similar sites 

appears to be correctly answered by most (do you have such a profile, or not), but the following 

questions regarding the upload of information and media to respective profiles (meant to be skipped 

by non-profile owners) were subsequently filled out by many other users who did not understand the 

skipping instructions (these were filtered out by pre-selecting only profile owners). Other users have 

stated exorbitantly high amounts for their supposed cell phone expenditures (which could be excluded 

by using normalized z-scores for this variable and filtering out statistical outliers). 
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4. Mapping Cell Phone Ownership, Access, and Overall Usage 

The survey conclusively supports very high, if not quite universal usage of cell phones among 

respondents. Almost all targeted students reported having used a cell phone on the previous day, 

while only 4% said they had used one in the past but not 'yesterday'. Fifty-two variables were used to 

create a detailed account of the activities for which respondents reported using a cell phone. While no 

such list of variables can ever be complete, the final survey included several additions that 

respondents had suggested during the piloting stages, or which had been gleaned from the interviews 

and observations reported in chapter three. Overall, the results suggest the key role of online and 

digital media in comparison to other cell phone applications, a preference which also emerges strongly 

when compared to traditional mass media use by respondents. 

Personal ownership of a cell phone, as well as the availability of particular phone features have both 

been found to have a significant relationship with students' actual usage patterns. The results show 

that, while a large majority can call a phone their own, both these phone owners and the 'co-users' 

rely on shared use of other people's phones that enable them to use a range of technically more 

sophisticated features (e.g. Internet access, video or picture recording, music player). In other words, 

simply because someone does not own a phone, or does not have direct access to a feature on their 

personal cell phone, does not mean that they do not use that feature, although their usage may be 

less frequent than others who do own a suitable handset. This multiplier effect (a limited number of 

more capable phones being shared by a larger number of individuals) is kept in mind throughout the 

analysis. Consequently, as has been discussed throughout the previous chapters, cell phone 

ownership should never be confused with access or actual usage. Ownership only defines the 

possession of the technology, whereas access tries to measure whether an ICT can be found in the 

user's proximity, thereby implying a relationship between usage and proximity. We cannot rely on 

personal ownership of (or self-state 'access' to) technology to tell us the story of whether and how they 

are being used. Instead, the findings in this chapter suggest several continua of usage levels for 

several categories of practices (e.g. traditional personal communication, Internet usage, Web usage, 

digital media, etc.). Personal ownership of a handset is a key factor associated with higher reported 

levels of usage and the extent to which students report certain more technically sophisticated activities. 

At the same time, it is well understood that phones are not exclusively 'personal' devices in the South 

African context, and this survey establishes that they function as shared devices for this age-group. 

Just as there are a range of ownership and usage patterns, so there are a range of cost-management 

strategies for dealing with network costs (conversations with students living in townships suggested 

that these costs sometimes include the costs of electricity to charge batteries). Certain innovative cost

cutting measures that have previously been reported in other countries (Donner, 2007; Zainudeen et 

aI., 2006), were assessed for this study's survey respondents as well. In addition to simply choosing a 

specific network operator (and possibly a special prepaid package), cell phone users have adopted a 
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wide range of communication practices to minimize costs. This features most prominently in traditional 

personal communication (phone calls and SMS text messages), as well as through instant messaging. 

Ownership vs. Usage 

More than three-quarters (77%) of respondents reported that they owned a personal handset rather 

than using or sharing someone else's phone (18%). A small minority uses someone else's phone but 

own their own personal SIM card (4%). Less than 1 % claimed not to use cell phones, or said that their 

phone had been got stolen recently. Nonetheless, even respondents in this group of have all used 

several cell phone applications in the past, as could be seen in their responses to the other usage

related questions in the survey. For this reason, all respondents can termed cell-phone users, 

although this group includes both cell phone owners and 'co-users,22. It should be noted, that 

practically all respondents were found to sometimes use other phones for access to more advanced 

technical features, even if they owned a personal handset. 'Co-users', however, is used to refer to only 

those students not owning a personal cell phone. 

There are no statistically significant demographic differences between owners and co-users, though 

ownership is slightly higher for self-declared coloured students at 83%, than it is for blacks (76% own 

a phone). However, there is a statistical significance in social comparison levels for economic status 

(t(337) = 2.557, P = .011) as well as academic standing (t(333) = 2.581, P = .01) within the classroom. 

In other words, students who do not own their personal phone consider themselves as worse off 

economically and academically than their phone-owning classmates. This important perceived lower 

socioeconomic status would confirm theories of the digital divide (Mehra et aI., 2004), whereby the 

absence of a technology (originally computers, later the Internet) leads to a marginalization within 

society. However, the data does not support actual marginalization, nor can it indicate any causal 

relationship. 

Beyond these distinctions, ownership was found to have only a relatively limited relevance for other 

factors. When comparing the first cohort of phone owners (77%) with the latter two of co-users (23%), 

owning a handset correlates with a small but statistically significant increase in overall usage levels. In 

other words, students who need to share a phone end up using them less frequently. 

To assess these activity levels, I calculated aggregate level indices by adding all variables in a given 

domain or theme. These indices offer a scale of usage levels, ranging from zero to the maximum 

number of activities included. Each activity is counted 1 if the respondent used it, and 0 if the 

respondent did not use it. Aggregates were calculated separately for activities the respondent had 

done 'yesterday', and those they had 'ever' done. 

22 For the sake of comparison, this group includes those saying they own a SIM card, and the small number who said they do not use cell 
phones, but responded positively about having used several features. The term 'co-users' is used to describe these respondents who do 
not own a personal handset, but have used a cell phone for at least one application 'ever' or 'yesterday'. 
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Although it may not surprise that owning a cell phone leads to higher usage, it is important to note the 

scale of the differences encountered, which are displayed in Table 1. First, not all differences are 

statistically significant, meaning that we can only constitute significant differences based on ownership 

for some of the aggregate measures. But although usage levels are lower for co-users, they can still 

be considered quite high. While 97% of owners use a cell phone for at least one activity on a typical 

day, 94% of co-users did so as well. This shows that not owning a personal handset hardly decreases 

access to cell phones, but merely limits the amount of activities done on a typical day. Most strikingly, 

the differences are most pronounced in personal communication (co-users use 31 % fewer activities on 

a typical day) and instant messaging (42% less). The differences were least pronounced and in fact 

not statistically significant for Internet and Web access. 

Ownership, we can thus conclude, correlates with a higher frequency of text messages, phone calls, 

and use of instant messaging clients. It does not, however, correlate with a significant increase in 

Internet and Web usage - co-users were equally active despite the lack of a personal handset. 

all activities 

all Internet activities 

all Web activities 

all local media activities 

all personal communication 

all instant messaging clients 

Table 1 

ever yesterday 

-08%* -21%** 

-11% -22%* 

-08% -12% 

-05% -14% 

-11%*** -31%*** 

-19% -42%** 
Significance (2-tailed) *p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001 

Difference between usage levels of owners and co-users 

This table assesses the mean differences between both groups (owner minus co-users), meaning that 
e.g. co-users use 12% fewer Web activities than owners. Co-users are differentiated from owners as 
they used cell phones, but reported not to own one. The differences are thus relative to each other and 
do not portray absolute differences between both groups. 

Early and late adopters 

As can be seen in 

Figure 4, about one third of all respondents (34%) reported having used cell phones for at least three 

years, while only another third (30%) said to have started using cell phones for one year or less. 14% 

could not recall the first time. The former group of long-term cell phone users can be referred to as 

'early adopters' (cf. Katz & Sugiyama, 2006), whereas the latter group can be regarded as 'late 

adopters'. These two groups - marked by the contrasting recency of their cell phone uptake, shall 

serve as additional subgroups whose possibly varying behavior will be investigated in more depth. 

Although both groups were found to be demographically identical, there is a significant difference 

between the levels of how students in each group regard their academic standing: late adopters 

reported to have lower grades than their early adopter classmates (t(220) = -4.005, p = .000). 
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As some might expect , early ~dopters uSe cell phonO!s significantly more fr~uently than late iidopters 

Their h~her uSa)Je is signifk;ant On most levels, including an aggregatO! of all measured Cf!1I phone 

activities done On the previous day (tI279) = -3.152. P = 002) _ But 'o\thereas early adopters can bO! sO!M 

as more intO!nse usO!rs of personal communication and ·.,stant messaging the O!vidMce points to no 

clMr conooctlOn to the amount of Websltes accessed on a typoc~1 day, Of the amount of digital media 

pmduced or shared on a cell phone. late ~dopters. we might conclude, lag behind early ~dopters In 

use 01 personal commum:;at'Qn appiCiltions, but they are just ~s likely to uSing the Web. Howeller, 

,vhether ~ny of those factors - or sOme underlying, ovO!rarchlng problem - might be responSible for 

O!arly adopters' perceived h~ her academc standing, rerrrMS to b<! seen in further qu~lltatlve reSe~ rch 
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Characteristics a/halldsets used 

The majority of phone owners have had their current hardset for less than two yO!ars with 320/,· haw'lg 

started using their handset six months [ago] or less' Mereiy 10% have been using thO! same phone 

for more than three years pointing to a fairly high turnover r~te tow~rds more recent models 

Whether or not students awned personal handsets, virtually all resporiderlts Were able to provide 

details about thO!ir phone. 'o\thile CO-userS referred to thO! phone they used 'most often' Three 

manuf~cturers dominato! tho<! market here, with Samsung (42%). Nokia (31 %) and Motoroi<l (19%) 

coyO!ring more than nine-in-ten phones 01 tho<! Mtlre sampiO!. These findings are at odds with these 

companlO!s overall market shares in South Africa, ,vhk;h PJts Samsung at just 17%, while Nokia erljOys 

I~ader status 'Mth 54% (see Figure 5) 

The reasons for thiS revers~1 of the natIOnal average are Ur.cie3r, but it provides an Import3nt clue that 

Nokia's assumed strong edvantage on developng countries (Lindoom, Keinonen & Spencer (Eds.), 

2003) may not hold f(}r~ver as younger generations grow up With dilf~rent pr~ferences and braoo 

loyalties 
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fig ur. ~ 
>jono .. ! n·anuf.ct",~" " Soc.th Nr"'. ">l omon~ Co¥.- ino""", youth <1 Cop~ T ""11 
(Souroe !or SA fl\)" ""- AMPS lOOM i201lll)) 

The manuf8ctu rer brand hovvever, OS just a broad proxy for th e very complK;ated realm of technical 

capabilities A quick look 81 the 10 phones most f requently mentioned revea ls a striking pattern: Only 

three mooels (Nokia's 1100 3310 and 16(0) are rot capable of access ing the Internet. Interestingly , 

those models have been developed by Nokia predommantly Ie:.- deveiopill9 countries as Iovv-cost entry 

handsets. explaining their very limited techmcal capaI::Hlltles. IM1lle those phones were to be expected 

wlth'ln the top 10 list It confirms the previous point about Nok,a's possN'I waning stronghold iUKlng 

low-income groups, as other far more capable mode~ appear more popular among students 
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Detailed phone capabilities 

Most of the phones owned or used by respondents bring a myriad of technical options. 

Respondents were asked to say whether a given feature was available, or not. This measurement 

depends on subjects' understanding of their phones and their comprehension of the question as 

phrased by the questionnaire It nonetheless provides a very important assessment of the wide range 

of possibilities available. Not surprisingly, text messaging and games are the most widely available 

features, which are available even in the most basic model, a Nokia 1100. About three quarters of all 

students use technically more advanced phones with features such as an inbuilt camera for 

photographs and video, a music player, as well as the ability to share these files locally via Bluetooth 

or Infrared. 

Whether or not a phone is Internet-enabled is harder to determine. Asked outright, just 63% said it 

was possible to access the Internet with their handset, while 65% said their phone supported the 

mobile instant messenger application MXit (which communicates via the Internet). Through 

conversations with students it became evident that many students do not associate MXit with "the 

Internet", which is often used synonymously with sites on the Web (cf. Rheingold, 2002, p.6). Indeed, 

a sizable portion (16%) of respondents answered that their phone allowed them to use MXit, but not 

the Internet. But in reality, every MXit-enabled phone is also an Internet-capable phone, regardless of 

the user's preferences. Hence, as we need to take both responses as sufficient evidence, we can 

conclude that direct cell-phone-based Internet access lies at 79% among urban low-income South 

African youth. The share of 'high-speed' Internet access through 3G-enabled phones is at 25%, 

indicating a subgroup that might possibly be suspected of higher Internet usage. As will be shown in 

the chapter on Internet and online media, such ownership-based access needs to be differentiated 

from actual usage, which is more difficult to assess than mere technical access. 
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Tho..e students who own lne.r own pefsooal handset genemll~ seem to have a sight edge O\fef their 

~ I ~ne-less peers AJ\hoLl9h the latter group repor1ed th<r.t they had Vt!ry similar features availa~e 

to them on the phone! ti'ley u~. cer1ain specific itemswera common among owners In tact. all data

or cost-rBlated features jlntemet. email. MXl t.MMS).NI!re less COmm:m among o»-usars "."th at It!ilst 

10% fewl!f stu';"nts In lhis cohort no1 having access to theM!!.t!rVK:<'& uSiIlg an it99reg.ate IndeX 01 all 

13 possIble features we ean attribute a coocrele value for each n'!iporl(jent S phone. as reported 

1.,tUd! ea~ range from 0 (no ~aturB available) to 13 (aU tearurflS avaIlable) Companng me means 01 

!his Index between bOth groups ra!Sel; an intefesttng Quesuon. n arnel ~. why does cell pirone 

OWllt!rsr..p seem to gIve ilc:ceSS 10 a sfgnlkan~y lalge l range of applical~ns (r(419)" 2 157, P" 032) 

The vt!ry s"",11 dlffelences In 1rre cost-frM categori es (ptctures, videos , musIC, elc) suggest that , 

despite a general ly lower leve l of aCCess to more capable DOOnes cy features co-user5 st,lI retain 

access 10 a SIgnificant array 01 mIMJIa and communrcabon , .. chnologIBS through Ih4IIr pee(& cell 

'"-
Pertlap!; some 'co 'user' students misund<'!<!itood tile ques~on. ' Wittl your cell phooe. IS ij poS-;Ib!e 

to • as asking ....t\etner they wers allcwooto use ce rta,n featu res on the phone tnal,s tt!rnpo rari ~ 

prO ll1ded by someone else But .....nBther th e5e I,mrtations are tochnical in nature or based on rules 
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enacted by a phone's owner, the result is clear - handset owners have more direct access to non-free 

cell phone services while co-users have almost equal access to all other features. 

Desirability of certain features 

Students are very aware of the different technical options available and put more emphasis on specific 

features than on general characteristics such as the phone's price or appearance. Respondents were 

asked about their preferences when it comes to choosing a hypothetical new phone (or for co-users, 

their first phone). Each item on the incomplete list could be rated from very important to not at all 

important. In general, co-users attributed lower or equal importance to all of the 18 technical or 

general features provided to them, possibly owning to the sentiment that co-users are somewhat less 

"picky" in their position (see Figure 7). However, only three differences were statistically significant -

among them Internet access (t(402) = 2.536, P = .012) and in particular the instant messenger 

application MXit (t(395) = 2.876, P = .004), which scored as the least important feature among co

users. The reasons behind this difference remain unclear, though lower access to the Internet and by 

extension also to MXit (see above) may have some influence on this lesser importance. Whether 

owners accustomed to using MXit and the Internet become indeed less willing to give up this habit, 

requires additional academic inquiry. 

Among both ownership groups, non-technical characteristics (including a low price, large screen or 

small size) are of lower importance. Through additional qualitative responses, the most frequently 

mentioned were video calling, more memory, long-lasting batteries, louder speakers, as well as the 

plain option to receive or make calls, which was mentioned mostly by co-users. No significant 

differences could be found between early and late adopters with respect to their desired features. This 

leads to believe that even more recent phone users expect the same capabilities as do their 

pioneering peers or early adopters. 
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eap"bolilies (n sl\(lo.VfIln FIgures FlQure 6 3ndFigure 7). as one ,tern may be a pro")' for several OIlier 

o pnOn$ The ,nStant me&t.e1'lgel MX,I (or e ..... llllIe IS" Java applic<ollon II\at can IJe downloade<l and 

Installed on all phones runnIng ~he Java cross-platform software envIronment Beeause respo~ ro 

dIrect recnnocal questIons may be hIghly unrehable thl!. quesllOn \Mil De" more rehable Intormam 

about Java's iJl/81labolrty Hence WIIh 65% of respondelltt. sayIng Ih",r PM~!'upport tolX,t we ~n 
conclude mat alle<lSl 11'115 n\3fly handsets also na...., one or "I'oOIhe, versIon 01 J""" Pialtorm il'l/illlatlIe 

Java i$" Droadly USe(! platlorm llla1 maI<&s" l)O$,bIo lor softvtare or games dev£lop<!IS 10 produce a 

prQ9,am 11\aI1, usable tl)I PhOnes regardless oI1he1r manufacturer Though me l&C1'1nlCal~0e9 of INS 

POrtao"'", art $~II er.allenglllg, Ja--a·en<1obIed phones m"r~ an imporlan! olffBfence to low-end 

han05elS. WIl>ch canno1 pra:/lCalty De eOl1anced WIth addIloonal so/tW<lre, sldl as lroe popu~ Google 
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ExpeTlSes and sources for funding 

Almost all ph(",e and/or SIM card owning respon[J€nts used prepaid alrtlmB voco:::hBrs 195%) , mirroring 

thB strong attraction of prepaid sooscript.::>ns over long-term contracts tor low-income South Afrkans 

(Hodge, 2005; Esselaar and Stork, 2005) By contrast. only 5% were contractual subscribers 

The mea;an average weekly spending for airtime v(}uchers am::>ng prepaid users waS at R20. 00, or 

USD 2.00. This number includes both phooo (}Woors and C(}-USBrs. Differences in weekly spBnding 

ootween these tw() groups are sign ificant (t(375) = 2 152 , P = 0321, meaning that ownersh ip of a 

handset indeBd has an Impact on how much money IS regularly spBnt on connBctlon chargBS But the 

relatrvely small difference confirms the aforementiorled Similarities be~en both groups wherBaS 

owtlBrS had a median weekly expenditure of R20 00, CO-USBrS spent a median R15 00 (The median 

was chosen as the mostlnformaliYe measurement of central tendency as a few very high outliers 

would have badly skewed the results, see Figure 8 1 
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L-____________ ~ 

Boxo "" >how <>g , tie tlj >,,,w, ,,,, of ",.ooodent, ",,",,~ p,eo.Kl ~r e, ,,,, ,,e , 

INhen rrolaSUring aIrtime expenses as a share ot students' overall expenses ('money spent on lood, 

dothlng, g(}lng (}ut', plus the respectivB airtime expBnse), prBpaid users WBre f(}und to spend on 

aVBrage about one fifth (19%: SD = 181) 01 their wee<iy disposai:>e monBy on prepaid vouchers 

the re WaS h(}wBver_ no slgnllicant dlfferencB In thiS share betweBn the two OWr1Brshlp groups. ThIS 

rBlatrvely high figure underscores the importance of paid cBII phonB actl",tles lor lOW-Income students, 

confi rming find ings found by Za inudeen et al. (20C16) in tndia and Sri Lan<a 

The majority of respondents (58%) were s(}IBly responsible for COVBrI ng the" recurring expenses on 

prepaid cards or contract lees, by us ing all(}wances, salaries from j(}bs, or slmlar kinds (}f income 

"' r •• rt,,, .. , ~ law In,,,,,,. , _.b "out,; ('V To", 
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Parents were dose seconds in this ranking "'ith 48%. ttlough It IS not possible to make 18rger 

assumptions about the amJunts sourced I rom either party as pocket money might be cOlllted as 

either pers.onal or parental financing Among all stu~nts 35% had multiple sources of funding Also 

frequentty rnentklned were secondary famty member" respec tive boy or girlfriends, or personal 

friends There were several noticeable differences between male and female respondents Most 

strikingly, m81e respondents reported to rely more on th,,,, own fund ing whereas females showed 

rogner reliance on their parents or boy/rlends Th is observed self-reported difference coLid however 

also depend on dIfferent perceptions between the sexes, e.g the questlOrl 01 whether pocket money IS 

considered under 'myself ra ther than the source 01 ths fund 

M, poreo,. '" IOQ'" Qu>rdio'l< 

My ram ., ..,,,,1>0', Of"'" ,0." my p.re," 

My'" 

8<Jrf''"'" 0, G.,h."d 

I oon'l >p<1<l My "",n ej 00 . <I'~ 

Friend, 

Ot~er 

On,!, so"'''' 
""' '" Ih . " 1 ,0U'"" 

T. b ~ 1 
Soo.rc .. of '\ndng 10( 01 1 re" ond"'" 

Cost-cutting practices 

" 

fill"'" g 
SOl-<ce, of fLO:l~ G""""'. " by re,,~nl" 9"""'" 

Continuing the trem foom dunng tM plot stages of the study, a large majOrity 01 students were MTN 

customers (78%1 wMreas only one~n-three stu~nts used Vodacom (22%) am Ceil C (15%), The 

relatively new network operator Virgin Mobile was used by t % of respondents 'In this group These 

nurroers, whICh add up to mor~ than tOO'", due to multiple r~sponses, reflect one of the most 

important cost-cutting rmoasures t 5% of students use m:)re than one ne\'W'ork, while 2% even use 

three 81M cards from different networks to get the best rates, depending on the counterpart to be 

called 

MTN s reign over among loW-Income youth In Cape To"., shows a tre<>;j that IS vastly dlfferoot from 

the natlOOal picture' in 2008 MTN claimed 42% of ali cell phane users, compared to 49% Vodacorn 
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and 8% Cell C (AMPS 2008A 20(8) Whether MTN s stronghold will later actually translate into an 

equalty large share of klyal (and better paying) customers OVer the next years - or whether this current 

alieglar.ce 'Mil shift as prices restructure (el Goldstuck. 2007. p.l 33) remains to bB Seen in further 

research 

Traditional personal commun~ation was assessed by the SUfVey otllour different activities: phooo 

calls, ser-.dlng SMS text messages. sending 'please call me' requests. and givll19 'missed calls' Taken 

together, at least one of these functions is used by 87% of respondents on a typKOai day. making it by 

far the most used activity theme overall. BlJ! eVBn takBn otl its own, mOre respondents satd that to 

make a photle call' IS more comrronly done on a cell phone than any otoor ir-.dMdual activ.lies 

assessed in thiS study - 73% reported dOing so on a typKOal day 

mo' '-.... _ , 

Figu", 10 

1 '''' ' ,on ,1 """00.1 ,o"""""""j",,, 'PIl """""" by "'''9' ~"", Md yoM,M Ot 

Specific cost-cutllng communication practlOOS were hind to be WIdespread Giving missed calls, or 

buzzing, was four-.d to be popular among students: 91 % of respondents In this study have ever used 

this practICe, though just umer half (47%) do so on a typical day 'Please call mB' messages are far 

mare p;>pUlar amOf'l9 students in this study than 'buzZlng' - 64% send at least one slJCh a message on 

a typcal day, while only 7% say they have never done thIS 

Mol::<le instant messaging has become very common amOf'l9 South AfrKOa s youth over past years, In 

particular due to the rise of MXit (see dlapter two). Respondents showed particularly strong usage of 

MX,t With 47% 01 students USing It on a typical day: the for a mBd',an average amount of time these 

students used It was 60 minutes As Table 4 shovvs, nooo 01 the other sUfVeyed instant messeging 
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applications reach anywhere near MXit's popularity. Usage of this much-used instant messenger 

seems to have played a key role in driving students' Internet usage (see chapter five). 

Ever Yesterday 
time used yesterday (median in 

minutes) 

MXit 67 47 60 

meep 22 5 4 

noknok 28 9 5 

2go 23 5 3 

Table 4 
Usage of mobile instant messengers, ever and yesterday, with average time used 
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5. Characterizing Online Media Use and Digital Media 

Production Practices 

The low-income urban youth targeted for this survey have shown considerable use of both traditional 

and online media, including news media. 68% of respondents were found to use the Internet on a cell 

phone on a typical day, including 49% who do so to access the Web. By comparison, just 39% use the 

Internet on a computer on a typical day, almost all of which use the Web (37%). One of the major 

reason for the high Internet usage on cell phones are instant messenger applications, which were 

used by 49% of students on the previous day. The survey findings show the apparent 'dedication' for 

cell phones and computers with regard to Web usage: cell phones are used for almost all information 

and entertainment seeking purposes, whereas computers only have a slight advantage in a small 

number of Web categories, most notably school research and retrieval of health information. 

Regardless of the platform, Google was found to be by far the most dominant Web gateway to all 

kinds of information, followed at a considerable distance by WAP cell phone media portals. The 

foreign search and media giant trumps any other resource with an enormous margin as it makes up 

35% of all mentioned websites. Mobile media portals such as Waptrick and Nabster make up the 

largest share of directly accessed sites, with 35% of respondents downloading digital media (music, 

videos, pictures, etc) from such a site on a typical day. 

Television, radio, newspapers, and magazines were found to be the primary ways in which students 

access information about current events. Even so, 28% of students were found to access the news on 

a cell phone once a day or more frequently; 18% said they do so using a computer. These online 

news channels add to an overall complex picture of news consumption among students, who reported 

accessing an average of more than two news sources 'several times daily'. 

Different kinds of media downloaded from WAP cell phone portals are often used side by side with 

locally produced digital media. Using a cell phone, 56% listen to music, 50% take pictures, 49% play 

games, 37% record and 35% play videos on a typical day, making media usage on cell phones far 

more prominent among respondents than on computers. Besides their own production and download 

from the Internet, 35% or students were also found to send or receive such media files on a typical 

day via Bluetooth or Infrared. Cell phone games, one of the prime content to be shared this way, were 

played by 49% of respondents on the previous day. An enormous number of 'favorite' games named 

by students showed the impressive demand for this kind of entertainment. Interestingly, respondents 

maintaining a profile on a social networking site (such as Facebook or MySpace), were found to be 

heavier users of traditional communication functions (phone calls and SMS), as well as an overall 

higher Internet usage. However, this group does not show any demographic or socioeconomic 

lI.Q 
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difference compared to their peers, making them a very interesting group of high-intensity usage to 

investigate in further studies. 

Measuring Internet and Web Usage 

"Our informants like to download new ringtones or query an i-mode site to find out if the boy 
they just met was astrologically compatible-but none thought of what they were doing as 
'using the Internet.'" (Rheingold, 2002, p. 6) 

Interviews with students have shown widespread confusion between the terms Internet and Web (see 

Chapter Three). Since many respondents would have had divergent concepts of the 'Internet', outright 

questions are unlikely to provide reliable answers to questions such as 'what is the share of people 

using online media' (ct. Schmid & Stork, forthcoming). 

A reliable measure of Internet use was obtained by aggregating several Internet-related variables, 

which were calculated both for cell phone and computer usage. Given the varying levels of 

understanding and definitions of these terms, the survey employed multiple variables to assess 

Internet usage, and to be able to distinguish usage of the Web as measurement of online media 

consumption. The variables used include: 

Web 

o Download songs, videos, games or ringtones 
o Go online for no particular reason, to 'Google' or browse for fun 
o Use the Internet to get news or information about current events 
o Go to websites about movies, TV shows, music groups, or sports stars 
o Research information for school on the Internet 
o Go to Facebook, MySpace, HiS or similar websites 
o Watch a video on video-sharing website like YouTube 
o Look for health or medical information on the Internet 

Instant messaging clients 

0 MXIT 
0 Noknok 
0 Meep 
0 2go 

Email 

These variables cover a range of important purposes of Internet usage. Together they can serve as an 

aggregate measure of Internet usage to provide a detailed picture of the range of actual applications 

used. An aggregate of the first category alone, which includes different kinds of websites, is used to 

assess usage of the World Wide Web. All of the above variables have been assessed for both cell 

phone and computer access, as well as for their use 'ever' and 'yesterday', as displayed in Figure 11. 

According to these measures, 93% of all respondents have ever used the Internet on a cell phone, 

while 83% have ever done so on a computer. Computer-based Internet usage is far less frequent than 
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mobile use 39% use the Internet on a typcal day on "computer. whereas 66% do so uSing a cell 

'"~ 

More students use the Internet on" typical day through a cell phone (58% do). th"n use the Web 

(49% 01 students). This diHerence in popul""ty is OWing to a group 01 students - one fifth 01 all 

respondents - who are ardent users of mobile Instant messaglt"19 applICations, but who do not access 

Web content RespxKJents thus can be grouped into four groups based their Internet usage on a 

typical day through a cell phone (displayed In Hgure 12) 19% only access websites whole another 

19% go online solely to use Inst8nt messengers like MXit. another group 0130% access the Internet to 

USe both. while 32% do nol use the Internet at all 011 a typical day. This marked difference between 

Internet 8nd Web usage levels is un K1 ue to cell phones 8S computer usage does not display the Same 

pattern. Instant messaging is 18rgely 8 cBI phone based phenomenon: 49% of students use It 011 8 

phone on a typical day while only 13% use '1M' programs on a computer on this regular basIs 

~i;lm. 11 

(M," ".>«) coo ",,'" i._, C~_"._, " ... , .... 
"""""',' 

Internet .no Web "'"'9" 10( ee l phone, 000 c~"te ", usod eVf!r.m yesterdlly 
Int«""' coo1!> neWe 01 1 Web ..:otlvllo •• , 1'10 ' " .." t.", me" ........ '"0 om,,1 

Comtllr1ed usage IrxJexes for both cell phone and computer access were used to assess the overall 

level of Web and Internet usage amo"9 resporxJents By USing all available variables for both types of 

access we can determme that a total of 95% of respxKJents have ever accessed the Web while 56% 

do so on a typica l day By comparison, 73% at respondents use ttle Internet on a typical day through 

elther access type The significantly higher number of Internet usage is again due to a coosiderable 

rxortlOn of students who ooly use the Internet lor Instant messaging 
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CWeb only .Web and 1M CIM only CDid not use Internet 
~-,--------~--- --~--,-----

19 32 

I 
, I 

+-~- -+-~-------~+-------l--~- - L_~ __ 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

Figure 12 
User patterns based on Internet usage on the previous day on a cell phone 

A considerable overlap exists between cell phone and computer Internet users: of the 73% of students 

who are regular Internet users, 34% only use cell phones, 5% only use computers, while 34% use 

both sources. In other words, the vast majority of students using computers to access the Internet do 

not do so exclusively. This important finding already suggests what the following section will further 

investigate: the nature of usage of the two platforms differs quite substantially, suggesting a 'dedicated 

use' of each platform for certain applications. 

Sources of Internet Usage 

A direct question asking students about their Internet usage via six different possibilities (e.g. 'on a 

computer at school') further explains the strong dominance of cell phones as the number one Internet 

platform for respondents: 51 % say they use a cell phone to access the Internet on a daily basis, while 

just 24% say that they use a school computer to do so. Half of all respondents have gone online in the 

past by using computers in the library or at a friend's house, though only 18% do this on a daily basis. 

Public Internet cafes, which are very rare in Cape Town's townships, are only frequented daily by a 

small minority (see Figure 13). Univ
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Cell phones are thus the dominant platfofm 10f Internet usege arnxlg t~s groop. pfoviding the most 

popular SOUfCe of Internet acCess by a considerable marg in . Actual usage may be even higher thoo 

tl>ese l':Jures suggest. since the phras ing of the questlOl'1 may have led to an interpretation based on a 

narrow understanding of the term ' Internet' (as discussed in chapter three ) 

This groop displays very high levels of Internet usage as compared to the nation31 aver3ges feported 

by other South Alncan studies There are sever31 possible explan3tions lor thiS discrep3ncy First , 

urban Intefnet access is likely to be considerably higher, and roostlla!ionalligures afe averages 

between cities with ~gher usage. arid rural areas with far lower technolC>]y uptake (el. Tlabela. 20(7) 

Secondly. young people are generally roore likely to use the Internet (AMPS 2008A, 2(08) The All 

Media and Product Survey (AMPS) has found only 4% 01 Sooth Alricans aged 16-19 to have 

accessed the Intemet 'yesterday', while 11% were Iourld to do so in the past 12 months' ReseJrch 

ICT Africa (RIA), In Its latest househotd survey, shows that the sh3re of South Alncans LJSing the 

Internet who 'ever use tl>e Internet 's 15%. though tl>e sampe was not obt3ined for furthef breakdown 

to our specific 3ge and location group Thirdly given the speed of growth. research is dated by the 

time it IS published Hence, while this study's sample is oot natlOl'1ally representat ive, it certainly !rints 

to a stark departure by low-income urban youth vis-a-VIs average national levels 01 use 

That wid , the (llscrepancy may 3150 suggest some problems With tl>e larger national surveys in 

relatk:<1to the accurate measurement oIlntefnet access. An important difference in methodobgies 

may be plaYing a role The AM PS questionna"e asks subjects d Ifec tly "Have you PERSONALLY 

accessed the InternetiWorld Wide Web In the PAST 12 MONTHS [or YESTERDAY]?" (emphasIS in 

original), while RIA asks Do you ever use the Internet?", As discussed In chaptertNo 3nd 3bove. the 
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term 'Internet' is commonly misunderstood, and is often not considered to include instant messaging 

use, Consequently, it is possible that these national surveys may be underestimating levels of Internet 

usage at least with regard to the current practices of younger urban respondents. 

Cell phones dominate Web usage - in most categories 

Web content for cell phones has for long been a neglected aspect of Web design, and many sites 

have not been formatted for the much smaller screen. With the recent growing popularity of cell 

phones and the mobile Internet in the United States (Horrigan, 2008a) and in other countries, a 

growing number of websites are becoming more accessible to users of the very small screens and 

limited bandwidth which characterizes cell phone use.23 

Not surprisingly maybe, companies providing media content for cell phones are the most frequently 

accessed websites by cell phone users. On a typical day, 35% of respondents visited cell phone 

media content sites to download wallpaper photos, songs or ringtones, Java games, and small-sized 

videos files to their cell phone - representing a majority of all students who use the Web. Almost all 

cell phone Internet users (82 out of 93%) have already downloaded content from one of those 

providers (most of which do not charge fees for downloads), an experience shared by more students 

than have ever used the instant messenger MXit. By comparison, MXit has been tried by "only" 67% of 

respondents, though 47% still use it on a typical day, making it still the most popular Internet 

application. 

Cell phone 

Ever Yesterda~ 

Download songs, videos, games or ringtones 82 35 
Instant messaging * 67 49 

Browse or 'Google' for no reason 67 20 

School research 61 16 

Movie, TV show, music, or sports fan site 60 17 

Online news 59 18 

Send and receive email * 53 20 

Facebook or other SN site 43 16 
YouTube or other video site 41 11 
Health or medical information 38 9 

Table 5 
Internet variables for cell phones and computers, used ever and yesterday 
* 1M and email are not included in the aggregate calculation of Web usage 

Computer 

Ever Yesterda~ 

55 20 

38 13 

61 19 

72 21 

55 17 

54 15 

47 16 

37 11 

42 15 

45 13 

Other Web categories that were queried in the survey include random browsing, school research, 

personal interest or online news; among others (see Table 5). All of the above have been used by 

23 Although it is beyond the scope of this study, limited research on South African youth-targeting or governmental websites has shown 
that almost none have been designed to also be usable on cell phones. 
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more than halfo! all respondents in the past, both on a cell phone or on a computer. BBtIoveBn 15 and 

20% of respondents reported to access sites within each of those categor..,s on a typical day Cell 

phonB acCBSS trumps computBrs within all but thre.. categories: When accessing video streaming sites 

like YouTube, conducting research for school, or koking for medical informatIOn traditional compllters 

remain with a slight edge over their small screen CompetitorS 

This difference high lights two important themes. The reason lex- choosing computers to access hfgh· 

bard""dth video webs,tes is obvious: most of the handsets used 00 not sUPlXJrt high·speed 

conl1ectKJns "a 3G, wh.::oh would make such streaming possible: w-hile at the same time prepaid fees 

for bard""dth makB this expBr"'nce qUltB all expel1s'",e one The cho.::oe of computers to conduct 

rBsearch on SCMI al1d health tOplCS, however. IS more d,fficult to explain. One may be the easier 

cOrl{joct to quickly retriBve informatiol1 on a larger screen as most source websltes are not yet 

formatted for small cell phone screens (as opposed to nBwspaper or ril1gtone sitBs). Another 

explanation 's the assumption that cell phones are associated with casual use and leisure, whefBas 

computers are promoted as senous' work tools by the school and the job market , thereby prilling 

stOldentS to choose thBm over cell phol1es 011 certain occasions. Irdividual conversatIOns with students 

havB shCM'n SOn1B SLJPPort for both hypotheSBS, Irdlcatlng a vanety of I ndividual reasOns. I n any case 

thB relatively small dlffefBI'ICe betloveen computer ard cBII phone usage between most of the Web 

catBgoriBs rndicatBs that stOldBnts simply use whatever technology IS available to them 

Figure '4 
~ ~t 01 ,t"'"et ,"'''''' ,,, I", ~I oM'~, .,~ Gomput.", ,,,,-,; yosl.,d.y 
"1M . "" om.o j " ~ "O< "CI",~";, tho _00'09". co"J~I"'" of Wen " ' ... . 
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Google and a long tail 

Respondents were asked to provide examples of their most frequently accessed websites along 

several categories (news, school, health, and leisure), as well as their favorite websites overall. Within 

each category there was separate spacing for sites accessed from a computer, and from a cell phone. 

In total, respondents provided 2115 valid website addresses or identifiable titles. The most striking 

occurrence is Google - the search giant was mentioned in 37% of all instances, making it the most 

popular website in each category and regardless whether a cell phone or computer was used. No 

other site enjoys anywhere near the same popularity. Three sites, each enjoying about six% of all 

responses, are waptrick.com, nabsterwen.ru (both very basic WAP-formatted sites with media content 

of all kind), and Yahoo. The two media portals are exclusively made and designed for cell phones, and 

can be regarded more of a portal with own content but also a host of links to very similar-looking 

sites24 The abovementioned four websites make up for 57% of all websites listed, with the remainder 

being made up of a larger number of sites each mentioned less than 2%, respectively (including 

Facebook or Wikipedia). This indicates a "long tail" of websites among students, though Google is 

really the only item that dominates all lists as the "head" (Anderson, 2006). 

Reflecting the overall dominance of cell phones for Web usage, the majority of all listed websites are 

found within most cell phone categories. The categories school and health are the exception again; 

the larger number of sites mentioned for computer access again confirms the earlier finding of 

computers' dominance in these areas. Because of the large diversity of sites mentioned and the very 

small overlap between individual listings, it is hard to perform further reliable analysis on the kind of 

sites used by users. Indeed, the high prominence of Google as a universal multi-purpose pOint of entry 

for most topics (including news) leads to believe that the 'long tail' is in fact a lot longer, as search 

results are used in lieu of favorite sites. 

WAP media portals mentioned by respondents make up at least 15% (not all addresses have been 

tested), which indicates a significant and unique form of online media access that will require 

additional in-depth research to further our understanding of these sources. MTN's portal MTN 

Loaded25
, a 'walled garden' portal offering limited news for free, as well as media content at additional 

costs to subscribers, enjoys fifth rank of all mentioned sites - but that at just 2% of all sites listed. The 

importance here is hence the absence of walled garden portals among students' web usage, which 

depicts an obvious departure from the early years of WAP cell phone Internet access, when walled 

garden portals were the dominant resource while other websites were either disabled, or charged at 

higher cost. 

24 Several respondents named 'napster.wen.ru' or 'napstar' instead of the original site http://nabster.wen.ru/. But these sites, which 

obviously profit from their similar names, do exist - and offer almost the same content as the original. WAP media portals are often very 
similar in their design (also due to technical limitations), as well as in their organization of offered content. "Sexy videos" are often among 
the top categories, between MP3, wallpaper, or lyrics downloads. 

25 http://mtnloaded.mtn.co.za 
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Comparing online and traditional media usage 

As is visible in Figure 15, television sets to be the device owned by most families according to 

respondents, with 87% of students reporting that they have one at home. 26 According to the survey, 

other technologies - including computers, game consoles, MP3 players, or digital cameras

constitute lUxury goods and are only found in a minority of households. This relative scarcity of media

related technology, emphasizes the importance of more sophisticated cell phones among low-income 

youth (Horrigan, 2008a). 

As shown in the previous chapter, students not owning their personal cell phone still have almost as 

much access to cell phones - and spend almost as much money on them - as do their owners. For all 

technologies assessed in this survey, the number of youths having ever used them dramatically 

exceeds the number of owners - which becomes most obvious in the case of desktop computers: 

90% of respondents have used one in the past, but only 20% said to have one at home. The special 

status of computers is likely to be related to many schools' recently installed computer labs. Interviews 

with students and school principles showed that these labs are not always accessible for a number of 

reasons (access is prioritized for 12 graders or teachers, teachers often have insufficient technical 

knowledge, and technical problems are frequent). As a result, less than half of the students surveyed 

have used a computer on the previous day. 

As described in chapter three, this study uses the assessment of usage on the previous day as a 

higher-level reliability measure for frequency of use, which thereby informs us of students' overall 

usage "on a typical day." Through this measure, we find a steep decline in frequent use from cell 

phones through TV and radio. Almost all students use a cell phone on a typical day (96%), whereas 

TV (81 %) and radio (67%) are part of a typical day for a significantly smaller portion. 

This is unsurprising, since cell phones, like traditional computers, are not dedicated media 

technologies like television or radio, and a significant percentage of time spent using cell phones 

usage is devoted to interpersonal communication, just as computers might be used for other activities, 

such as emailing or word processing. To understand to what extent students used online media 

(defined in chapter one), are were thus explored in more detail in more focused questions. 

26 It should be kept in mind that very close proximity to neighbors and other family members within densely populated townships makes 
household ownership more difficult to assess since close and distant family members can occupy several houses or shacks, thereby 
stretching the concept of what is found in an 'individual household'. 
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II IS ,rnoo!tant to oodersl<lr><l Wet:> usage ,n the conleXI of overall media usage, as (ll5played In Figure 

16 BesK1e$ I11e abo...,me~tlOned r~al,.ely !'19M IIallJeS nf TV and radio oonSU~tIOO, ooly hal! 01 Ine 

students read magazines or newSlJapei"S on t~ prevIOUs day (50% aM 49%. respect"e~1 Whe~ 

coooMg ootn computer and ce ll p~Of1G·DSSed access, the share of respondents using the Web on a 

typica l day (56%) is slightly OOow that 01 neW5papef and magazines but remain s t>eM oj TV and 

radiO C¢r>Sump~"" The share 0/ respond&n15 'eao(liIlijI I'leWSP"P"'5 15 thu. the same lIS IMM 

_Sing we!)Slles Ihml.l9h cell phorle$ on a typical day 01 rourse lh1! ,nten\lOll for USIng these 

!IOurW5. !he kind 01 content relnevec. IIM!I'Ie CIVIC ViI'uoe aJlachec 10 ",tlief 01 !hOM med ... sources 

_'''$ 110m ca:!.e 10 """", gIven troe ralller soe<:lfic IliIl\lre 01 rli>WSD<IP"'S and !he broad .. r ream ollhe 

wet> CO~ta-based Web access IS lowe$! in tnlS IISI Wllh 37% accessing any web~l\e on a 'Ypu;al 

<la~ \\+.en Includ"'g t.1X~ and other "stant messagIng apphcahons (wtuch quah~e, Ur'Idcr !he Internet 

\tlough not Web wily). we firld thai slxlul Ine same number of eve<1 mot1l IOlude('l!$ use Ine Intet""t on 

8 typ.caI day (68',0,) as listen 10 100 rad IO 
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News COIISlm1/Jlio " lIC,.OSS med ia sources 

News media ConWmp(lOll by South Alnciln youlh has trad.honally Iect'lved lillie acaoamic seruuny 

(Ndlovu 2(08). 'hOugh tnl$ ab$eroc&" paJ1Jcularly clear WIth regard to online news media access 

Acwlljll'9 to seIf·rePOrled 0<113 respondents blend iI ",,,,ely of news sources on a tyPICal dilY . ...... 'h TV 

neW$ lwatt.hed by 80% ' OOCo.J1 once a day' or 'seve,al bme~ daily') and rad,o r.ews (69%) being the 

mo~l prominent source!l WIUl students a tce5s>ng them ""ve,a l tlmes daily Newspaper and "trNS 

m~lne readership iI'iI OIl a comparat",e lev'" bul are u""d more as 'once a clay :sources 1_ 

~ I gu'e 11) 8y contra$!, on ll r.e news ~~rces are con..umed by a leMler magn~LXie 28'" of 

respondents use their cell pr'lone to check th e news on an almost daily basiS. wh ile on ly 1 eo., 00 50 

uS'ng iI eomputer However regardless of lhe tecmology used to access onl ine news, 23% access 
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online news soorces 'several times daily'. which equals the leyel of newspaper readership on the 

same frequency level (24%). 

I" "" to n<W. 00 tho ro,,, 
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By once m:;)rB uSing ~ L,~ert scale Wllh grooping response oplions (ralher Ihan a conl,nuous scale 01 

adjacent rllne periods), we can group users into dearer categories of usage intensities - respondents 

cho:Jsing the 'several tirr>3S dally' labell'<i ll arguably be more ardent users than tr.ose chOOSIng about 

OnCe a day' The difference in thIS metOOd allows us to oontrol earlier findings' 18% said they use call 

phone to access news 00 a tYPK:aI d~y, thus covering the 'several times daily' categories . as well as 

the lower end Df about once a day' ThIS coofirms the validity of questions ~king COl)Cretely for 

'yesterday' as It features only those actllSlly using ~ feature (in this caSe oolioo news) on "given day, 

but rxlt all of those who mfght c~1I thernselYes 'daily' urers. Furthermore by segmenting USerS 

according to the usage intenSity groops, we coo differentiate ood compare users as part of a group, for 

example for the purpose of kfentifying stlnificant dlffsrences betwsen IDw and h>gh intensity groups 

Am:mg all respondents, the mean ayerage number of news sources that are frequented 'seyeral times 

daily is 2.29 (SO=1 32) . indicating too high number of news consumption for the majority of students 

(26% do not acceSS any news source within tnis category), A comparison between different subgroups 

(ree Table 6) snDws on ly very smal differences bassd 00 ownership or gender, No significant 
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differences could be found between early and late adopters. However, respondents whose phone 

featured 3G were found to be the highest news users, with 81 % accessing at least one news source 

several times daily. 3G phone users also accessed a larger number of news sources, coupled with a 

significantly stronger usage of online news - accessed both from cell phones and computers. 

The two dominant and self-reported racial groups of 'blacks' and 'coloureds' show an important 

difference between the number of sources consulted: Coloured students showed a significantly (t(419) 

= 3.135, P = .002) lower mean average of news sources accessed, at 1.76 (SO = .89). This is derived 

from a comparatively higher fixation on broadcast news sources (which are equal to black students' 

levels), while computer-based online news and news magazines are much less used. Whether this 

difference signifies a lower interest in the news by this group remains to be seen in further research. 

"several times daily" co- have 
Total owners users female male 'black" 'coloured" no 3G 3G 

Any news 74 74 71 76 70 73 74 73 81 

Watch TV news 54 55 46 53 54 56 45 55 51 

Newspaper 23 22 24 21 26 23 22 23 31 

News magazine 23 25 19 25 22 26 9 22 28 

Radio news 48 49 45 48 46 47 45 48 49 

Online news (cell phone) 13 11 16 11 13 13 9 10 23 

Online news (computer) 9 8 9 7 10 10 7 18 

# of sources 

One source 24 25 24 28 20 22 36 23 26 

Two sources or more 49 49 46 48 51 51 38 50 55 

Mean average of sources t 2.29 2.29 2.27 2.18 2.46 2.39 1.76 2.26 2.48 

SO 1.32 1.33 1.34 1.24 1.40 1.37 0.89 1.26 1.46 

N 441 326 95 246 164 320 69 215 18 

Table 6 
News sources used 'several times daily', by ownership, gender, and race subgroups 
t Based on respondents using at least one source 
• Race classifications based on self-identification; other racial groups too small for analysis 

However, some raw data for South Africa is provided by the annual All Media and Products Survey 

(AMPS), a household survey initiative which includes raw data on media usage. AMPS found 16-to-

19-year-olds to be heavy consumers of television and radio, with 72 and 88% having used either one 

on the previous day. Newspapers and magazine readership were significantly lower, with 41 and 45% 

of this age group having read at least one in either category on the previous day (AMPS, 2007). 

Starkly lower figures were found by Kaiser Family Foundation and South African Broadcasting 

Corporation (2006): Here as a daily or almost daily activity, 66% watched TV while 68% listened to the 

radio. Figures for newspapers and magazines were 20 and 13%, respectively. 
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Personal perceptions of the Internet 

Thorough qualitative analysis of students' personal definition and meaning of the Internet within the 

survey, which cumulated in almost 10,000 words of responses, provides us with some important 

insight. As has been noted before, there is no shared definition among respondents of what the 

Internet is. For many respondents, the answer to this question is mostly shaped by those applications 

most commonly used by the respective student, frequently including the download of games, music, or 

videos. The most frequently named theme throughout was the improved access to information and 

research, which many emphasized as a resource helping them along in specific school subjects. 

Students portrayed it for example as a helper "when I need to do my school research work" and 

something "where you can research or find the information you need about something, jobs, 

opportunities, or even bursaries from the government". Despite the very high usage of the instant 

messenger MXit, only three respondents noted the Internet as a necessity "to mxit", which confirms 

the initial assumption of 'the Internet' being considered a Web resource, synonymous for many with 

websites as an information resource. 

A second, more removed level of personal meaning was expressed by many students. One wrote: 

"Internet to me means the use of advanced technology that goes hand in hand with knowledge and a 

useful knowledge for us as youth. Most of all internet made our lives more meaningful.", while others 

wrote lofty statements like "It means seeing the world widely". Many respondents started their 

explanation with statements like "It means a lot to me because ... ", underlining the enormously positive 

view of the technology, even while usage of the same remains limited as the previous section has 

shown. Such enthusiasm can be explained by the recency of Internet usage (some noted the 

difference between information access before and after using the Internet), while some declared non

users said their optimism relied on other people's passion for the Web. Surprisingly few listed any 

negative connotations, of which only downloaded porn was named by its name. 

The overarching enthusiasm for the Internet, which remains under- or unexplored for many students, 

gives us a sense for where this generation's usage might be headed over the next years. As access to 

better cell phones, or even computers, are likely to increase in the near future, so might these youths' 

tendency to integrate the Internet more fully into everyday life. 

Digital and Participatory Media 

Media studies cannot afford to simply look at consumption and access, thereby implying a wholly 

passive usage structure. Given the enormous prominence of downloading media content from the 

Web, the data suggests a high prevalence of media content saved on those users whose handsets 

allow for it. At the same time, one-in-three respondents (35%) say that they use Bluetooth or infrared 

on a typical day to copy such media content between phones. This practice, which several 

respondents confusingly also referred to as 'downloading', further accelerates the distribution of 

popular content, be it videos, mp3 music files, ringtones, games, or pictures. 
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As has been described before, ownership is not the deciding factor for usage of these media files, as 

both owners and co-users said to have equally high access to phones with these capabilities. As has 

been shown earlier in Figure 6, the shares of all respondents using phones that can take pictures and 

videos, that play music files, and support access to the Internet are between 72 and 78%. However, 

only a minority (33%) has access to phones with significant memory (either internal or on a flash 

card)27, a phenomenon that some in conversations with respondents was said to lead to the frequent 

deletion of older content in order to make room for new material. 

The cell phone could be considered the new boom box low-income urban youth: fully 56% turn to their 

phone to listen to music on a typical day - just 11 % below the share of respondents who listen to the 

radio, and 7% above the number of students reading a newspaper in the same period. But even 28% 

of those, whose own or primary phone does not support music playback use someone else's handset 

to listen to music - which again shows the high prevalence of multi-phone usage among respondents. 

To use the same example for comparison, newspaper readership is on par with cell phone gaming: 

49% play on their handset on a typical day. Within this group of regular gamers, a strong majority 

(62%) retrieves new games from the Internet, while one quarter (27%) of respondents get new games 

directly from other phones whose users pass them on. 28%, on the other hand, say they only play 

those games installed on their phone. Male respondents were found to be more frequent game 

players: 57% played on the previous day, compared to just 40% for girls. Analysis of the most 

frequently played games showed an enormous variety, both along on complexity and themes (up to 

three open-ended responses per student were coded). Not surprisingly, Nokia's standard-bearer 

Snake (in different versions) is by far the most popular game, mentioned by 43%. But among the long 

tail of other games (almost 200 were mentioned), all but the top ten games were named by fewer than 

4% of all students - thus pointing to a seemingly enormous demand for new games. Additional 

analysis and categorization of the games named by respondents is needed to provide better 

understanding of the skills required and acquired by playing these kind of games. 

Pictures and videos are not only downloaded from the Web, many respondents also take or record 

their own and share them with their peers. 54% of respondents do at least one or the other on a 

typical day, though picture taking (45%) remains the more widely used than video recording (31 %). 

Pictures, video, and music are consumed directly from the cell phone, often produced by cell phones, 

and almost always shared between cell phones (P2P). The mean average number of pictures taken 

on a typical day lies at 4.2 (SO = 5.57), whereas hobby filming students record on average 3.2 videos 

(SO = 7.57). 

27 44% said their phone does not have any memory for file storage. By definition, this number is not reconcilable with the media features 
listed above, as any recording or playback capability also requires at least some memory. Conversations with respondents indicated that 
not having a (large) memory card is sometimes seen as not having any memory, so this measure should be used with caution. 
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Play games 

Play music 

take pictures 

Download songs, videos, games or ringtones 

Play videos 

record video 

Direct file transfer (e.g. Bluetooth) 

send MMS 

Table 7 

Cell phone 

Ever Yesterday 

94 49 

87 56 

86 45 

82 35 

81 35 

80 31 

77 35 

74 26 

List of personal media variables for cell phones and computers, used ever and yesterday 

Ever 

82 

83 

72 

47 

Computer 

Yesterday 

29 

33 

27 

15 

The significant event taking place with many students is the convergence between different kinds of 

digital media which are consumed and produced on the same device. A video that was recorded of a 

classmate earlier in the day will be saved on the same limited memory space as the clip of Rihanna's 

latest music video that was downloaded from a WAP portal, and will be deleted in the evening when a 

friend offers to send a new racing game via Bluetooth. Limited space does not offer the lUXUry 

attached to modern 'smart phones' or iPhones that come with vast amount of memory and allow for 

wide accumulation of media content. Given the importance of music and taking pictures, this 'rivalry for 

memory space' is a constant deliberation factor that determines what may be kept - and what can be 

sacrificed for a new file. Conversations with students confirmed this trend, explaining why many 

pictures are often taken for the mere fun at the moment, but are ultimately deleted again. 

A small group of students (20%) reported to sustain a personal profile on a social networking site, 

such as Facebook or MySpace. 16% of respondents access such websites on a typical day; 11 % did 

so from a computer. Profile holders represent a very distinct group, with a large range of statistically 

significant differences to those without such profiles: They are stronger users of both computers and 

cell phones, use the Internet and the Web more frequently and more intensely, and use a larger 

number of news sources 'several times a day'. They send more SMS, make more phone calls, and 

spend more money on airtime. 84% within this group access the Internet on a typical day. This group 

is particularly interesting due to their sharing of media content on the Web. Three-quarters of such 

profile owners have posted a picture of themselves or their friends (76% and 77%, respectively). 

Almost two-in-three in this group have already posted videos on their profile, while large majorities 

also present their name, cell phone number, relationship status, and other personal information. 

Despite this group's strong distinction on several levels, there are no significant differences in 

perceived social comparison with their classmates or social deprivation among the city's student 

population. Hence, although the stronger usage of technology is channeled towards a higher usage of 

networking and communication applications, this has not lead to a perceived status symbol change, as 

has been found for early adopters and cell phone owners. 
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6. Conclusion 

This study set out to explore the usage of online and digital media among low-income urban South 

African youth as a contribution to a variety of related fields, but foremost to the discipline of media 

studies. Media research has largely ignored the phenomenon of cell phone based media access, and 

particularly so in South Africa, where increasingly widespread access to more capable phones has 

provided low-income urban youth with a personal and highly accessible gateway to access the Web 

and other services on the Internet. By using a quantitative approach, this study was able to provide 

detailed data on the targeted population, as well as highlight statistically significant relationships 

between different factors, such as cell phone ownership which correlates with a perceived better 

academic performance. In particular, the detailed, thoroughly field-tested survey was of key 

importance as it provided a better methodological approach to answer questions about the actual 

usage of technologies, rather than access or ownership. By sampling youth from nine schools in Cape 

Town's most deprived neighborhoods (n=441), this study did not intend to provide statistical 

representativeness of low-income urban youth in South Africa. Rather, it set out to describe the 

emerging phenomenon of intense usage of online and digital media on cell phones among this volatile 

demographic group. 

Owing to the enormous social significance of young people's cell phone usage, particularly in 

developing countries, there are many important implications and suggestions that can be derived from 

this study. By concluding some of the main points made in the previous chapters, I will highlight a 

number of important themes that the study's findings suggest for some possible new directions. 

South African News media 

The availability of other cell phone features, such as Bluetooth or an internal camera define a 

handset's predefined support for a range of other applications, including certain development and 

health projects (Donner et aI., 2008; Seo et ai, 2008), or citizen journalism (e.g. Gilmore, 2004). As 

recent forays by news organizations have shown (e.g. CNN, AI Jazeera, The New York Times), cell 

phones can be used to both provide more interactive means of telling the news from various angles, 

but also to enlarge the range of potential readers and viewers. Although South African newspapers 

occasionally encourage readers to send in pictures taken with cell phones (often to be published only 

in the print edition), there are many more interactive ways for citizens to become more involved with 

the news stories they access through the media. The considerable popularity of downloading (free) 

media content, coupled with the high interest in the news by a majority of urban low-income youth, 

should encourage the print media to engage this important demographic group 

At the same time, the findings do not confirm studies showing low interest in the news by South 

African youth (Claasen, 1996; Pepler, 2003), but resonate somewhat with Strelitz (2002), who found 

that newspaper readership was particularly popular among African working class students. Although 

low-income urban youth in this study were found to be ardent consumers of daily news from a variety 
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of channels, especially public television and local radio stations, these established media institutions 

have so far not able to connect with the online world of these students. Understanding the enormous 

demand students have expressed in the survey for media content (especially music and videos), may 

be crucial to future success in engaging this audience: Currently, not one of the major online 

newspapers (MG, IOL, News24) offer such free downloadable cell phone content; only News24 offers 

a limited choice of songs that can be purchased for R10 (USD 1.00) per song - an extraordinary sum 

for most students in the country. But while the importance of free or affordable content is crucial, 

South African news publishers would benefit from providing a moderated portal of their own that 

provides downloadable materials, e.g. videos or photos accompanying news stories, that will make 

their sites not only informative, but also more 'infotaining'. Just as most 'normal' versions of news 

websites include videos and other features, it is an incorrect conclusion that the current technical and 

bandwidth-related limitations of cell phones do not warrant an investment in multimedia. Further 

research is needed to explore news preferences among South African youth and how this might relate 

to their pariticipation in online and mobile media use. 

Methodological challenges 

Previous quantitative studies addressing cell phone usage or ownership in South Africa (e.g. AMPS, 

2008; KFF/SABC, 2006; Esselaar, 2007) have largely chosen a broad access approach, categorizing 

users into dichotomous groups of cell phone users and non-users. As the results of this study show, 

assessment of cell phone usage, and in particular questions of mobile Internet usage, may require a 

more differentiated methodological approach. This is particularly true owing to the absence of a 

commonly shared terminology and concepts, which is a significant challenge when conducting 

research among urban low-income students. 

By using several detailed activity-based questions rather than outright or direct ones, this study has 

found usage of cell phones (and computers) to appear more like a complex continuum of usage 

intensity. This suggests the need for a better measure in quantitative research to explain levels of 

technology usage than the existing binary model of users and non-users. This applies in particular to 

Internet and Web access, which were found to differ very significantly among respondents. It is my 

hope that this study will contribute to the ongoing drive to improve quantitative technology and media 

research in order to better address the challenging research environment found in South Africa and 

other developing countries. 

Design problems 

This study's data might also provide handset manufacturers and software designers with important 

clues on what these potential customers themselves would like to see. Nokia's famous (and 

successful) strides for better understanding of how cell phones are used and viewed in the developing 

world (e.g. Chipchase, 2006) appears to have left a gap between its two dominant strategies: South 

African urban low-income youth have little sympathy for the simple-as-can be models developed for 

poorer nations (e.g. Nokia 1100), while they are not able to (or not interested in) going for the much 
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more capable product lines developed for the upper market segments (e.g. Nokia's N series). 

Although Nokia leads markets worldwide and even across South Africa, these students' preference for 

Samsung handsets may be an indication of a gap in the Nokia range that is now filled by competitors. 

More specifically, future devices and software targeting the developed world should move away from 

the idea that poorer users will be less demanding or not require technically more sophisticated 

features. At the same time, the high prevalence of sharing phones - often on a regular basis with 

established agreements - has not been taken into consideration by designers, as phones and airtime 

contracts (unlike all modern computer operating systems) are designed for a single user. Support for 

different user logins and multiple sim cards, for example, which would facilitate sharing while 

separating and protecting each person's contacts, media content, and valuable airtime would be an 

enormous contribution to the usability of phones for this age group. 

(Social) Marketing 

As the use of 'please call me' message for health awareness programs illustrates, current M4D 

approaches in South Africa generally adopt text messaging as the most accessible communication 

channel for their purposes (Donner et aI., 2008). However, given the widespread usage of the mobile 

Internet among urban low-income youth, as well as their curiosity, enthusiasm, and willingness to 

spend their resources on Internet resources, it would seem unwise not to investigate other platforms 

for social marketing access to this group. As well-designed websites can provide a much richer and 

more interactive user experience than unidirectional 120-character messages, I believe there is an 

enormous potential for organizations with interest in social and health development to explore and 

invest in the mobile Internet in the near future. Businesses aiming for increased sales among the 

resource-scarce but large majority of South Africans should probably consider a similar change in 

marketing tactics. This, of course, includes the network providers themselves, who will remain vigilant 

about this very active user group (cf. Goldstuck, 2007, p.133) which in the future might no longer be 

bucking the national trend, but in fact redefine it - in spite of their low economic status. 

One determining factor for the success of (social) marketing organizations seems certain: Institutions 

that do not have a version of their website specially designed for cell phones will simply remain 

invisible to the majority of urban young people. This is true in particular with respect to organizations 

that do not have the budget for long-term television campaigns. Effective and innovative web design 

with strong emphasis on the appearance on small cell phone browsers are a certain necessity for any 

organization or company that counts urban youth among their target group. Here, similar implications 

are valid as have been discussed for media publishers: It cannot be sufficient to simply 'have a mobile 

website' to attract young visitors. Rather, content could include optional media content that will enable 

students to not just read about sensitive issues themselves, but rather download a crisp and well

made short video that includes the main talking points, but that can also be spread virally between 

peers. Such content can not seek to compete with music clips or popular artists. However, by better 

understanding the way urban South Africans increasingly use such forms of media, organizations 
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involved in 'mobiles for development' will have a richer, more interactive, and more meaningful chance 

of spreading their well-intentioned messages. 

Digital media I participation gap 

Finally, this study suggests a possible interpretation of the theory of new media literacy promoted by 

Jenkins (2006a) in the South African context. Jenkins' concept of a 'participation gap' emphasises the 

need for young people to engage in social media via computers and broadband Internet connections. 

This ignores alternative forms of participation, and posits as a global norm a very specific resource

intensive elite set of practices. In the South African context, we should not make the mistake of 

assuming that the absence of the very same technologies and applications among South Africa's poor 

majority excludes them from participatory use of online and digital media. 

Rather, the line of the digital divide in online and digital media usage (cf. Buckingham, 2007), if it must 

be drawn at all, can be seen differently in South Africa, based on the findings of this study. By instead 

conSidering the consumption, production, and sharing of digital media on cell phones as well as 

computers, a 'mobile divide' or 'mobile participation gap' might be drawn along two possible lines. One 

would follow the overall usage of digital media, including the regular downloading and sharing of 

content, picture taking and video recording. The majority of low-income urban youth has been found 

by this study to have access to these practices, and could, by these criteria be referred to as 'mobile 

media literate'. Another, more exclusive definition, would concentrate on the small group of social 

networking profile holders, who have shared content on the Web, and are more involved in the 

production and consumption of digital and online media overall. This group, one-in-five of the overall 

sample population, constitute a mobile 'digerati' and could possibly stand as participants in a South 

African version of what Jenkins (2006a) refers to as 'participatory culture'. However, more research 

with a specific focus on this subject will be needed to further investigate the exact characterizations of 

both proposed groupings. 

As has been emphasized throughout the study, there remain countless questions about the still largely 

unknown patterns of media usage through cell phones among South African urban low-income youth. 

This study may even have raised more questions than it has answered. But I am hopeful that the 

methodological approaches I have proposed will enable us to conduct a more fact-based discussion 

about the role of cell phones in the media landscape, and that the insights of this study could spark 

additional research which could explore this fascinating new area. 
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1. Please tell us about some technological devices-
Which of the following have you ever used before, which did you use yesterday, 
and which ones do you have at home? 

r--,-----,----_,----M_u_lt...:..ip_le_c-,hoice - you can tick several items for each question. 
Which one have you I Which ones did you Which ones do you 
EVER used? use YESTERDAY? have AT HOME? 

,-------' 
0 e e 

Normal! 'Desktop' computer • 
47 ¢ ¢ 

(90) (49) 20 

Laptop computer c::> c::> 
30 7 8 

Cell phone' c::> ¢ 
(100) (96) 72 

iPod or other MP3 player c::> c::> 
49 20 26 

TV' c::> c::> 
(99) (81) 87 

Radio' c::> c::> 
(98) (67) 76 

Digital camera c::> ¢ 
38 11 25 

Video game console c::> c::> 
(e.g. PlayStation, Xbox, Wii, ... ) 36 11 21 

Handheld gaming device c::> ¢ 
(e.g. OS, PSP, ... ) 23 5 7 

[N=441] 

• usage data is parentheses is more reliable, 
multi·variable aggregate data 

yes no 

2. Have you ever used the Internet? [N=424] 69 29 

~ Did you use the Internet yesterday? [N=405] 17 83 

3. When you use the Internet, how often do you do so ... 

several about every 
times once a 3-5 days 1-2 days few less Don't 
daily day a week a week weeks often never know 

~ 

on a computer at school 
[N=353) 9 15 8 16 5 17 28 2 

on a computer at home 
8 12 6 3 5 5 57 4 [N=291) 

on a cell phone 
36 15 7 6 8 8 20 1 [N=359) 

at a computer in the library 
6 12 4 8 8 12 46 3 [N=326] 

at an internet cafe 
3 4 3 3 4 6 74 4 [N=300) 

at a computer in someone else's house 
7 11 5 7 7 13 42 6 [N=299] 

Where else do you use the Internet? 
(qualitative question to test for additional responses, not coded) 
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I 4. Do you own or use a cell phone? 

I own a cell phone with SIM card 

I own a SIM card, but not a phone 

77 

4 
I use a cell phone, but don't have my own phone or SIM 18 

I never use a cell phone 1 
Other 0 

[N=422j 

~ For all of the following questions, please talk about your OWN cell phone. or the one you USE most 
often (even if you don't own a personal phone). 

5. What is the brand and model name/number of your phone? 
(e.g. "Nokia 1166", "Samsung B910" ... ) 

Manufacturer/brand 

Samsung 

Nokia 

Motorola 

LG 

Sony Ericsson 

Sagem 

Sharp 

42 
31 
19 

4 
3 
1 

* 
[N=380j 

Models (top 10 only) 

Samsung E250 

Motorola V360 

Nokia 1100 

Samsung E370 

Samsung J750 

Motorola V3 Razr 

Nokia 3310 

Nokia 1600 

Nokia N70 

Samsung D900i 

20 

9 

4 
4 
3 
2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

[N=366j 

How much memory for storing pictures, music and other files do you have? (in Mega Bytes [MBJ) 

Median: 506 MB [N=132j 

> 0 MB (have some memory) 33 
o MB (no memory) 44 

Don't know 23 [N=401j 
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\ 6. With your cell Qhone, is it possible to ... ? 

yes no Don't know 

take pictures 
77 22 * [N=424] 

play music or MP3 files 
72 28 1 [N=421] 

send and receive text messages or SMS 
96 3 * [N=427] 

send and receive MMS 80 19 2 
[N=418] 

access the Internet 63 30 7 
[N=407] 

receive or 'download' files (music or video) from other phones 
(through Bluetooth or Infrared) 73 27 1 

[N=415] 
send and receive email 53 35 12 

[N=402] 
record videos 

73 26 * [N=417] 
play videos 74 25 1 

[N=417] 
play games 93 6 * [N=422] 

use MXit 65 32 3 
[N=414] 

receive radio programmes 50 45 5 
[N=402] 

use fast internet (3G or HSDPA) 25 56 19 
[N=387] 

What else: 
(qualitative question to test for additional responses, not coded) 
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7. If you had to buy a new phone today, 
how important are the following factors to you? very somewhat <> 
Is it important that your NEXT phone ... important important 

can take pictures 
[N=431] 71 16 2 

plays music or MP3 files 
[N=431] 75 11 1 

can send and receive text messages or SMS 
[N=429] 91 5 * 

can send and receive MMS 
[N=429] 80 10 1 

can access the Internet 
[N=428] 80 11 * 

can receive or 'download' files (music or video) from other 
phones (through Bluetooth or Infrared) [N=426] 72 13 1 

can send and receive email 
[N=425] 67 16 2 

can record videos 
[N=426] 61 18 2 

can play videos 
[N=428] 64 15 2 

can play games 
[N=428] 51 18 2 

can use MXit 
[N=429] 45 18 3 

can receive radio programmes 
[N=426] 59 21 2 

can also use fast internet (3G or HSDPA) 
[N=421) 66 16 3 

impresses with its great looks 
[N=419] 50 19 2 

has a big screen 
[N=423] 43 20 3 

is the latest model or newest technology 
[N=421) 62 14 2 

has a low price 
[N=425] 43 19 5 

has a small size or light weight 
[N=426] 43 19 4 

Responses were measured on a Likert scale from 1 (very important) to 5 (not at all important). 

What else is important?: 
(qualitative question to test for additional responses, not coded) 

8. How happy or satisfied are you 
with your current cell phone? 

[N=437] 

9. Which mobile provider do you use 
normally? 

If you use more than one phone or SIM card 
you can tick several. 

[N=343; based on cell phone and SIM card owners. Total 
exceeds 100% due to multiple responses.] 

very 
happy 

3 

I 

neither 
happy nor 

happy unhappy 

35 34 

Vodacom Cell C 

22 15 

not very not at all Don't 
important important know Mean 

11 1 * 1.46 

11 2 * 1.47 

2 1 1 1.85 

5 3 1 1.61 

4 3 2 1.65 

10 3 1 1.42 

8 4 2 1.37 

14 4 * 1.18 

16 3 * 1.22 

22 7 * 0.84 

18 13 3 0.67 

12 4 1 1.19 

5 4 5 1.43 

18 8 3 0.89 

23 10 1 0.64 

13 6 4 1.19 

18 10 5 0.70 

19 10 5 0.71 

Don't 
very know 

unhappy unhappy 

16 8 4 

MTN Virgin Mobile 

78 1 
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Pay monthly 
Need to buy through a 

airtime contract 
10. Do you need to buy airtime in advance or do you pay monthly 
through a contract? 

95 4 

[N=339; based on cell phone and SIM card owners] 

I 11. Who pays for your cell phone airtime or contract? 

My parents or legal guardians 48 [N=441] 

My family members other than my parents 17 

Myself 58 
Boyfriend or Girlfriend 17 

I don't spend any money on airtime 4 

12. How much airtime, in Rand, did you use last week? 

If you don't know the exact amount, please guess or give a rough estimate. 

Based on prepaid users only [N=394] 

Friends 6 

Other 5 

Median: R 20.00 
5% Trimmed mean: R 23.82 

13. How much money did you spend on OTHER things for yourself last week, 
EXCLUDING airtime for cell phones? (money spent on food, clothing, going out, ... J 

If you don't know the exact amount, please guess or give a rough estimate. 

Based on prepaid users only [N=391] 

Individual spending on airtime as part of total budget: 

Median: R 145.00 
5% Trimmed mean: R 196.41 

Median: 14.29% 
Mean: 19.20% 

5% Trimmed mean: 17.13% 

Based on prepaid users only [N=382j; calculated from individual responses. 

I 
Six months Two or three More than 

or less One year years three years 

14. How long ago was the first time 
you used a cell phone? [N=437] 14 16 22 34 
15. How long have you had 
your current cell phone? 
(based on cell phone owners [N=307]) 32 33 21 10 

I 
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16. What are the three activities you do most often on a CELL PHONE? It. 
\-::;:..::. 

[open-ended responses, up to three responses were coded] 
Most 

Combined often I ... Second Third 
[N=418] [N=416] [N=410] [N=398] 

Calls 54 27 16 17 

Music 52 17 22 17 

SMS / text messages 44 11 21 14 

Games 43 15 13 17 

Chat / MXit 38 20 10 9 

Internet 15 4 5 7 

Pictures / photos 14 1 5 9 
Videos 6 1 1 4 

'Please call me' 6 1 4 1 

Radio 4 1 1 2 

Alarm 2 * * 1 

MMS 1 * * * 
Check time 1 0 * 1 

Check weather 1 0 * * 
Give missed calls 0 * * * 
Store information 0 0 0 1 

Send/receive email 0 0 * 0 

Check or buy airtime 0 * 0 0 

Use calculator 0 * 0 0 

Other 3 1 1 1 

17. What are the three activities you do most often on a COMPUTER? D = 
[open-ended responses, up to three responses were coded] 

Most 
Combined often I ... Second Third 

[N=360] [N=355] [N=347] [N=323] 

Games 63 22 22 23 

Music 50 17 20 17 

Internet 49 25 16 14 

School 32 12 11 12 

Information 19 9 5 7 
Typing 19 5 9 7 

Movies/videos 12 2 5 6 

Emails 11 4 3 5 
Pictures 4 0 2 2 

Drawing 3 1 1 1 
Burn CDs 3 1 1 1 

Cell phone-related tasks 3 1 1 1 
Printing 2 1 1 0 
Instant Messaging 2 1 1 1 
File storage (save or sort files) 2 * * 4 

Learning PC skills 1 * 1 * 
Other 4 1 1 2 
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18. How much, if at all, has your cell phone onlya 
not at all I 

I don't 
helped you to do any of the following things? a lot some little know Mean 

I 
Keep in touch with my family 

[Z=438] 84 11 3 1 1 1.21 
Keep in touch with friends 

[Z=433] 62 29 6 3 0 1.50 
Do well in school 

[Z=425] 14 29 20 35 2 2.78 
Learn new things 

[Z=432] 56 29 11 3 0 1.61 
Share your ideas and creations with others 

[Z=434] 49 32 13 6 0 1.77 
Find important information 

[Z=434] 56 26 11 6 1 1.67 
Work with others in your community or in groups you belong to 

[Z=426] 24 31 21 22 2 2.42 
Follow your hobbies or interests 

[Z=425j 41 26 16 14 3 2.03 

What else is important?: 
(qualitative question to test for additional responses, not coded) 

I I 
Don't 

yes no know 

19. Do you ever "buzz" or give a missed call to other people? 
91 9 * [N=435] 

~ Did you do this yesterday? 
47 52 

[N=428] 

I 
20. Do you ever send "Please call me" messages? 

93 7 * [N=435] 
~ Did you do this yesterday? 

64 36 I [N=421] 

21. Have you EVER used a cell phone to ... 
~ If yes, did you do this YESTERDAY? 
~ If yes, HOW MANY? 

did 
if you did it yesterday, have 

have EVER 
HOW MANY yesterday? NEVER 

done this YESTERDAY 
(MEAN) done this 

make a phone call 
96 73 ¢ 

3.12 
4 

[N=434j (SO = 3.22) 
take pictures 

86 50 ¢ 4.18 
14 [N=412j (SO = 5.57) 

send SMS text messages 
92 54 ¢ 

2.48 
8 [N=411j (SO = 3.29) 

record video 
80 37 ¢ 3.15 

20 [N=398j (SO = 7.57) 
send MMS messages 

75 34 ¢ 3.06 
25 [N=397] (SO = 6.41) 

The first value depicts the exact responses. 
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22. Which of the following programmes have you EVER used? 
t:S Which did you use YESTERDAY? 

t:S HOW MUCH TIME did you spend on them yesterday? 
if yau used it yesterday, 

have EVER did HOW MUCH TIME yesterday? 
done this YESTERDAY (mean /median in minutes) 

MXit 
67 47 ¢ 100.20/60 

[N=413) (SO = 152.56) 

meep 
22 5 ¢ 12.50/4 

[N=335) (SO = 18.73) 

noknok 
28 9 ¢ 20.95/5 

[N=347) (SO = 29.99) 

2go 
23 5 ¢ 9.23/3 

[N=332) (SO = 16.00) 

The first value depicts the exact responses. 

23. What are the three games you play most often on a cell phone? 

[open-ended responses, up to three responses were coded] 

Snake (all versions) 

Soccer / football (no specific mention of game) 

MXit 

Pacman 

Space impact 

Car racing 

Sudoku 

FIFA (all versions) 

Puzzle 

Bubble Bobble 

Pin Ball 

Streetfight 

Bounce 

Tetris 

Real Football 

Need for Speed 

Card games 

Golf 

Spiderman 

Snowball 
Cricket 

Forgotten Warrior 

Asphalt (all versions) 

Other 

Mentioned 
(3 variables combined) 

[N=397] 

43 

25 

19 

14 

10 

9 

6 
6 
5 

4 

4 
4 
4 
3 
3 

3 
3 

2 
2 
2 
2 

2 
2 

66 

have NEVER 

done this 

33 

78 

72 

77 
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I 24. How or Where do you usually get games for your cell phone? 

I download from the Internet 52 

I get games from other cell phones 25 
I ONLY play the games installed on my phone 31 

I don't play any games 3 
Percentages exceed 100% due to multiple responses. [N=413j 

Other: 
(qualitative question to test for additional responses, not coded) 

25. How would you describe the Internet? What does it mean to you? 

(qualitative question, not coded) 

26. We're interested in what you do when you use a 
CELL PHONE. Please tell us whether you EVER do these activities, have EVER 

and whether you've done them yesterday. Please also tell us if you done this 
did have NEVER 

flA before 
YESTERDAY done this 

NEVER do these things. • C...d 

Play games 
[N=426j 94 49 6 

Play videos 
[N=418j 81 35 19 

Play music 
[N=42S) 87 56 13 

transfer or 'download' files (music or video) to your phone 
(using Bluetooth or Infrared) 

[N=420) 77 35 23 
Use the Internet to get news or information about current events 

[N=408) 59 18 41 
Research information for school on the Internet 

[N=418) 61 16 39 
Look for health or medical information on the Internet 

[N=411) 38 9 62 
go to Facebook, MySpace, HiS or similar websites 

[N=409) 43 16 57 
Go to websites about movies, TV shows, music groups, 

or sports stars 
[N=411) 60 17 40 

Go online for no particular reason, to 'Google' or browse for fun 
[N=411j 67 20 33 

Watch a video on video-sharing website like YouTube 
[N=401) 41 11 59 

Use alarm function 
[N=414) 74 37 26 

Use calculator 
[N=423) 91 37 9 

Download songs, videos, games or ringtones 
[N=417) 82 35 18 

Send and receive email 
[N=412) 53 20 47 
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27. Some people also use computers to do some of these 
things. Have you EVER used a COMPUTER to do any of the following 
things, and did you do this YESTERDAY? Please also tell us if you 

NEVER do these things. Q 
Play games 

[N=426] 

Play videos 

[N=419) 

Play music 

[N=423] 

transfer files (music or video) to or from other computers 

[N=403) 

Go online to get news or information about current events 

[N=405] 

Research information for school on the Internet 

[N=414) 

Look for health or medical information on the Internet 

[N=409] 

go to Facebook, MySpace, HiS or similar websites 

[N=400) 

Go to websites about movies, TV shows, music groups, 

or sports stars you are interested in 

[N=408] 
Go online for no particular reason, to 'Google' or browse for fun 

[N=409) 

Watch a video on video-sharing website like YouTube 
[N=402) 

Send instant messages 

(e.g. with Windows Live, ICQ, Google Talk, or Skype) 
[N=408) 

Download songs, videos, games or ringtones 
[N=405] 

Send and receive email 

[N=406) 

28. Do you have a PROFILE on Facebook, MySpace, or a similar 
website? [N=416] 

~ WHICH is the profile you update most often? 

have EVER 

done this 

82 

72 

83 

47 

54 

72 

45 

37 

55 

61 

42 

38 

55 

47 

I yes 

20 

did have NEVER 

YESTERDAY done this 

29 18 

27 28 

33 17 

15 53 

15 46 

21 28 

13 55 

11 63 

17 45 

19 39 

15 58 

13 62 

20 45 

16 53 

I 
Don't 

no know 

66 13 

~-------------. I (Qualitative question, not coded due to insufficient responses.) Most frequently mentioned: Facebook 
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29. We'd like to know if the following kinds of information 

are posted to your profile, or not. 

doesn't apply 
Based on those who own a profile [N=84]. yes no to me 

A photo of yourself 
[N=79] 76 23 1 

Photos of your friends 
[N=75] 77 19 4 
Videos 

[N=75] 60 33 7 
Your name 

0 [N=80] 95 5 
Your school name 

[N=77] 61 38 1 
Your cell phone number 

0 [N=78] 78 22 
Your relationship status 

[N=78] 58 37 5 
Your email address 

[N=76] 66 29 5 
The city or town where you live 

[N=77] 75 17 8 
Audio or MP3 files 

[N=78] 58 35 8 

About HOW MANY friends do you have, or how many people have you 'friended' with your profile? 

Based on those who own a profile [N=84]. 

Median: 9 

Mean: 39.31 

30. Which of the following things have you ever done, and 

which have you done yesterday? 

watch TV 
[N=423j 

read a newspaper 
[N=417j 

read a magazine 
[N=417j 

listen to the radio 
[N=421j 

have done this 
before 

99 

96 

96 

98 

did have NEVER 

YESTERDAY done this 

81 1 

49 4 

50 4 

67 2 
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31. What is the NAME of your FAVOURITE ... 

... TV channel ... TV programme 

[N=394] (>1%) 

SABC 1 63 [N=270] 

eTV 22 Generations 43 

SABC2 7 7 De Laan 10 

SABC3 5 Rhythm City 4 

CTV 1 America's Next Top Model 3 

MTV 1 Days of our lives 1 

Disney Channel 1 Isidingo 1 

Learning Channel * MTN SoccerZone 1 

M-Net * Mzansi fo sho 1 

Laduma 1 

... newspaper Oprah 1 
[N=377] Real Goboza 1 

Vukani 19 Scandal 1 
Daily Voice 17 Take 5 1 
Daily Sun 15 WWE 1 
Cape Argus 14 Zola 7 1 
City Vision 14 

Sunday Times 5 ... magazine 

Sunday Sun 5 (>1%) 

Soccer Laduma 3 [N=379] 

City Press 2 You 20 

Son 1 Bona 12 

Free for All 1 Move 12 

Die Burger 1 Drum 9 

Bontebeuwel News 1 TV Plus 9 

Cape Times * Heat 5 

Mail & Guardian * Kick Off 5 

Sowetan * Club 4 

Athlone News * Drama 4 

Tygerburg * People 4 

Cape Ads * Teen Zone 2 

Ishibobo * Teen Magazine 1 

Izindaba * Car 1 

People's Post * Huis Genooit 1 

Sport * 
... radio channel 

(>1%) 
[N=407] 

Umhlobo Wenene FM 28 

KFM 23 

Metro FM 16 

Radio Zibonele 6 

Good Hope FM 5 

Heart 104.9 5 

Bush Radio 4 

5FM 3 

UCT Radio 2 
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" 
UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 
IYUNIVESITHI YASEKAPA· UNIVERSITEIT VAN KAAPSTAD 

32. We want to know how and where you get news. 
HOW OFTEN do you do the following things to get NEWS or information about current events? 
(for example about sports, politics, celebrities, the weather, etc) 

several about every 
times once a 3-5 days 1-2 days few Don't 
daily day a week a week weeks less often never ~ 

watch TV news 
[N=427] 56 24 9 2 6 3 a a 

read a newspaper 
[N=420] 24 38 13 11 7 5 1 1 

read a news magazine 
[N=418] 25 31 14 11 8 7 3 1 

listen to news on the radio 
[N=420] 50 19 8 6 5 8 2 2 

check news on Internet (on a cell phone) 
[N=410] 14 14 6 4 6 13 39 4 

check news on Internet (on a computer) 
[N=404] 9 9 7 5 6 14 44 6 

Where else do you get information about current events?: 
~ 

(qualitative question to test for additional responses, not coded) 

Questions 33-38 assess websites used and are for qualitative analysis only. 

39. What is the language you use most often at home? If two languages are used equally, list both. 

first second 
Language mentioned mentioned 

isiXhosa 74 5 
English 17 36 

Afrikaans 6 11 

SeSotho 3 2 

isiZulu a 1 

Setswana a * 
siSwati a * 
Tshivenda a * 
[N=395] 

Questions 40 assesses where respondents were born (not coded) 

Questions 41 and 43 assess social deprivation and are used to compare subgroup performance. 
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, UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 
IYUNIVESITHI YASEKAPA· UNIVERSITEIT VAN KAAPSTAD 

43. Are you female 

female or male? t 
I 60 

45. (In which year were you born?) 
Age MEAN [N=360] 

46. Do you think of yourself as ... 
[N=412] 

Black 

White 

Coloured 

Asian 

Indian 

male 

40 

17.8 

78 

1 
17 

* 
o 

Other 4 
(qualitative question to test for additional 

responses, not coded) 

44. After your matric, 
what do you plan to do next? 

Go to university, technikon 82 
or other further education 

Start working 12 
immediately 

Other 
(qualitative question to test for additional responses, not 1 

coded) 

Don't know 5 

47. How do you usually get to school? 

Walking 75 

School bus 3 

My parents bring me by car 3 
Public transport or taxi 14 

Other 75 
(qualitative question to test for additional responses, not 

coded) 

48. How long do you walk / drive to school? 

Mean: 24.24 minutes 
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General Instructions 

For all variables: If respondent left them blank, just skip them. 

Some variables allow for alternative answers ("other"). If respondents write "none", "nothing 
else", etc into this field do NOT enter it into the spreadsheet. 

If a question shouldn't have been answered (e.g. because respondent previously said he 
never used something), still code it nonetheless. 

If in single-choice questions two items were chosen and they represent a scale, choose the 
average between both (e.g. in Q03 both codes 5 and 7 were ticked, enter '6'). If the average 
lies between two codes, round the average to the nearest code (e.g. in Q03 both codes 2 and 
5 were chosen, enter '4'). 

Similarly, if a single number is required but a range is given, enter the average. 

If in single-choice questions two contradicting responses were chosen, try to second-guess 
the respondent. If this is not clearly possible, leave the field blank. E.g. if in Q21 'yesterday' 
and 'never' were ticked, but '5' was entered as a number, it is clear that it should be 
'yesterday' and not 'never'. 

When 'ever' and 'never' are both ticked, code 'ever'. 

If open-ended answers were misspelled, you should assume that they mean the common 
sense answer. E.g. www.goggle.com means Google, or 'Park Man' means the game 'Pac 
Man'. 

Otherwise do NOT second guess the responses. 

If you are unsure about any ~onse, enter your best guess and highlight the field by 
changing the background to •. 
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Coding Table 

In the table below, variables with the same possible answers have been grouped. 

Variables 

UIO 

SchooUO 

ClassJO 

Q01 Ever_PC 
Q01_Ever_Laptop 
Q01_Ever_Cell 
Q01 Ever_MP3 
Q01_Ever_ TV 
Q01_Ever_Radio 
Q01_Ever_Cam 
Q01_Ever_Console 
Q01_Ever_Handh 

Q01_Yest_PC 
Q01_ Yest_Laptop 
Q01_ Yest_Cell 
Q01_ Yest_MP3 
Q01_Yest_TV 
Q01_Yest_Radio 
Q01_Yest_Cam 
Q01_ Yest_Console 
Q01_ Yest_Handh 

Q01_Home_PC 
Q01_Home_Laptop 
Q01_Home_Cell 
Q01_Home_MP3 
Q01 Home_TV 
Q01_Home_Radio 
Q01_Home_Cam 
QO 1_ Home_Console 
Q01_Home_Handh 

Q02_lnet_Ever 
Q02 _I net_ Yest 

Codes 

Universal identification number for each respondent. 

Unique identifier for each school. 

Unique identifier for each classroom. 

1 ever 
2 yesterday 

This variable assesses the first and second column at the same time. 
If a respondent ticked only 'ever', code 1. 
If a respondent ticked only 'yesterday' or both 'yesterday' and 'ever', 
code 2. 

NOTE: All complete ever (1 OR 2) were recoded into variables 
Q01_Ever_ ... 

1 have it at home (ticked) 

o no 
1 yes 

-99 OK 

If respondent ticked 'yes' in Q02Jnet_Yest, code '1' for both 
variables. 
If respondent ticked 'no' in Q02_lnet_Ever, code '0' for both 
variables. 
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Q03_lnet_School 1 several times daily 
Q03_lnet_Home 2 about once a day 
Q03Jnet_Cell 3 3-S days a week 
Q03_lnet_Library 4 1-2 days a week 
Q03 J net_Cafe S every few weeks 
Q03_lnet_Someone 6 less often 

7 never 

-99 DK 

If more than one item is ticked, code the rounded average between 
both (round to the next integer). 

Q03_lnet_Other Type in text 

Q04_CeILOwn 1 I own a cell phone with SIM card 
2 I own a SIM card, but not a phone 
3 I use a cell phone, but don't have my own phone or SIM 
4 I never use a cell phone 

If 1 and 3 are both ticked, code 3. 
If 2 and 3 are both ticked, code 2. 
If 1 and 2 are both ticked, leave blank. 

Q04_Cell_Other Type in text 

QOS_Manufacturer 1 Motorola 
2 Nokia 
3 Samsung 
4 Sony Ericsson 
S Alcatel 
6 LG 
7 Sagem 
8 Sharp 

If other manufacturer, type in name. 

QOS_Model Type in model name or number (e.g. "6320" or "Razr") 

QOS_Memory Type in memory in single number (e.g. "S12"). 
0 No memory 

-99 DK 

If respondent wrote "1 GB" or "2 gig", multiply number by 1000. (e.g. 
if it says" 1 .S gig", enter" 1S00". 

If a range is given, enter the average (e.g. "20-30MB" becomes "2S".) 
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006_Phone_Pictures 1 yes 
006_Phone_MP3 0 no 
006 _Phone _ SMS 
006_Phone_MMS -99 OK 
006_Phone_lnet 
006_Phone_BT 
006_Phone_Email 
006_Phone_ Videosrec 
006 _Phone _ Videosplay 
006_Phone_ Games 
006_Phone_MXIT 
006_Phone_Radio 
006_Phone_3g 

006_Phone_ Other Type in text 

007 _Wish_Pictures 1 very important 
007 _Wish_MP3 2 somewhat important 
007 _Wish_SMS 3 <> 
007 _Wish_MMS 4 not very important 
007 _Wish_I net 5 not at all important 
007 _Wish_BT 
007 _Wish_Email -99 OK 
007 _ Wish_ Videosrec 
007 _ Wish_ Videosplay 
007 _ Wish_Games 
007 _Wish_MXIT 
007 _Wish_Radio 
007 _Wish_3g 
007 _Wish_Looks 
007 _Wish_Screen 
007 _Wish_Model 
007 _Wish_Price 
007 _Wish_Size 

007 Wish Other Type in text 
OOB_Happy 1 very happy 

2 happy 
3 neither happy nor unhappy 
4 unhappy 
5 very unhappy 

-99 Don't know 

009_Vodacom 1 (if ticked) 
009_Celic 
009_MTN 
009_Virgin 

010_Prepaid 1 need to buy airtime 
2 pay through contract 

-99 OK 

011_Fund_Parents 1 (if ticked) 
011_Fund_Family 
011_Fund_Myself 
011_Fund_Bfgf 
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Type in text 

1 (if ticked) 

Q12 Airtime Enter the exact number. 
~~~~~--------------~ 

Q13_Money 

Q14_Firsttime 
Q15_Current 

Q16_Most_CeI11 
Q 16_ Most_ Cell2 
Q16_Most_CeIl3 

Q17 _Most_PC 1 
Q17 _Most_PC2 
Q17 _Most_PC3 

If a range is given, enter the average (e.g. "R20-30" becomes "25".) 

1 Six months or less 
2 One year 
3 Two or three years 
4 More than three years 

-99 DK 

1 Calls 
2 Music 
3 Games 
4 SMS / text messages 
5 Internet 
6 Chat / MXit 
7 Pictures / photos 
8 Send 'Please call me' messages 
9 Give missed calls 
10 Check time 
11 Send/receive email 
12 Store information 
13 Use calculator 
14 Check or buy airtime 
15 Videos 
16 Radio 
17 Alarm 
18 MMS 
19 Check weather 
20 Other 

If other things are mentioned, just type in the j)hrase. 
Internet (incl. anything directly implying the Internet as a broad activity) 

Games (play, download, etc) 

Typing (write, type, etc - unless 'for school' is mentioned) 

School (incl. any activity if clearly mentioned as school-related) 

Music (listen to, download, etc) 

Emails 
Information (incl. 'search for information', 'look for things' etc) 

Movies/videos (incl. watch or make videos/movies) 
Pictures 
Burn CDs 
Printing 
Instant Messaging 
Drawing 
Learning PC skills 
File storage (save or sort files) 
Cell phone-related tasks 
Other 

If other things are mentioned, just type in the phrase. 
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Q18_Help_Family 
Q18_Help_Friends 
Q18_Help_School 
Q18_Help_Learn 
Q18_Help_ldeas 
Q18_Help-,nformation 
Q18_Help_ Community 
Q18_Help_Hobbies 

Q19_Buzz_Ever 
Q19_Buzz_ Vest 

Q20_Callme_Ever 
Q20_Callme_ Vest 

Q21_Ever_Call 
Q21_Ever_Pictures 
Q21_Ever SMS 
Q21_Ever_ Video 
Q21_Ever MMS 

Q21_ Yest_Call 
Q21_ Vest_Pictures 
Q21_Yest_SMS 
Q21_ Yest_ Video 
Q21_ Yest_MMS 

Q21_No_Call 
Q21_No_Pictures 
Q21_No_SMS 
Q21_No_Video 
Q21_No_MMS 

- .---------------

1 a lot 
2 some 
3 only a little 
4 not at all 

-99 DK 

Type in text. 

a no 
1 yes 

-0.0099 don't know 
-0.0055 system-missing 

If respondent ticked 'yes' in Q19_Buzz_ Vest, code '1' for both 
variables. 
If respondent ticked 'no' in Q19_Buzz_Ever, code '0' for both 
variables. 

a no 
1 yes 

-0.0099 don't know 
-0.0055 system-missing 

If respondent ticked 'yes' in Q20_Callme_ Vest, code '1' for both 
variables. 
If respondent ticked 'no' in Q20_Callme_Ever, code '0' for both 
variables. 

a never 
1 ever 
-0.0055 system-missing 

If a respondent ticked only 'yesterday' or both 'yesterday' and 'ever', 
code both. 

NOTE: All complete ever (1 OR 2) were recoded into variables 
Q21_Ever_ ... with those ticked 'never' (3) were only included in this 
new Q21_Ever_ ... variable set. 

a NOT yesterday 
1 yesterday 
-0.0055 system-missing 

Enter the exact number. 

If a range is given, enter the rounded average (e.g. "2-5" would be 
3.5, thus becomes "4".) 
Don't enter comments or text from this field. 
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Q22_Ever_MXIT 
Q22_Ever_Meep 
Q22_Ever_Noknok 
Q22_Ever_2go 

Q22_ Yest_MXIT 
Q22_ Yest_Meep 
Q22_ Yest_ Noknok 
Q22_ Yest_ 2go 

Q22_No_MXIT 
Q22_No_Meep 
Q22_No_Noknok 
Q22_No_2go 

Q23_Game1 
Q23_Game2 
Q23_Game3 

o never 
1 ever 
-0.0055 system-missing 

If a respondent ticked only 'yesterday' or both 'yesterday' and 'ever', 
code both. 

NOTE: All complete ever (1 OR 2) were recoded into variables 
Q22_Ever_ ... with those ticked 'never' (3) were only included in this 
new Q22_Ever_ ... variable set. 

o NOT yesterday 
1 yesterday 
-0.0055 system-missing 

Enter the exact number of minutes. 

If it's given in hours, multiply the number by 60. 

Don't enter comments or text from this field. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Snake (all versions) 
Soccer / football (no specific mention of game) 
Snowball 
Sudoku 
Golf 

6 Space impact 
7 Spiderman 
8 Streetfight 
9 Tennis 
10 Tetris 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

Bounce 
Bubble Bobble 
Cannon Ball 
Car racing 
FIFA (all versions) 
Pacman 
MXit 
Need for Speed 
Pin Ball 
Puzzle 
Puzzle Bobble 
Real Football 
Rugby 
Cricket 
Forgotten Warrior 
2 Fast 2 Furious 
Asphalt (all versions) 
Card games 
Freekick 
Other 

If other things are mentioned, just type in the phrase. 
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024_ Game_download 
024_ Game _ otherphones 
024_Game_only 
024_ Game _ dontplay 

024_Game_Other 

026_ Cell_Ever _Games 
026_ Cell_ Ever_Videos 
026_ Cel'-Ever_Music 
Q26_Cell_Ever_ Transfer 
Q26_Cell_Ever_News 
Q26_Cell_Ever_School 
Q26_Cell_Ever_Health 
Q26_Cel'-Ever_Facebook 
Q26 _ Cell_ Ever_Movies 
Q26_Cell_Ever_Browse 
Q26_ Cell_Ever_ VideoWeb 
Q26_Cell_Ever_Alarm 
Q26_Cel'-Ever_Calculator 
Q26_Cell_Ever_Download 
Q26_Cell_Ever_Email 

Q26_Cell_ Vest_Games 
Q26 _ Cell_ Yest_ Videos 
Q26_Cell_ Vest_Music 
Q26_Cell_ Yest_ Transfer 
Q26 _ Cell_ Vest_News 
Q26_Cell_ Yest_School 
Q26_Cell_ Yest_Health 
Q26 _ Cell_ Yest_F acebook 
Q26 _ Cell_ Vest_Movies 
Q26_Cell_ Vest_Browse 
Q26 _ Cell_ Yest_ VideoWeb 
Q26_Cell_ Yest_Alarm 
Q26 _ Cell_ Yest_ Calcu lator 
Q26 _ Cell_ Yest_Download 
Q26_Cell_ Yest_Email 

1 (if ticked) 
-55 skipped 

If options 1 and 2 are ticked, code both 
If options 1 and 3 are ticked, only code option 1 
If options 2 and 3 are ticked, only code option 2 

Type in text. 

1 (if ticked) 

Type in text. 

o never 
1 ever 
-0.0055 system-missing 

If a respondent ticked only 'yesterday' or both 'yesterday' and 'ever', 
code both. 

NOTE: All complete ever (1 OR 2) were recoded into variables 
Q26_Ever_". with those ticked 'never' (3) were only included in this 
new Q26_Ever_." variable set. 

o NOT yesterday 
1 yesterday 
-0.0055 system-missing 
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027 _PC_EYer_Games 0 never 
027 _PC_Ever_ Videos 1 ever 
027 _PC_EYer_Music -55 skipped 
027 _PC_EYer_Transfer 
027 _PC_EYer_News If a respondent ticked only 'yesterday' or both 'yesterday' and 'ever', 
027 _PC_Ever_School code both. 
027 _PC_Ever_Health 
027 _PC_Ever_Facebook NOTE: All complete ever (1 OR 2) were recoded into variables 
027 _PC_Eyer_Movies 027 _Ever_ ... with those ticked 'never' (3) were only included in this 
027 _PC_EYer_Browse new 027 _Ever_ ... variable set. 
027 _PC_Ever_ VideoWeb 
027 _PC_EveUm 
027 _PC_Ever_Download 
027 _PC_Ever_Email 

027 _PC _ Yest_ Games 0 NOT yesterday 
027 _PC_ Yest_ Videos 1 yesterday 
027 _PC_ Vest_Music -55 skipped 
027 _PC_ Yest_ Transfer 
027 _PC_ Vest_News 
027 _PC_ Yest_School 
027 _PC _ Yest_ Health 
027 _PC_ Yest_Facebook 
027 _PC_ Vest_Movies 
027 _PC_Vest_Browse 
027 _PC _ Yest_ VideoWeb 
027 _PC_ YesUm 
027 _PC_ Yest_Download 
027 _PC_Yest_Email 

028_Profile 1 yes 
2 no 

-99 OK 

028_Profile_Where 1 Facebook 
2 MySpace 
3 MXit 
4 Pocketflirt 

If other networks are mentioned, just type in the name. 

029 _Photoself 1 yes 
029 _Photofriends 2 no 
029_Videos 3 doesn't apply to me 
029_Name 
029_School Code this question even if 028 was answered 'no'. 
029_Cellno 
029_Relationship 
029_Email 
029_City 
029_Audio 

029 _Friendsnumber Enter the exact number. 

If a range is given, enter the rounded average (e.g. "60-65" becomes 
"63".) 
Don't enter comments or text from this field. 
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Q30_Ever_ TV 1 have done this before 
Q30_Ever_Newspaper 2 did yesterday 
Q30_Ever_Magazine 3 have never done this 
Q30_Ever_Radio 

NOTE: All complete ever (1 OR 2) were recoded into variables 
Q30_ Yest_ TV Q30_Ever_ ... with those ticked 'never' (3) were only included in this 
Q30_ Yest_Newspaper new Q30_Ever_ ... variable set. 
Q30_Yest_Magazine 
Q30_ Yest_Radio 

Q31_Fav_Channel 1 SABC 1 
2 SABC 3 
3 eTV 
4 SABC2 
5 CTV 
6 MTV 
7 Disney Channel 
8 Learning Channel 
9 M-Net 

(open ended responses were later recoded) 

Enter TV channel and TV programme separately, e.g. 
"SABC1" into Q31_Fav_Channel and 
"Generations" into Q31_Fav_Programme 

If more than one item is named, only enter the first response. 

Q31_Fav _Programme Type in the exact name of the show given. 

If only the TV programme is provided but not the channel, enter the 
name of the channel if you know it. 

Q31_Fav_Newspaper 1 Cape Argus 
2 Cape Times 
3 City Press 
4 City Vision 
5 Daily Sun 
6 Daily Voice 
7 Son 
8 Die Burger 
9 Mail & Guardian 
10 Sowetan 
11 Sunday Sun 
12 Sunday Times 
13 Vukani 
14 Athlone News 
15 Bontebeuwel News 
16 Tygerburg 
17 Cape Ads 
18 Free for All 
19 Ishibobo 
20 Izindaba 
21 People's Post 
22 Soccer Laduma 
23 Sport 

(open ended responses were post-coded) 
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Q31_Fav_Magazine Type in the exact response. 

Q31_Fav_Radio If a radio channel's frequency is named, omit it (e.g. "KFM" instead of 
"KFM 94.5"). 

Q32_News_TV 1 several times daily 
Q32_News_Paper 2 about once a day 
Q32_News_Mag 3 3-5 days a week 
Q32_News_Radio 4 1-2 days a week 
Q32_News_lnetceil 5 every few weeks 
Q32_News_lnetpc 6 less often 

7 never 

-99 OK 

Q32_News_ Other Type in text. 

Q33_Web_Cell1 1 Google 
Q33_Web_Cell2 
Q33 Web Cell3 55 [if the text entered is obviously not referring to a website] 
Q34_Web_PC1 
Q34_Web_PC2 
Q34 Web PC3 For all other websites mentioned, type in the exact response. Include 
Q35_News_Cell1 www and co.za, .com, etc, but only if those were given by the 
Q35_News_CeIl2 respondent (e.g. if respondent wrote only "IOL", enter "IOL" and not 
Q35 News Cell3 "www.iol.co.za"). 
Q35_News_PC1 
Q35_News_PC2 Code up to three responses. 
Q35 News PC3 
Q36_School_CeIl1 If someone writes "Yahoo", "yahoo.co.za", "Yaaho", or 

Q36_Schoo'-CeIl2 "ww.yahoo.za" - always write these exact answers. 

Q36 School Cell3 
Q36_School_PC1 If someone writes "none", "don't know", "can't remember", etc - never 

Q36 _ School_PC2 write any of this in the table. 

Q36 School PC3 
Q37 _Health_Cell 1 If someone writes "call my boyfriend", "get airtime", "movies", or 

Q37 _Health_Cell2 anything else that is clearly not a website, code 55. 

Q37 Health Cell3 
Q37 _Health_PC1 
Q37 _Health_PC2 
Q37 Health PC3 
Q38_Movies_CeIl1 
Q38_Movies_CeIl2 
Q38 Movies Cell3 
Q38_Movies_PC1 
Q38_Movies_PC2 
Q38 Movies PC3 
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Q39_Language1 
Q39_Language2 

Q41_Ladder_A1 
Q41_Ladder_A2 
Q41_Ladder_A3 

Only the first two languages are coded. Enter the first mentioned 
language, then the second. 

1 isiXhosa 
2 English 
3 Afrikaans 
4 SeSotho 
5 isiZulu 
6 Sepedi 
7 Setswana 
8 Xitsonga 
9 siSwati 
10 Tshivenda 
11 isiNdebele 

If another language is mentioned, just type in the name. 

The sequence of languages mentioned is identified as first from the 
top left corner of the field. 

1 Cape Town 
2 East London 
3 Umtata 

If other cities, towns or villages are mentioned, type in their name. 

If a suburb and a city are mentioned (e.g. Khayelitsha, Cape Town), 
enter the city as the bigger entity. 

If only a town/suburb/hospital is mentioned that clearly belong to a 
certain city, enter the city instead (e.g. for ''Tygerberg Hospital" or 
"Manenberg" code 1 for Cape Town). 

Leave blank if no town or city is provided or if hospital's city is 
unknown. 

1 Western Cape 
2 Eastern Cape 
3 Gauteng 
4 Northern Cape 
5 KwaZulu-Natal 
6 North West 
7 Mpumalanga 
8 Limpopo 
9 Free State 

10 NON-SOUTH AFRICA 

1 ® ® (bottom box) 
2 ® 
3 
4 
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042_ Ladder _ B 1 
042_Ladder_B2 
042_Ladder_B3 

043_Sex 1 female 
2 male 

044_Matric 1 go to university/further education 
2 start working immediately 
3 other 
-99 DK 

044_Matric_Other Type in text. 

045_Birth (obsolete) Type in last two digits of year, e.g. "90" instead of 1990. 

045_Age Recoded previous variable into actual age in 200B. 

046_Race 1 Black 
2 White 
3 Coloured 
4 Asian 
5 Indian 
6 Other 

046_0ther Type in text. 

047_Walk 1 (if ticked) 
047 _Schoolbus 
047 _Parents 
047_Public 

047 Other Type in text. 
04B_Time Type in exact number. 

If a range is given, enter the rounded average (e.g. "10-20" becomes 
"15".) 
Don't enter comments or text from this field. 

049_Comment Summarize the comment in a short phrase. E.g.: 

"learned many new things" 
"wants to find out more about technology" 
"found it boring" 
"wants to find out about studying at UCT" 

If several things were mentioned, only summarize the most important 
issue or the issue closest to the topic. 

Don't mention things like "thank you" or "it was great". 
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UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 

Mobile Media Usage 

among South African Youth 

Unive"ity at Cape Town 
Cent re I e< Fi lm artd M ed ia Stud i., 

Tina Kreutzer I t i oo .kr eut' ",@~ m"i l. com ) 

Questionnaire 

Dear Students! 

The UniverSIty 01 Cape Town wants to find out how learne" on South Africa LJW (ell phones 
and the Internet. Thi, survey w,11 help us t>etter understand current trend, around these 
technologie. and what the next trend might be. 

Plea,. answer ,II questiom honestly and don't 'kip <lny 

ThH~ Me no "ri ght" or "wro~g" answers 

It doe'n't motter h ow other people wou Id an,wer the questions or what they 

would expect from you. Only your Own opinion i, importJnt. 

Yau don't have to give your n. me, so no on~ will Ii nd out what your amwers were. 

We CJnnot and do not wont to find out who answered whot. 

In que,tion, with::::J you can tick several In,we,,; when you ,e~ 0 please only 
ti<:k one. 

Questions that ask if you have "EVER" done somerhing, we WJnr ro know if you 
hove done something at Jea,t once. L-___ _ .w 

0"""",'00 0 .. ,,' "ed,., _ ,.... Q" ''''' Ph,.,.., >F'''''B Low I 

.' 1 , 

, '-'rOOo Youth" : ,po 1 '" 
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l. Please tell us about some technological devices -
Which of the following have you ever used before, which did you use yesterday, 
and which ones do you have at home? 

Multiple choice - you can tick several items for each question. 

Which one have you Which ones did you Which ones do you have 
EVER used? use YESTERDAY? AT HOME? 

0 e C) 

Normal/ 'Desktop' computer D ¢ D ¢ D 

Laptop computer D ¢ D ¢ D 

Cell phone D ¢ D ¢ D 

iPod or other MP3 player D ¢ D c:> D 

TV D ¢ D ¢ D 

Radio D c:> D c:> D 

Digital camera D ¢ D ¢ D 
Video game console D c:> D c:> D (e.g. PlayStation, Xbox, Wii, ... ) 

Handheld gaming device D ¢ D c:> D (e.g. OS, PSP, ... ) 

J I 
Don't 

yes no know 

2. Have you ever used the Internet? 0 0 0 

~ If yes, did you use the Internet yesterday? 0 0 

3. When you use the Internet, how often do you do so ... 

several about every 
times once a 3-5 days 1-2 days few Don't 
daily day a week a week weeks less often never ~ 

on a computer at school 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

on a computer at home 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

on a cell phone 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

at a computer in the library 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

at an internet cafe 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

at a computer in someone else's house 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Where else do you use the Internet? 

.--
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I 4. Do you own or use a cell phone? 

I own a cell phone with SIM card 0 
I own a SIM card, but not a phone 0 

I use a cell phone, but don't have my own phone or SIM 0 
I never use a cell phone 0 

Other: 

o 

~ For all of the following questions, please talk about your OWN cell phone, or the one you USE most 
often (even if you don't own a personal phone). 

I 

5. What is the brand and model name/number of your phone? 
(e.g. "Nokia 1166", "Samsung B91O" ... ) 

How much memory for storing pictures, 
music and other files do you have? (in Mega Bytes 1MB)) 

_____________ MB 

No Memory 0 

Don'tknow 0 

6. With ~our cell!;!hone, is it possible to ... ? 

yes no 

take pictures 0 0 
play music or MP3 files 0 0 

send and receive text messages or SMS 0 0 
send and receive MMS 0 0 

access the Internet 0 0 
receive or 'download' files (music or video) from other phones 0 0 (through Bluetooth or Infrared) 

send and receive email 0 0 
record videos 0 0 

play videos 0 0 
play games 0 0 

use MXit 0 0 
receive radio programmes 0 0 

use fast internet (3G or HSDPA) 0 0 

What else: 

Don't know 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
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7. If you had to buy a new phone today, how 
important are the following factors to you? Don't 

very somewhat <> not very not at all know 
Is it important that your NEXT phone ... important important important important "----

can take pictures 0 0 0 0 0 0 
plays music or MP3 files 0 0 0 0 0 0 

can send and receive text messages or SMS 0 0 0 0 0 0 
can send and receive MMS 0 0 0 0 0 0 

can access the Internet 0 0 0 0 0 0 
can receive or 'download' files (music or video) from other 0 0 0 0 0 0 phones (through Bluetooth or Infrared) 

can send and receive email 0 0 0 0 0 0 
can record videos 0 0 0 0 0 0 

can play videos 0 0 0 0 0 0 
can play games 0 0 0 0 0 0 

can use MXit 0 0 0 0 0 0 
can receive radio programmes 0 0 0 0 0 0 

can also use fast internet (3G or HSDPA) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
impresses with its great looks 0 0 0 0 0 0 

has a big screen 0 0 0 0 0 0 
is the latest model or newest technology 0 0 0 0 0 0 

has a low price 0 0 0 0 0 0 
has a small size or light weight 0 0 0 0 0 0 

What else is important?: 
~ 

neither Don't 
very happy nor very know 

happy happy unhappy unhappy unhappy 

I 8. How happy or satisfied are you 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 

with your current cell phone? 

I Vodacom Cell C MTN Virgin Mobile 

9. Which mobile provider do you use 
normally? D D D D 

If you use more than one phone or SIM card 
you can tick several. 

Pay monthly Don't 
Need to buy through a know 

airtime contract 

1

10
. 

Do you need to buy airtime in advance or do you pay 0 0 0 
I monthly through a contract? 
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11. Who pays for your cell phone airtime or contract? 

Other: 

My parents or legal guardians D 
My family members other than my parents D 

Myself D 
Boyfriend or Girlfriend D 

D 

I don't spend any money on airtime 0 

12. How much airtime, in Rand, did you use last week? 

If you don't know the exact amount, please guess or give a rough estimate. 

R ______ _ 

13. How much money did you spend on OTHER things for yourself last week, 
EXCLUDING airtime for cell phones,? (money spent on food, clothing, going out, ... J 

If you don't know the exact amount, please guess or give a rough estimate. 

I 
Six months 

,--________________ -.J or less 

14. How long ago was the first time you 
used a cell phone? 

15. How long have you had 
your current cell phone? 

o 

o 

One year 

o 

o 

16. What are the three activities you do most often on a CELL PHONE? 

Most often I ... 

Second 

Third 

17. What are the three activities you do most often on a COMPUTER? 

Most often I ... 

Second 

Third 

R ______ _ 

Two or three 
years 

o 

o 

More than I Don't 
three years '-----_k_no_w_--, 

o o 

o o 
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18. How much, if at all, has your cell phone only a 
helped you to do any of the following things? a lot some little not at all I don't know 

Keep in touch with my family 0 0 0 0 0 
Keep in touch with friends 0 0 0 0 0 

Do well in school 0 0 0 0 0 
Learn new things 0 0 0 0 0 

Share your ideas and creations with others 0 0 0 0 0 
Find important information 0 0 0 0 0 

Work with others in your community or in groups you belong to 0 0 0 0 0 
Follow your hobbies or interests 0 0 0 0 0 

What else is important?: 

I I 
Don't 

yes no know 

19. Do you ever "buzz" or give a missed call to other people? 0 0 0 

~ If yes, did you do this yesterday? 0 0 
I I 

20. Do you ever send "Please call me" messages? 0 0 0 

~ If yes, did you do this yesterday? 0 0 

21. Have you EVER used a cell phone to ... 
~ If yes, did you do this YESTERDAY? 
~ If yes, HOW MANY? 

have EVER did if you did it yesterday, have NEVER 
done this YESTERDAY HOW MANY yesterday? done this 

make a phone call 0 0 ¢ 0 
take pictures 0 0 ¢ 0 

send SMS text messages 0 0 ¢ 0 
record video 0 0 ¢ 0 

send MMS messages 0 0 ¢ 0 

22. Which of the following programmes have you EVER used? 
~ Which did you use YESTERDAY? 
~ HOW MUCH TIME did you spend on them yesterday? 

if you used it yesterday, 
have EVER did HOW MUCH TIME yesterday? have NEVER 
done this YESTERDAY (in minutes) done this 

MXit 0 0 ¢ 

rn meep 0 0 ¢ 

noknok 0 0 ¢ 

2go 0 0 ¢ 
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23. What are the three games you play most often on a cell phone? 

Most often I play ... 

Second 

Third 

24. How or Where do you usually get games for your cell phone? 

Other: 

I download from the Internet 0 
I get games from other cell phones 0 

I ONLY play the games installed on my phone 0 

o 

I don't play any games 0 

25. How would you describe the Internet? What does it mean to you? 

26. We're interested in what you do when you use a 
CELL PHONE. Please tell us whether you EVER do these have EVER 
activities, and whether you've done them yesterday. Please done this 

~ before 
also tell us if you NEVER do these things. ~~ 

Play games 0 
Play videos 0 
Play music 0 

transfer or 'download' files (music or video) to your phone 0 (using Bluetooth or Infrared) 

Use the Internet to get news or information about current events 0 
Research information for school on the Internet 0 

Look for health or medical information on the Internet 0 
go to Facebook, MySpace, HiS or similar websites 0 

Go to websites about movies, TV shows, music groups, 0 or spo rts sta rs 

Go online for no particular reason, to 'Google' or browse for fun 0 
Watch a video on video~sharing website like YouTube 0 

Use alarm function 0 
Use calculator 0 

Download songs, videos, games or ringtones 0 
Send and receive email 0 

did have NEVER 
YESTERDAY done this 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0 0 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
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27. Some people also use computers to do some of these things. 
Have you EVER used a COMPUTER to do any of the following 

things, and did you do this YESTERDAY? Please also tell us if have EVER did have NEVER 
done this YESTERDAY done this 

you NEVER do these things. D 
E"'l 

Play games 0 0 0 
Play videos 0 0 0 
Play music 0 0 0 

transfer files (music or video) to or from other computers 0 0 0 
Go online to get news or information about current events 0 0 0 

Research information for school on the Internet 0 0 0 
Look for health or medical information on the Internet 0 0 0 

go to Facebook, MySpace, HiS or similar websites 0 0 0 
Go to web sites about movies, TV shows, music groups, 0 0 0 or sports stars you are interested in 

Go online for no particular reason, to 'Google' or browse for fun 0 0 0 
Watch a video on video-sharing website like YouTube 0 0 0 

Send instant messages 0 0 0 (e.g. with Windows Live, ICQ, Google Talk, or Skype) 

Download songs, videos, games or ringtones 0 0 0 
Send and receive email 0 0 0 

I I 
Don't 

yes no know 

28. Do you have a PROFILE on Facebook, MySpace, or a similar 0 0 0 
website? 

~ If yes, WHICH is the profile you update most often? 

(If you DON'T have such a profile, please ignore the next question.) 

29. We'd like to know if the following kinds of information 

are posted to your profile, or not. yes no 
doesn't apply 

to me 

A photo of yourself 0 0 0 
Photos of your friends 0 0 0 

Videos 0 0 0 
Your name 0 0 0 

Your school name 0 0 0 
Your cell phone number 0 0 0 
Your relationship status 0 0 0 

Your email address 0 0 0 
The city or town where you live 0 0 0 

Audio or MP3 files 0 0 0 

About HOW MANY friends do you have, or how many people have you 'friended' with your profile? 
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30. Which of the following things have you ever done, and which 
have you done yesterday? have done this did have NEVER 

before YESTERDAY done this 

watch TV 0 0 0 

read a newspaper 0 0 0 

read a magazine 0 0 0 

listen to the radio 0 0 0 

31. What is the NAME of your FAVOURITE ... 

... TV channel and programme? 

... newspaper? 

. ;> ... magazlne . 

... radio channel? 

32. We want to know how and where you get news. 
HOW OFTEN do you do the following things to get NEWS or information about current events? 
(for example about sports, politics, celebrities, the weather, etc) 

several about every 
times once a 3-5 days 1-2 days few Don't 
daily day a week a week weeks less often never ~ 

watch TV news 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

read a newspaper 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

read a news magazine 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

listen to news on the radio 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

check news on Internet (on a cell phone) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

check news on Internet (on a computer) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Where else do you get information about current events?: 

r----
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¢ Next, we want to know about some of the Websites you have visited. Websites are specific pages on the 
Internet, such as www.uwc.ac.zafortheUniversityoftheWesternCape.lt·s OK you can't name any 
Websites for some of the questions! 

33. IF you use the Internet on a cell phone, 

what are the three WEBSITES you visit most often on a CELL PHONE? Ii 

Most often I visit... 

Second 

Third 

34. IF you use the Internet on a computer, 

What are the three WEBSITES you visit most often on a COMPUTER? 

Most often I visit... 

Second 

Third 

35. Can you please name some of the websites where you get news or information about current events? 

~~ (on a cell phone) Q (on a computer) 

(you can name as many websites as you want) 

36. Can you please name some of the websites where you do research for school subjects? 
, D 
~-. ~ 

(you can name as many websites as you want) 

37. Can you please name some of the websites where you get information about health or medical 
issues? 

D = 

(you can name as many websites as you want) 
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38. Can you please name some of the websites where you get information about movies, TV shows, 
music groups, or sports stars? 

D = 

(you can name as many websites as you want) 

¢ We're almost done! Please tell us a bit more about yourself. 

39. What is the language you use most often at home? If two languages are used equally, list both. 

40. Where were you born? (town / city / province) 

41. As you know, some people in South Africa can afford a lot of things, others have less money. 
In this question we want to show this using a ladder: 
More money means a higher position on the ladder. 

Please tick the box in each column to mark the step of the ladder. 
o @ ~ 

How are the students in How are you and your What do you think you 
Cape Town doing? family doing? would deserve? 

D- D- D-
©© D D D 
© D D D 

D D D 
D D D 

® D D D 
®® D D D 

I "ladder of wealth" I if if if 
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42. Now we want to know about success in school. 
Better marks mean a higher position on the ladder. 

Please tick the box in each column to mark the step of the ladder. 
o @ ~ 

How are the students in How are you doing? What do you think you 
your class doing? would deserve? 

©© 
© 

® 
®® 

I "ladder of school success" 

43. Are you female 

female or male? t 
I 

0 

45. In which year 
were you born? 

46. Do you think of yourself as ... 

Black 

White 

Coloured 

Asian 

Indian 

Other: 

.0. 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

if 

male 

t 
0 

19 

0 
0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

.0. .0. 
D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 

if if 

44. After your matric, 
what do you plan to do next? 

Go to university, technikon 0 
or other further education 

Start working 0 
immediately 

Other: 

0 

Don't know 0 

47. How do you usually get to school? 

Other: 

Walking D 
School bus D 

My parents bring me by car D 
Public transport or taxi D 

D 

48. How long do you walk / drive to school? 

______ minutes 
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THANK YOU VERY MUCH! 
FEEL FREE TO SHARE YOUR THOUGHTS ABOUT THE TOPIC OF THIS QUESTIONNAIRE WITH US: 

(You can also write me: tino.kreutzer@gmail.com using MXit over GTalk, or by email.) 
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